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The recent 16 year civil war in Mozambique dislocated approximately six million people 

(primarily small-scale agriculturalists) from land resources to which they are now 

returning and re-ciaiming; comprising the largest return and re-integration of refugees 

and displaced persons in the history of Africa. The UN expects to continue its 

resettlement activities in Mozambique until the year 2000. However re-access to land 

resources is problematic due to overlapping land claims stemming from the reforming 

state land tenure system, including a reformulating land law. Land concessions are being 

granted from different ministries at the national, provincial, and district level with no 

coordination, enforcement, or mechanisms to resolve competing claims between 

smallholders and concessionaires. 

Disputes over land resources between participants in a national versus customary tenure 

system, and the inability of the two to connect in terms of how such disputes are resolved 

in ways that are viewed as secure and legitimate (and therefore respected) by participants 

in both systems, can have especially serious repercussions in periods of recovery from 

armed conflict. The intersection of land tenure system (including formal and customarv 

"laws") and identity is crucial in this regard. This dissertation examines the role "critical 

resource" tenure following Mozambique's war, and how the conflict between 

reformulating customary and state land tenure systems aggravates the 'disconnect" 

between state and customarv identit ies,  and works against the peace process underway in 
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the country. 

In the wake of the Somalia debacle, the UN and the international community are 

compelled to examine new operational modalities that spjecifically address the issues that 

can jeopardize a peace process. This dissertation makes the argument that land tenure in 

critical resource areas following armed conflict is such a problematic issue, and that 

attention to this issue needs to become an integral part of the peace process in societies 

where agriculture is fundamental to recovery. 
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Chapter 1 

Peace Making and Conflict Management: 

New Directions Sought 

I.l Background 

The 1992 U.S. and then U.N. intervention in Somalia and the failure of the overall effort 

to build a new state in the remains of total collapse, has become a turning point that has 

led policy makers and analysts to rethink approaches to peace making and conflict 

management in general (Smock 1995; Oakley 1995; Crocker 1995; Cohen 1995; HAB 

1996a). As well, the UN Secretary General, the Organization for African Unity, and the 

European Union, as part of a new awareness among leaders of world organizations and 

government officials, are repeatedly calling for ways of handling potentially volatile 

situations at an early stage to prevent them firom escalating beyond control (Chopra 1996: 

Sisk 1995; HAB 1996a 1996b; Hume 1994). New and unconventional approaches are 

called for, but international bodies have difficulty thinking along innovative tracks of 

conflict management (Cohen 1995; Oakley 1995; Crocker 1995; Rothchild 1995; Hume 

1994). As the forces that contribute to conflict within countries merge with geopolitical 

and geo-economic subtleties, and become interpreted in a larger context than the nation 

or the region, conventional top-down approaches for peace making—tools developed for 

conflict resolution between countries—are proving ineffective. These tools are inept at 

both solving conflicts within countries, and addressing the underlying forces that provide 



a founciation for conflict or a return to conflict (HAB 199^a; Sisk 1995; Homer-Dixon 

1990; Smock and Crocker 1995; Hume 1994; Chopra 1996). Ways of conflict 

management apart from a reaction to looming humanitarian catastrophe and more 

focused on conflict prevention need to be sought and given priority (Crocker 1995; 

Cohen 1995; Oakley 1995; Willett 1995; Chopra 1996). 

There is increasing recognition that customary and local ways of interaction in such areas 

as access to and use of resources, need to be identified within the socio-cultural and agro-

ecologic contexts of countries prone to and recovering from war, and be incorporated 

into conventional approaches to peace-making (Cohen 1995; Sisk 1995; HAB 1996a 

1996b; Unruh 1995a; Willett 1995). There are indications that if such customary 

features are identified, recognized, and supported as assets in the larger setting of conflict 

resolution and p)eace making on a national and regional level, they can become powerful 

deterrents to the escalation or re-escalation of conflicts (Chopra 1996; HAB 1996a 

1996b; Unruh 1995a; Homer-Dixon 1990; Lund 1996; Smock 1995). Such a perspective 

however may be difficult to develop and implement given the urgency of the need once 

instability is underway or rapidly approaching. However, one straightforward and 

immediate application of such an approach is to incorporate it into the internationally 

supported rehabilitation and development agendas of chronically unstable countries 

attempting to recover from war. Such an application could be most directly started in 

programs that address the specific aspects of recoverv' most prone to re-creating or 



contributing to an environment conducive to instability. Following armed conflict, the 

large-scale return of enormous numbers of dislocatees and their attempt at reintegration 

into agricultural pursuits they are familiar with, is just such a problematic aspect of 

recovery. This has great potential for renewed instability via intense competition for the 

agronomic resources necessary for food production (Unruh 1995a; Howard and Homer-

Dixon 1995: UNRISD 1996; Galli 1992; Minter 1994). 

In Africa post-conflict recovery of agriculture will for many producers begin with a 

dependence on locations where the most fertile land, perennial water supplies, 

infrastructure, relief services, and physical security are present together. Resource tenure 

issues in these "critical resource" areas will come to the fore as populations respond to 

what they perceive to be lasting jjeace, and make decisions about returning to areas of 

origin and re-engaging in agriculture. However, what remains of the national land tenure 

system will be profoundly different from emerging tenure realities for most recovering 

agriculturalists. Nevertheless this system will be used by large-scale land interests to 

access land that is also allocated under reestablishing customary tenure systems. While 

such a separation in the way land is accessed is common in the developing world and 

particularly in Africa, it becomes most problematic in situations of disputes over land 

between customary and national tenure systems in critical resource areas of countries 

recovering from armed conflict, due to the risk of undoing a tentative peace process. 

This risk is particularly high in areas where combatants were and perhaps still are so that 
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they can live off the land; where national territory has been divided into areas under 

control of opponent groups involved in the conflict as part of a peace process; and where 

larger-scale agricultural ventures are drawn to optimally located and biophysically 

endowed land resources. 

The present work considers the opportunities for land tenure dispute resolution between 

reestablishing customary tenure systems and a reformulating national tenure system in 

critical resource areas of post-war Mozambique. The research considers aspects of 

customary' tenure systems for potential utility as evidence of use and occupancy in tenure 

dispute resolution within the national system. 

The recent 16-year civil war in Mozambique dislocated approximately six million people 

(pnmariiy small-scale agriculturalists) from land resources to which they are now 

returning and reclaiming: comprising the largest return and reintegration of refugees and 

displaced persons in the histor>' of Africa (USCR 1993). The UN expects to continue its 

resettlement activities in Mozambique until the year 2000 (Lauriciano 1995). However 

re-access is problematic in many locations due to the presence of land mines and areas 

still under Renamo (insurgent) control. While overlapping claims are common and 

concessions to land are being granted from different ministries at the national, provincial, 

and district level with no coordination, enforcement, or mechanisms to resolve 

competing claims between smallholders and concessionaires. 



There is general agreement within the government and donor community in Mozambique 

that a new land law is an exceedingly important goal, and that there presently exists a 

window of opportunity to make substantial progress toward significant policy reform. 

The importance and priority of dealing with land tenure issues in postwar Mozambique 

were raised at the 1995 Consultative Group meeting in Paris (armual meetings at which 

the donor community and the Mozambican government come to an agreement on 

amounts and purposes of foreign assistance). The same issue was raised again with 

greater urgency at the April 1996 Consultative Group meeting with a statement derived 

from the present work. Part of this statement focuses on the importance of land tenure 

conflict resolution viewed as legitimate by all interests, and the role that such conflict 

resolution has to the real success of a new land law and land policy reform. With 

technical and monetary support from the donor community, the goverrunent of 

Mozambique is presently seeking to revise the current land law to more effectively 

reflect the tenure situation emerging in post-war Mozambique. The Inter-ministerial 

Land Commission plans to have a revised Land Law ready to submit to Mozambican 

Parliament by October 1997 as part of a National Land Program. While earlier research 

programs have identified the basic parameters of "the land question" in Mozambique, 

some issues require more attention as the re-occupation of rural areas by displaced 

people bring to light additional problems. The Land Commission, with donor technical 

support has identified four topics that require additional research—one of these being land 

tenure dispute resolution between small holders and larger land interests. The work 



described in this dissertation is this research, and is part of the Mozambican 

government's program of land policy reform. 
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1.2 Objectives 

The widely different agricultural, historical, and socioeconomic situations of 

smallholders in two critical resource areas of post-war Mozambique will be used to 

examine the aspects of customary tenure for their utility as evidence in tenure dispute 

resolution between customary and national tenure systems. Specifically, what are the 

different arrangements that could be used as evidence of a claim to land. Does evidence 

vary (and if so how) with populations in different situations of tenure security, food 

security, war-time history, land quality, agro-ecological zone, proximity to market, and 

production system? What types of evidence are most and least legitimate for 

smallholders; what types of evidence (and what types of people) is more dependent on 

physical evidence, versus social/historical evidence? Is the potential evidence different 

from that used by customary leaders to resolve conflicts within the customary system? 
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U Layout of Dissertation Chapters 

The present chapter intends to introduce the topic and the salient aspects of land tenure 

in dislocation from and reintegration back into agriculture following armed conflict in 

rural Africa. Chapter two builds on the first by discussing ftirther the broad issues 

relevant to tenure conflict resolution. This Chapter attempts to describe some of the more 

important operative parameters of land tenure following civil conflict in rural Africa, and 

then in this context examine several approaches to land tenure and land conflict 

resolution, and their applicability to post-war recovery situations. Chapter three looks 

specifically at Mozambique, and begins by providing a brief history of the recent war and 

dislocation. The subsequent peace process and processes of rural reintegration are 

treated with more depth, with special attention given to the land tenure aspects of this 

process. A section on land tenure disputes and dispute resolution then discusses the 

specifics of legitimacy and institutions involved in land issues, and how these intersect 

with resource tenure and the agro-ecological realities of post-war Mozambique to create 

the present land tenure situation in the country. The chapter then concludes with a 

section on the land policy reform currently underway in Mozambique, and the role of this 

dissertation research in that reform. Chapter four describes the direction of the research 

in terms of central questions pursued, and the objectives, hypothesis, and theoretical 

considerations of customary evidence and tenure dispute resolution. This chapter 

includes a brief description of the place of the topic within the discipline of Geography. 

Chapter five, "Methods," specifies site selection, sampling, field data collection. 
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description of data collected, study approach and methods of analysis. Chapter six 

through nine presents results of the analyses, and chapter ten presents conclusions of the 

research. The chapters are followed by a set of appendices and a bibliography. 



Chapter 2 

The Land Tenure Dynamic Following Civil Conflict 

24 

2.1 Peace Keeping and Recovery from Conflict 

At a recent meeting of the UN's Special Political and Decolonization committee, it was 

determined that UN Peace Keeping missions needed to address underlying social and 

economic causes of tension and war as part of peace keeping (Willett 1995). Without 

such an approach, "peace keeping operations cannot hope to establish the conditions 

necessary for establishing peace and stability and thus are prone to failure" (Willett 

1995). This comes as part of a larger and more general awareness in the international 

community of the relationship between human development and security, and what this 

means for an increasingly interdependent world. An interdependency wherein future 

instability will often comprise "low intensity conflict within nations rather than between 

them, with their origins buried deep within aggravating problems of inequitable access to 

resources—including, and often especially, land resources (e.g., UNDP 1994: Creveld 

1991: Homer-Dixon 1990; HAB 1996a 1996b; Ohlson and Steadman 1994: Rothchild 

1995: Oakley 1995; Crocker 1995; Kaplan 1996; Hume 1994; Sahnoun 1996). 

Crocker and Hampson (1996) make the case for "third party intervention" in such 

conflicts, and cite the case of Mozambique as an example where "[w]ithout the outsiders, 

who provided many of the pressures, ideas, concepts, resources, deadlines and 



inducements, there would have been no settlement. Without outsiders to sustain the 

settlement through several arduous years of implementation, the underlying agreements 

would have collapsed." They go on to note for peace settlements in general; 

"Just as conflicts seldom resolve themselves, peace settlements do not implement 
themselves. The role of foreign efforts cannot end on the day that agreements are 
signed. Implementing mechanisms are essential to keep things on track, to 
sustain the political chemistry that produced the deal, and to continue the linkages 
and pressures that led to the breakthrough. [T]he real negotiation begins only 
after the agreement is signed. Outsiders who orphan the settlements they have 
helped to produce, by getting out too early due to lost interest or political will, 
will watch the agreements collapse." 

Crocker and Hampson (1996) go on to state that "[i]n the end, the West must recognize 

that judicial reforms and the establishment of the rule of law are long-term processes 

requiring sustained help from outsiders." And that, "problems of restitution for lost 

property have to be resolved as part of a peace process" (Crocker and Hampson 1996). 

The devastation wrought on many African populations as a result of multiple occurrences 

of conflict and famine have in recent years occurred at such a severity and extent as to 

profoundly disrupt human ecologies for millions of people over very large areas. Such 

disruption has repercussions on intra- and inter-state conflict, food security, and 

pronounced degradation of the biophysical resources vital to agrarian societies; as the 

forces of conflict, famine and resource degradation operate in mutual reinforcement. 

Recovery of populations and production systems that have been dislocated from 



established and accepted resource use arrangements existing within a wide variety of 

customary, cultural and state contexts, can involve a convulsive period as such 

arrangements are reconfigured, resulting in very high risks of renewed instability. 

Examples range from collapsed states such as Somalia, Rwanda, and Liberia, to 

widespread and prolonged civil war v^'thin disabled states (e.g., Mozambique, Angola, 

Sudan, Ethiopia), to areas in neighboring countries affected by large refugee 

concentrations. Like the complex and difficult histories involving resource use and 

access that lead to conflict and famine scenarios, the reestablishment of use and access 

arrangements for those affected will likewise be complicated and problematic, providing 

a potential for renewed armed confrontation (Vines 1995; UNRISD 1996; Percival and 

Homer-Dixon 1995; Shipton 1994; Galli 1992). 

The px)st-conflict rehabilitation of many households, land uses and production systems, 

as well as regional and national food security and economy, will rely on access to the 

areas where physical security, cultivable land, perennial water, relief assistance, and 

infi^tructure are present together. These "critical resource" areas will be espjecially 

important where they exist vvathin or in proximity to less usable, accessible, secure, or 

arable zones (Unruh 1995a; Scoones 1991; Ibrahim 1993). Intense resource competition 

in these areas in the early years of recovery will occur in an environment rife with 

complicated resource tenure disputes, and lacking in functioning tenure dispute 

resolution mechanisms viewed as legitimate and workable by the parties concerned. 



This will occur in a context of recent and/or ongoing armed conflict—itself highlighting 

the issue of legitimacy in government—such that these areas, while crucial to beginning a 

sustained recovery and a nascent peace process, can also become locations that spark 

renewed instability (Unruh 1995a). As Shipton (1994) observes "nothing evokes deeper 

passions or gives rise to more bloodshed than do disagreements about territory, 

boundaries, or access to land resources." The relevancy of the land question in armed 

conflict, and in a peace process is underscored by the large role that agrarian reform 

plays in the various revolutionary agendas. Crocker and Hampson (1996) note the 

importance of reintegration in the undoing of the earlier Angolan peace accord, and the 

much improved way this is handled in Mozambique. 

Critical resource areas (such as in fertile agricultural areas along and near the transport 

corridors in Mozambique) are key components in the negotiation of a peace settlement, 

these being among the first, if not the first areas where initial cease-fires are negotiated 

to occur, and thus are crucial to a peace settlement (Vines 1996). Such areas played a 

key role in the initial phases of the Mozambican peace negotiations, with Renamo 

referring to them as "peace corridors" (Vines 1996). 
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2.2 Return and the Role of Critical Resources 

As time begins to convince refugees, internally dislocated populations, and those 

interested in larger commercial ventures that a peace effort will hold-as repeated 

attempts at cease-fires, peace treaties, and elections frequently do not-these 

communities then attempt to return to "home areas," proceed elsewhere, or those who 

are already settled or able to mobilize capital begin to invest in long-term economic 

strategies. Initial efforts to engage in recovery (from household to national) for largely 

agrar ian  soc ie t i es  wi l l  d r ive  land  resource  t enure  prob lems  to  the  fo re  over  l a rge  a reas  i n  

a short time-frame for significant numbers of people. While these problems may be 

addressed in a fairly straightforward fashion in less populated or more marginal 

agricultural locations where ownership, access, and use of land resources is commonly 

acknowledged, in areas comprising critical resources, it will be much more complicated. 

The spatial co-incidence of fertile land, water, fuelwood, relief services, infrastructure 

and physical security will have drawn large concentrations of dislocatees. Migration to 

such areas is frequently foremost among the coping options available to those fleeing 

conflict and food shortage. Areas where previous state ownership and control played a 

large role, and where resource access was part of the larger conflict, will be especiall> 

problematic. As well, during armed conflict opposing forces can openly battle over 

agronomically endowed locations, seeking to obtain the revenues generated by crop 

production and the export of these in order to finance military activities-making what 



might have begun as a poh'tical war into an economic war (Nduru 1996; Galli 1992). 

And opposing forces can frequently station troops in agronomically endowed locations so 

that they can feed themselves by living off the land (Unruh 1995a; Page 1994; Galli 

1992). This can eventually result in demobilizing (or not) combatants from opposite sides 

in a conflict residing in close proximity early on in a peace process. These areas will 

also draw back pre-conflict inhabitants seeking re-access to valuable agronomic 
N 

resources; and will be primary locations for larger-scale agricultural ventures seeking to 

capitalize on a tentative peace, a confused and fluid tenure situation, and valuable and 

optimally located land resources. Galli (1992) states that in a post-war period, land 

issues in such areas will be the most important political consideration, because those who 

gain control over the best pieces of land will have the economic and political power to 

define the future of the countrv as well as the countryside. 



23 Land Resource Competition 

Post-conflict perception of rights to land can originate in different situations at different 

points in time. Exercising such rights will not happen all at once, but over time, as 

claimants return or migrate to destination areas from different war-time conditions and 

locations, as well as attempt to take advantage of the confusion, weakened goverrmient 

capacity, and land emptied by dislocation to establish new access rights. Such claims 

can involve: 

(a) previous customary arrangements, involving both permanent and transient rights of 

access; 

(b) colonial land transfer; 

(c) holders of state title, or some variant or intermediate document thereof; 

(d) individual or group inheritance, and formal and informal transfer and rental of land; 

(e) those relieved of land under previous governments or government programs, who feel 

they can now retake land; 

(0 those squatting on land during the period of instability, who feel that their occupation 

of land gives them legitimate claim; 

(g) a host of potential claims as land is set aside for the settlement of refugees, 

de-mobilized combatants, development projects, and land concessions as pan of a peace 

process; and, 

(h) individual and/'or group gains and losses as a result of the conflict and ensuing 

dislocation, including taking advantage of land confusion and repatriation to engage in 
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land grabbing—this can have a domino affect as such claims are fueled by the knowledge 

that land previously belonging to a certain individual or group has been taken over by 

another. 

Some of these claims also represent the opportunity for larger-scale commercial 

agricultural and other land resource interests to begin to be explored and realized, and 

these as well can contribute much to economic recovery. However land resources for 

this group can be accessed in a very different manner than that utilized by returning 

dislocatees and already returned smallholders attempting to make short to long-term 

agricultural decisions. While smallholders gain or regain access to land through local 

customary tenure structures, commercial and large land interests frequently gain access 

to land through some remaining portion of the national land tenure system that if at all 

operable after conflict, most likely continues in a much crippled form. Small-scale 

agriculturalists access land resources through local community leaders and communit\' 

structures that can be reestablished, albeit with a mix of new influences, with 

considerable rapidity following an end to conflict. Such local leaders are recognized at 

least at the community' level as having the authority to allocate land, make legitimate old 

or new claims to land, and resolve conflicts. Larger commercial interests however access 

land resources through the granting of title, concessions, and "joint ventures" with the 

government in varied form at the national, provincial, or district level. In one way or 

another this latter approach to land access usually involves a document of some sort. 
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while land allocated according to customary rules usually does not cany such evidence. 

What emerges then is a situation whereby what is left of the state land tenure system that 

is used to acquire, control, dispose of, and defend rights to land resources in a post-war 

period, is profoundly out of step with the realities of re-emerging customary social, 

tenurial, and agro-ecological constructs. While variants of such a disconnect operate 

widely in the developing world, and especially in Africa, it is most pronounced, and 

carries the greatest risk, in critical resource areas of countries recovering from armed 

conflict, due to the possibility of undoing a tentative peace process. That this disconnect 

is more profound in situations of recovery is further evidenced by the greatly diminished 

capacity of a government following conflict to enforce even minor aspects of the existing 

(pre-conflict) national tenure system. This is made still more problematic by the 

temporary (lasting years) division of national territory into areas under control of an 

opponent group(s) involved in the conflict, as part of an ongoing peace process. 
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2.4 Land Conflicts in an **Out of Step^ Tenure Context 

Disputes over land resources between participants in a national versus customary tenure 

system, and the inability of the two to connect in terms of how such disputes are resolved 

in ways that are viewed as secure and legitimate (and therefore respected) by participants 

in both systems, can have especially serious repercussions in periods of recovery from 

armed conflict. The issue of legitimacy is crucial. Civil conflict is based on the 

perception of non-legitimacy in various forms. For land dispute resolution to work in a 

context of recent conflict, the question of legitimacy becomes paramount, and must be 

attended to directly. The importance of such legitimacy in resolving land conflicts 

(including armed conflict explicitly over land) is noted in studies on Chiapas (Howard 

and Homer-Dixon 1995), the Gaza Strip (Kelly and Homer-Dixon 1995) and South 

Africa (Percival and Homer-Dixon 1995) and generally in civil conflicts (Homer-Dixon 

1991). And Latin America has provided many vivid examples of the link between the 

lack of legitimate land tenure dispute resolution mechanism, and civil conflict. Such 

legitimacy is especially important to a weakened state emerging from civil conflict, as 

such a state is administratively weak and of questionable legitimacy in the eyes of many 

in civil society, and the state will need the "customs and controls" within local 

communities for administration, including administration of land and land conflict 

decisions. 



Competing and um"esolvable claims to land resources results in resource users 

abandoning features of tenure systems because conflicts have made them unworkable, or 

they believe there to be little point in adhering to rules and decisions of dispute 

resolution that others are not following. Such a lack of tenure security for large numbers 

of returning farmers causes land degradation as there may be little to be gained by using 

resources prudently. This can lead to still more intense competition, especially over 

scarce resources in densely populated areas, with users coming to regard each other as 

potential enemies competing for the same means. And as frequently occurs when use of 

resources is usurped, previous users can over-exploit what was formerly theirs, believing 

that it is better that they continue to benefit as long as possible rather than have others 

profit. Such confusion, competition, and resource degradation, especially pronounced in 

critical resource areas, then serves to obstruct further commercial investment, because 

such investment and associated trade opportunities (local, national, and international) are 

dependent upon predictability and security of outcomes associated with land resource 

utilization. 

In such a situation the overall tenure organization during much of the recovery period 

v\ili not only be insufficiently cohesive to mitigate the effects of land degradation, but 

can actively aggravate serious resource compietition, resulting in a "fast forwarding" of 

the destruction of important resources necessary for agricultural recovery-. The impact on 

these resources can be greater than that which takes place simply as a result of increasing 
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demographic pressure. This is due to the effect that tenure confusion, land use, ethnic 

and political rivalries, the granting of land concessions, large numbers of returnees and 

persons still dislocated, and a context of conflict have on overall resource use and access. 

Disputes over resource access are especially problematic during recovery from a war 

which dislocates large populations because refugees while in exile often develop political 

awareness, such that upon their return to home areas, perceived tenure injustices can be 

placed in the context of the larger political dynamic (Ek and Karadawi 1991; Basok 

1994). Resolution of land conflicts will be particularly important when different 

production systems (such as small and commercial agriculture) and groups from 

opposing sides in the war focus agricultural activities onto the same areas. Certain 

individuals and groups have the means to prevent peace fi-om returning, and will exercise 

this option if tenure disputes are not resolved in ways that are, at the very least, 

commonly viewed as having a legitimate, inclusive, transparent, and fair procedure 

(Africa Watch 1993; Unruh 1995a). 

The role that land dispute resolution mechanisms play in reconciliation and economic 

rehabilitation in recovery from war should not be underestimated. That such resolution 

happens quickly is important to the secure re-engagement of populations in familiar land 

uses, agricultural production and food security, and agricultural contributions to 

economic recover}- and associated trade opportunities. That it happens in ways that are 



seen as transparent and equitable by most claimants is important because 

disenfranchisement of local populations from land and water rights is a major factor 

contributing to instability and resource degradation (Hutchinson 1991). On the other 

hand tenure dispute resolution mechanisms widely viewed as legitimate and pursued by 

the State, contributes to a peace process by bringing increased legitimacy to the 

px)st-conflict, re-emerging government. Important questions here are: 1) what are the 

approaches for deriving workable tenure dispute resolution mechanisms that can operate 

in critical resource areas as an interface between customary and national tenure systems, 

in periods of recovery from armed conflict and beyond; and, 2) what might be the role of 

such mechanisms in linking customary tenure to a post-conflict, re-formulating national 

tenure system. 
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2.5 Approaches to Land Tenure Reform and Conflict Resolution 

For a tenure construct to function in land dispute resolution and peace keeping in 

situations of recoveiy from armed conflict, five characteristics take on primary 

importance: 1) the construct needs to be able to be established quickly; 2) it should 

embrace and engage the evolving tenure situation and mitigate emerging problems, as 

opposed to aggravating these or imposing unfamiliar constructs; 3) it should be able to 

mesh easily with subsequent realities involving development efforts, and priorities and 

aspirations involving resource access, investment, export production, passage of national 

legislation, etc; 4) it should be low cost, with this based on a realistic assessment of 

existing formal and customary institutions: and 5) it should be seen as legitimate. The 

five approaches to land tenure reform and land conflict resolution described below are 

considered with respect to these five characteristics. 

2.5.1 Smallholder Titling 

Recognition by the development community of the disconnect between customary and 

national tenure systems and the problems that result, have led to attempts to bring 

smallholders into national tenure systems, or link the two through titling of smallholder 

land (Migot-Adholla and Bruce 1994; Carter et al 1994; Roth et al 1994a; Roth et al 

1994b: Golan 1994; Bruce et al 1994). Numerous experiences however have revealed 

that giving title to small-scale agriculturalists neither brings them into the national tenure 

system, nor links the two (e.g., Bruce et al 1994; Lemel 1988; Roth et al 1994a; Roth et 



al 1994b; Golan 1994; Migot-Adholla et al 1994; Wade 1988; Bromley and Cemea 1989; 

Leonard 1986; Platteau and Baland 1989). As an artifact of a system that smallholders 

can have little understanding of, title can quickly lose its value if not updated when land, 

or portions of a piece of land, is transacted, given away, or inherited (Bruce et al 1994). 

There is extensive evidence that systematic titling exercises for smallholders are 

followed by widespread failures to register transfers and successions (Bruce et al 1994; 

Shipton 1994). The accuracy of registry records made at considerable cost is lost as the 

position on the ground—and in the minds of the local people—eventually diverges from 

that on the register. This is because most smallholders, even after receiving title, do not 

do the things that titling seeks to empower them to do, such as selling or mortgaging their 

land without consulting family or neighbors. Use of those powers would go against 

important cultural norms that are responsible for the functioning of the customary tenure 

system, and would disrupt relationships fundamental to risk reduction (Bruce et al 1994). 

These relationships are especially important in unstable and otherwise problematic 

political and agro-ecological environments—which is particularly the case following 

armed conflict. Likewise this problem of alienability applies to the presumed connection 

bet\veen title and credit—since it is the possibility of foreclosing on the land mortgaged, 

and of realizing its value in the market that drives offers of credit (Platteau 1992). 

Despite the effort, hopes, and assumptions of economic development planners, land is 

seldom just a commodity. In fact, some tenure policies which seek to make land 

marketable have instead made it explosive (Shipton 1994). 



While the freehold mortgage system is a main strategic aim of many foreign 

development plarmers, it remains a foreign fantasy in areas settled by lineages. The 

presence of sacred graves on, and kin living on and around the land of loan defaulters 

inhibits creditors' attempts at seizure, while at the same time being perceived by some 

lineages as acts of war (Shipton 1994). Disputes over mortgaged land can frequently be 

violent (Verdier and Rochegude 1986; Shipton 1992). This then of course discourages 

creditors from offering credit in the first place. Bruce et al (1994) have come to the 

conclusion that these norms cannot be legislated out of existence, even where land policy 

reform is followed up with costly and extensive cadastral survey and registration. In 

land titling programs, market logic never simply shuts out political and cultural reason 

(Shipton 1994). And even if smallholders attempt to pursue title change, local level state 

institutions (such as a land registry) in the developing world (particularly following 

conflict) can have very limited capacity to process, record and communicate to a central 

registry the details of a land transfer— if such local institutions even exist. The costs of 

such title change or transfer are frequently borne by the smallholder, who for numerous 

reasons do not or cannot follow through with such transfer (Bruce et al 1994). 

And, individual title for smallholders does not necessarily provide security of tenure. 

Land tenure security, defined as the degree of control over land resources, plays a crucial 

role in the functioning and development of African agriculture. Generally, greater tenure 

security is thought to encourage greater effort and investment by landholders in 



agriculture and thus result in greater agricultural production, with improvement in food 

security (Lane 1991; Bruce 1986; Lawry 1989; Bruce and Migot-Adholla 1994). Actual 

tenure security however is based upon much more than labels and artifacts such as 

documented title. While formal titling procedures are appropriate in a wide variety of 

situations, there is more to tenure security than possession of a document. The document 

must represent both a system and a capacity that is known, accessible, viewed as 

legitimate by the holder of the document and by those who may wish to make a claim 

against it, and is connected to local social, cultural and biophysical realities. Thus tenure 

securit)' is seldom contingent on the land itself, but on how secure is access to other 

elements that influence agricultural production, use, and sale of the results of the mi.\ of 

soil and human activity. 

In addition there is the problem of what exactly is being titled. If land presently under 

cultivation is being titled, then this creates difficulties in s>'stems of swidden-fallow 

agriculture, and/or where community common lands are used for a number of purposes, 

e.g., gathering fuelwood, extraction of minor forest products, grazing, etc. Making this 

still more troublesome in countries where all land "belongs to the state," are laws that 

specify that land "'abandoned" (e.g., fallow) for X number of years is free to be 

reallocated by the state. 



Attempts to substitute customary entitlement with state title can act to reduce tenure 

security by creating confusion which those more powerfully placed can take advantage 

(Bruce et al 1994). While titling presently cultivated smallholder land may make 

available areas to then be granted to concessions, etc (commons land, fallow land). In 

aggregate this becomes a problem when small-scale agriculturalists are no longer able to 

feed themselves. And, titling under a weak state tenure system—as such systems are in 

situations of recovery from war—rarely provides meaningful security, and may actually 

decrease tenure security (Bruce et al 1994). 

Individual titling for smallholders can threaten disadvantaged categories, while giving 

the wealthy and the well-connected, new ways to consume land of those less privileged 

(Shipton 1991 1988; Wangari 1990)—an especially problematic situation following 

armed conflict. And titling can kindle disputes between land borrowers and lenders, or 

land patrons and clients (Shipton 1991). A market in title and deeds, divorced from 

actual land use, can make absentee landlordism and the concentration of land into fewer 

hands, easier and more tempting, creating a situation where multiple claims are 

generated (Downs and Reyna 1988; Berry 1993). Where state titling is welcome locally, 

it is often as a defense against dispossession by other arms of the state, or by those acting 

for themselves under the state's aegis (Shipton 1994). 
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Titling exercises can require very large amounts of time, as people must be trained to 

then work in demarcation, cadastres, and registry operation. With very long time periods 

required for the ultimate title document to be processed by the relevant bureaucracies 

and authorities—time being an important variable in the fluid situations of recovery from 

armed conflict. 

The issue of legitimacy in post-conflict situations intersects poorly with smallholder 

titling exercises. As the state (or the donors through the state) is the entity responsible 

for accomplishing titling exercises and issuing titles, this can be seen by groups opposing 

the government in the conflict (and their sympathizers) as a maneuver to obtain land for 

the government. While the cessation of armed conflict as a logistical exercise can be 

achieved, in many cases the reasons for the conflict can still exist in the minds of 

combatants and the general population, and ways that mitigate, not aggravate these 

reasons will contribute to the maintenance of a peace process. 

2.5.2 Socialist Tenure 

In the 1960s - 1980s a number of African states experimented with socialist tenure 

constructs in the wake of independence. In Ethiopia, Somalia, Tanzania, Mozambique 

and elsewhere, large and small holdings alike were often swept away and replaced by 

collective state farms and villagization programmes (e.g., Abrahams 1985; Bassett and 

Crummv 1993: Cohen 1980; Unruh 1990; Myers and West 1993). In post-conflict 



situations, these can be seen by some to be the most straightforward evolution of 

resettlement schemes involving dislocatees. However these do not address the 

legitimacy issue, and it is unlikely that opponents to the government in the conflict will 

readily accept the existence of state farms on the best land, especially land that opponent 

groups may still have control over either nominally or as part of a peace process. State 

farms have performed poorly because of inefficient and rigid bureaucracies, and lack of 

material incentives for farmers, and low or negative productivity (Shipton 1994). 

Significant time is required to acquire land, set up operations, and for participants to 

leam how their part in the state farm is to function. Because state farms are always on 

the best land, they can promote land disputes by replacing smallholder occupation in 

these areas, and by encouraging elite co-optation of land resources (Shipton 1994). 

Villagization programs, never popular, seek to concentrate populations in nucleated 

settlements, and therefore involve both relocation of populations, and the usurping of 

resources on which nucleated villages are to be located—both of which can encourage, 

instead of mitigate land conflicts. Soil fertility and the needs of shifting cultivation were 

rarely taken into account in the formation villagization schemes, and soil exhaustion in 

big new villages forced farmers to travel further out as they sought new fields, 

encouraging land disputes as farmers vie for the closer, better locations. But more 

importantly, villagization programs have contributed directly to insurgency and famine, 

as Ethiopia and Mozambique demonstrate (Clay and Holcombe 1985: Cohen 1984: 



Dejene 1987; Finnegan 1992; Geffiay 1991). Thus, such villagization programs actively 

aggravate the legitimacy question. And, state farms have proved problematic as 

countries move to more free market economies as a result of national aspirations and/or 

intemational pressure. 

2.5J State Ownership 

In another attempt at ordering tenure for all nationals, the state declares all land to be 

property of the state, in effect demoting almost everyone's rights. Numerous African 

states have pursued this course (e.g.., Frances 1987; Verdier and Rochegude 1986: 

Abrahamson and Nilsson 1994; Roth etal 1994b; Unruh 1995). Usually this 

arrangement allows large areas to be declared "vacant and ownerless" national property 

to be subsequently distributed (Shipton 1994). Because such land is most often initially 

under the domain of resource use by customary communities for cultivation, fuelwood. 

fallowing, grazing, forest product extraction, etc., the redistribution of this land causes 

land conflict, as local communities seek to continue to occupy, use, or reoccupy the same 

areas, or look to other areas (frequently already occupied) to use. There can also be 

considerable confusion over exactly what rights individuals, communities and the state 

have. State ownership also gives license to land grabs by civil servants and their 

informal clients (Bassett and Crummy 1993; Downs and Reyna 1988; Reyna 1987). 

Such a situation encourages land disputes, discredits legitimacy, and can be especially 

problematic when dislocatees are still returning to home areas, because these areas can 



appear vacant. Land nationalizatioa, like titling individual small holdings, opens doors 

for land speculation by urban-based elites, as the opportunities to learn about and take 

advantage of abrupt tenure change are never equally spread (Shipton 1994). Such 

arrangements can be especially problematic in situations of recovery from armed conflict 

where the tenure landscape is more fluid than it would be otherwise, and where the 

insertion of tenure change can encourage confusion, speculation, and disputes for some 

time. 

Finally, African states rarely have the capacity to insert the state in all (or even a small 

percentage) of land and land rights transactions—especially states weakened by armed 

conflict. This then creates a situation where most transactions and activity involving 

land occur outside the domain of the state in a black market arrangement where rules of 

national tenure do not apply, invating corruption and conflict, further decreasing 

legitimacy. 

2.5.4 Group Titling 

Experimentation proceeds in a number of countries with different forms of group titling, 

based on geographical boundaries, lineage, village, or other local units (e.g.., Dickerman 

1987; Freudenberger 1993; Shipton 1994; Kariro and Juma 1991). As with individual 

titling, group titling can require long periods of time (both to actually title, and for 

participants to learn how the construct is supposed to work) even if they are only, or 



initially, to be carried out in critical resource areas. As well there is the problem of 

finding out what units to use in group titling and who belongs to each group-both of 

which can be very difficult to accomplish in a situation of large-scale return and 

reintegration. Group titling, like individual titling, is difficult in countries where 

transhumant pastoralism, or other very extensive resource use systems are prevalent. 

And, group titling becomes problematic when one or more individuals within the group 

wants to leave the group and pursue more individual resource use, lease, sale, etc. There 

is also significant risk that group titled areas will be treated in subsequent development 

and investment programs and opportxmities, as little more than homelands. Group titling 

also runs the same risks as individual titling in terms of advantage, time, and legitimacy. 

2.5.5 State Recognition of Customary Tenure and Dispute Resolution 

2.5.5.1 Tenure Security and Customary Tenure 

Where features of a state tenure system are problematic—as they will be for a number of 

years following the disruptive effects of war—local customary tenure forms may be at 

least as effective, and in many cases more effective in providing tenure security than the 

formal title or other constructs closely associated with the state (Samatar 1994, Lane 

1991, Lemel 1988, Swift 1991; Moorehead 1991). Tenure security is important to 

stability and recovery ft'om conflict (Myers 1995), and post-conflict recovery of 

customary households will depend significantly on the degree to which sufficient 

agronomic resources can be accessed and utilized in a secure manner (resource tenure 



security) (Unruh 1995a). Such security is the security of the future expectation of 

obtaining certain advantages through access and use of resources (Lemel 1988; 

Commons 1961; Domer 1964). Such expectation in turn depends on a number of factors 

intimately tied up with the ecological, historical, social and political contexts and 

realities from the local to the national, which are variable within a society (Lemel 1988; 

Goody et al 1976; Barraclough 1973; Raup 1967). Exercising such rights are therefore 

contingent not only upon the recognized possession of rights, but upon the 

interconnecting network of local "customs and controls" within which rights are 

exercised (Thompson 1976). 

Customary rights of access to resources can be backed by what Riddell (1982) calls 

"law-in-action.'' In other words, what establishes itself are the "ad hoc arrangements that 

develop to meet the variety of situations in which people find themselves" (Riddell 

1982). These preferential behaviors outline the rules of resource use that are actually in 

operation, and which can precede formal law. A number of researchers have pointed out 

the need to place more responsibility for resource management in the hands of local 

communities, and that customary tenure regimes need to be incorporated into national 

tenure structures in Africa (e.g., Samatar 1994; Lane 1991; Swift 1991; Moorehead 

1991). 



In post-conflict situations, reestablishment of customaiy tenure regimes in critical 

resource areas will comprise an amalgam of notions concerm'ng tenure security, tenure 

dispute resolution, and land allocation, derived from aspects of differing previous tenure 

systems, the recent conflict, dislocation, and the varying settlement histories of different 

community members, and the evolving current situation (Unruh 1995a). State 

recognition (and legitimization) of tenure security afforded by the customary system is 

important for two reasons. First, following war, aspects of customaiy 

arrangements—albeit in many cases transformed—will be reestablished and operational 

before, and perhaps long before, a state recovering from conflict is in a position to 

formulate, implement, and enforce a national land tenure system backed by a workable 

land law. Such that when the latter does occur, both derivation and implementation of 

significant parts of a national tenure system will be more straightforward, and more 

successful if it incorporates aspects of what is already in place. This holds the possibility 

at least of creating fewer tenure disputes in the future by building on known tenure 

arrangements, as opposed to attempting to introduce new tenure rules that can be poorly 

understood at the local level. The second reason is that many small-scale resource users 

will have ver>' little confidence in a new and unfamiliar tenure regime established by a 

state that will almost certainly be viewed as fragile, if not suspect, until such a regime 

proves itself as a legitimate avenue to both physical and tenure security. Failure to 

recognize and act on such important aspects of a post-conflict land tenure dynamic will 

manifest itself in an aggravation of the disconnect between customary and national 



tenure systems, with disputes between the two systems operating within the context of 

the still contentious issue of legitimacy. Such a situation then resides much more 

proximate to physical confrontation than it would otherwise. Other observers have 

argued for flexible approaches that give official recognition, under national legal codes, 

to diverse local patterns of access to and control over resources (Shipton 1994; Tanner 

andMormerat 1995; Myers 1994). 

2.5.5.2 Customary Land Use in Land Dispute Resolution 

Post-war customary land use systems can quickly reestablish themselves as a complex 

mix of influences that can nonetheless allocate land and resolve tenure disputes among 

smallholders, and therefore are able to quickly redintegrate dislocatees at no cost to the 

state (Tarmer and Mormerat 1995; Myers 1995). This becomes problematic however as 

returnees find areas already occupied by concessions issued by a debilitated national land 

tenure system, and no available conflict resolution mechanisms operable and legitimate 

between small and large holders. At this px)int legitimacy becomes an important issue, 

and intersects directly with the issues which surround recent armed conflict. The 

backing to superimposed claims (the foundation for which is legitimacy) in a context of 

recovery from war will be extremely variable. Ways of approaching this complexit>' 

should be derived carefully. And such intricacy highlights the priority that should be 

given to the inclusion of customary tenure and customary cultural ecological constructs 

in the post-conflict reformation of tenure dispute resolution; as these are constructs 



which have local meaning, are respected by smallholder communities, are already 

established and working, and thus can serve to bring legitimacy to dispute resolution 

mechanisms employed by the state. Such indigenous structures or mechanisms will be 

more able to contribute to sustaining the transition from war to peace than poorly 

understood mechanisms imposed from the outside that can serve to favor certain groups. 

A dispute procedure viewed as legitimate by smallholders then is able to employ 

customary "customs and controls" in enforcement and administration of decisions, 

effectively relieving the state of this cost, which it would not be able to bear in any case. 

And, legal legitimacy given to customary forms of evidence then encourages 

concessionaires to ''cut a deal" with smallholder communities, in order to avoid 

problematic disputes over land that could jeopardize investments and create tenure 

insecurity for commercial leaseholders (e.g.., Bawa 1996). But what aspects of the 

customary tenure and agro-ecological systems can be utilized in such a fashion? And are 

different forms of evidence needed for different types of smallholders? Will the type of 

evidence change over time as smallholders pursue recovery? 
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Chapter 3 

Mozambique: Land Tenure in a 

Context of Rural Reintegration and a Fragile Peace 

3.1 Background 

Mozambique has produced more refugees than any other country in Africa (USCR 

1994). The most recent conflict (lasting 16 years) together with a six-year drought, 

separated approximately six million people from food producing activities that covered 

very large areas of productive land, and severely affected normal agricultural activities 

for those not displaced (USAID 1995 1996; Myers et al 1994; USCR 1994; Willett 

1995; Monnerat 1995). As the number of dislocated equaled approximately 50 

percent of the national population (USCR 1993; USAID 1995) the settlement of rural 

refugees back into agricultural production systems similar to what they once 

participated in will be critical to future food security, and political stability, and to the 

re-formation of the social and land-use foundations upon which relevant development 

agendas can be built. However vast areas of Mozambique were devoid of human life 

for years as the dislocated population sought refuge abroad or in the relatively secure 

areas around the country's urban centers, along protected corridors, and in areas where 

private militias operated (World Bank 1994). Large parts of the country lack basic 

necessities such as shelter food, and water. Many districts to which people are 



returning have no schools or health clinics, roads are in severe disrepair, land mines 

render otherwise productive areas unusable, and significant portions of both armies 

(Frelimo—government; Renamo—insurgency) remain armed (or with weapons close by) 

and distrustful. Renamo maintains control over large areas that are only beginning to 

open to outsiders after years of total isolation (Tanner and Monnerat 1995; USCR 1993; 

Hanlon 1995). 

The massive return and reintegration of refugees and displaced persons in Mozambique 

(the largest in the history of Africa) is a phenomenon that cannot be orchestrated 

(USCR 1993). A recent study by the UNHCR in Mozambique highlighted that access 

to land for cultivation was and continues to be a determining factor for the return of 

refugees and internally displaced (UNHCR 1996). Households will proceed to home 

areas or elsewhere at their own rate and on their own terms with many of the displaced 

migrating to the more agriculturally productive areas—with the situation likely to be 

chaotic for years (USCR 1993; USAID 1995 1996). The US Committee for Refugees 

has estimated that Mozambicans must struggle for a full generation before their country 

can regain the impoverished standard of living it held in 1980 (USCR 1993). The war 

inflicted between 16 and 18 billion dollars worth of damage in a country where the 

GNP is less than two billion, with the countr>' presently relying almost exclusively on 

foreign assistance (Willett 1995). And Mozambique's foreign debt of $5.3 billion is the 



largest in Africa (USCR 1993; Seculo 1996). A 1993 UN report ranked Mozambique 

as the world's poorest country, where two-thirds of the population live in extreme 

poverty. And an "international human suffering index" developed by the Population 

Crisis Committee rated Mozambique the worst country in the world in which to live 

(USCR 1993). 



3.2 A Fragile Peace 

3.2.1 A Difficult Beginning 

Although a peace accord was signed between the government and Renamo in October 

1992, there was little initial confidence that peace would follow. The accord had been 

signed during a prolonged drought and expectations of peace had been dashed 

repeatedly, with years of problematic negotiations producing little more than intensified 

war (Minter 1994; Hewlett 1995; USCR 1993). The 1984 signing of the Nkomati 

Accords between Frelimo and South Africa in which the latter pledged to stop its 

support of Renamo was largely ignored by South Africa. The Chissano (Frelimo) 

government's offer of amnesty to Renamo soldiers was also fruitless. Negotiations 

began directly between Frelimo and Renamo via intermediaries in 1989, with the two 

sides not meeting face to face until the following year in Rome. Renamo violated a 

partial cease-fire in late 1990, and several rounds of peace talks during 1991 saw no 

substantive progress. There was actually increased conflict as both sides sought 

battlefield advantage to strengthen their positions at the negotiations (USCR 1993). 

3.2.2 Continued Uncertainty 

With the signing of the peace accord in October 1992, Mozambique's first multi-party 

elections (UN supervised) were planned for October 1993, but were delayed until the 

following year (Abrahamson and Nilsson 1994; USCR 1993; Vines 1995). Additional 



problems in carrying out the peace accord contributed to a climate of continued 

uncertainty for the population at large about whether the war would in fact end. This 

effectively suspended decisions to return to home areas and attempt cultivation and 

household recovery, even though some repatriations from Malawi moved 300,000 

refugees (15 percent of all refugees, excluding internally dislocated) inside 

Mozambique (USCR 1994). Violations plagued the cease-fire. Both sides missed key 

deadlines, troops remained armed, and many agreements reached on paper as part of 

the 1992 peace accord remained unfulfilled, with mistrust between Frelimo and 

Renamo further stalling reconciliation (Vines 1995). Both sides attempted to maintain 

"hidden armies"' or "non-cantonable"' forces in order to maintain extra military capacity 

(Vines 1995). The arrival of UN troops was delayed by months, and was much less 

than initially planned, due to disagreements within the UN over budget and command 

structure (USCR 1993; Vines 1993). The response to the delay by Renamo was that it 

would not demobilize its forces until at least two-thirds of the UN's 7,500 troops were 

in place. However even after this occurred, demobilization was stalled on both sides. 

Renamo boycotts of peace commissions, and accusations by both sides that the other 

was not living up to the peace accord delayed important milestones, with the population 

losing confidence in the peace process (Vines 1995). Meanwhile, the specter of 

Angola's return to war after a UN engineered peace set an unfortunate example. 

October 1995 conversations with Renamo members of the National Assembly indicate 



that instability was still a major concern (Francisco 1995). 
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The mandate of the UN operation in Mozambique (ONUMOZ) was to monitor the 

cantonment, disarmament and demobilization of combatants from both sides as well as 

the creation of a new army and the resettlement of approximately six million refugees 

and displaced people. The cost was estimated at one million dollars a day for a total of 

$331 million (Vines 1995). Disarmament however has by and large been a failure. 

Renamo, the government, and the various militia groups did not provide their best 

weapons for disarmament; these being retained in hidden caches and regarded as future 

assets for conflict or commerce (Vines 1995). 

The lack of confidence in the general population about the actual end to the war 

delayed moves back into agriculture (Myers 1995; USCR 1993). The reintegration of 

six million displaced people will complicate land access for years in Mozambique 

(Myers et al 1994). At the same time access to land is of fundamental importance to 

the recovery of agriculture in Mozambique (Galli 1992). Many households were and 

continue to be uncertain about where to pursue resettlement. Their "home area" might 

be in a number of places: traditional or ethnic areas; where the Portuguese moved them 

in colonial days; where Frelimo moved them soon after independence; and where they 

moved three or four times to escape the war (USCR 1993: Galli 1992). Land mine and 



land tenure problems have led to a massive urban to rural migration (Willett 1995). 

The UN's International Organization for Migration expects to continue its resettlement 

activities until the year 2000 (Lauriciano 1995). 

3.23 Politicai Stability and Land Issues 

After South Africa, stability and development in Mozambique may be the most 

important factor in sustaining peace in the southern part of the continent (USAID 

1995). A brief description of the regional (Southern Africa) security context with 

respect to Mozambique, as well as a description of the situation inside the country, is 

worthwhile so as to have an idea of: a) the problematic political landscape in which 

land issues reside: and, b) the large role that the potential for instability will play in 

reestablishing workable tenure systems and land tenure dispute resolution mechanisms, 

both formal and customary. 

3.2 J. 1 Southern Africa: Regional Linkages 

Mozambique, and southern Africa have an intricate and continuing history of cross 

border activities tied to internal conflict. After the independence war in Mozambique, 

the country promptly got caught up in the Rhodesian (Zimbabwean) liberation struggle. 

Rhodesian security forces largely created then supported insurgent efforts in 

Mozambique. Once Zimbabwe was independent in 1980, Mozambique then became 



trapped in the conflict between the exiled African National Congress (ANC) and the 

South African Defense Forces; with the latter taking over sponsorship of Renamo. By 

the mid-1980s destabilization efforts in Mozambique had transformed Renamo as a 

rebel movement into a major military challenge resulting in a war that thrived on 

external involvement (Hume 1994). The Mozambican government attempted to attract 

foreign investment in land by white South Africans, Zimbabweans, and others (by 

providing land on very good terms) in the hope that these would form a lobby against 

continued South Afncan support for Renamo (Hanlon 1995). At present a 

Zimbabwean rebel group, the "Chimwenjes" is operating out of Mozambican territory, 

and engaging in banditry and lethal attacks inside Mozambique itself, and reportedly 

are recruiting Mozambicans into the movement (Veloso 1996; Machirica 1996). Some 

suggest that the links between Renamo and this group which existed during the 

Mozambican war are still active (Lauriciano 1995; Noticias 1996a; 1996b). A 

Mozambican rebel group the "Uniao Democratica de Mocambique" (UDEMO) 

operating out of Malawi, warns that they have 3,000 armed men inside wilderness areas 

of Mozambique ready to fight, and may be instructed to do so to take pxjwer or pressure 

the government to accept its demands (Noticias 1996d). There are indications that 

some of those involved in this group are demobilized and marginalized combatants 

from the Renamo - Frelimo war (Noticias 1996d). And there is growing concern over 

groups of armed men in different parts of Mozambique pursuing banditry and the 



impact this is having on agriculture (Nacuo and Tembe 1996; Noticias 1996c). As 

well, thousands of arms caches remain across Mozambique and hundreds of thousands 

of small arms remain in circulation (Vines 1995). Porous national borders and a 

thriving black market for weapons in Mozambique and neighboring countries 

compound the situation and pose a serious problem for other African states (Vines 

1995). 

One of the most potentially volatile issues in Mozambique is the arrival of groups of 

Afrikaner Boers to take up farming, in the wake of their failure to achieve a white 

homeland in South Africa itself The agreement to allow this group access to land 

resources in Mozambique was formalized between Mozambican president Chissano 

and South African president Mandela in early 1995, with the date of the initial 

agreement largely unknown—but obliquely tied to specific actions by Mandela in 

Mozambique's national elections (Mozambiquefile 1996a). The Boers are also 

reportedly negotiating with Zaire, Angola, Congo, Gabon, and the Ivory Coast for 

similar arrangements (Demos 1995) but are apparently looking to Mozambique for the 

model (Bruce 1996). 

While the Mozambican government is apparently enthusiastic about the arrival of the 

Boers, in the hope that South African investment in agriculture might raise food 



production and exports, there is considerable political opposition to the plan 

(Mozambiquefile 1996b). Although the de-stabilizing effect of relieving Mozambicans 

of land by this group is acknowledged (Mozambiquefile 1996b), the government has 

earmarked parts of the northern province of Niassa for their settlement. This province 

is sparsely settled, but the group is to locate along the most productive river valleys, 

which are already populated. The political and economic arguments surrounding the 

pros and cons of Boer settlement in Niassa, and the high profile and frequency of these 

arguments in the media, government, and among international donors, has served as a 

catalyst to moving forward on "the land question" in Mozambique, and gives urgency to 

the process of national land policy reform (Hanlon 1995). 

3.2.3.2 Inside Mozambique 

While the 1992 Peace Accord and the 1994 elections are positive developments in 

Mozambique's recovery, there are few illusions within the country regarding the 

fragility of the peace process currently underway (USAID1995). Mozambique's new 

found democracy will not by itself guarantee future peace, and will not resolve the 

essential crisis of the legitimacy of the political system (Willett 1995; Economist 

Intelligence Unit 1993; USAID 1995). Significant obstacles remain. The war greatly 

weakened the instruments of the state, making it less than effective in dealing with 

many of the problems of a recovering country, including land resource allocation and 
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land tenure dispute resolution. The international donor community, by setting up 

parallel structures for the provision of assistance and to oversee the transition from 

conflict to democracy, has contributed to undermining the function and role of the state, 

further weakening its legitimacy and structures, and contributing to a situation of 

chronic dependency on external institutions (Willett 1995). 

The end to armed conflict and reintegration of dislocated populations, together with 

investment by large land interests, and development efforts, focuses activities and 

energies on the reacquisition or acquisition of productive agricultural resources. As a 

result, issues of land allocation and land dispute resolution are contributing to growing 

tensions over land resources (Willett 1995; Tanner 1996; Myers 1996; Bruce 1996). In 

the absence of other centers of attention, the state is likely to become the focus of 

criticism and attack from those experiencing negative outcomes from attempts to obtain 

or reacquire access to land. Groups and individuals thus disenfranchised from the gains 

of transition from war to peace may then resort to violence to survive, with a post-war 

weakened state unable to resolve such a situation (Willett 1995; Bruce 1996; World 

Bank 1994; Galli 1992). It is therefore extremely important that the country possess 

recognized, legitimate judicial mechanisms (Galli 1992). In a recent study by the UN's 

Wartom Societies Project for Mozambique, the land question was highlighted as one of 

the most significant points of potential instability, and a possible flashpoint for a return 



to armed conflict (UNRISD 1996). Alden and Simpson (1993) highlight that the land 

access issue in particular is likely to become a major source of contention with 

potentially explosive consequences. Galli (1992) states that the land question in 

Mozambique will be the most important political question in the post-war period, and 

that if peace is to survive, secure land use rights for cultivators must be given priority 

and a clear land policy and land law that is the guarantor of cultivator rights is needed 

above all else. The weakness of the new army and the limited capacity of the px)lice in 

a country the size of Mozambique could also fiiel a potential crisis (Vines 1995). 

The case of the 270,000 demobilized combatants is illustrative (USAID 1995). 

Demobilization pay (by the UN) for this group ended in March 1996 and violent 

disruptions occurred around the country as a result (Mozambiquefile 1996c). The UN, 

the government, and international donors had assumed that approximately half of the 

ex-combatants would be absorbed by small-scale agriculture (Willett 1995; Clifton 

1996; Vines 1995; Galli 1992). However this has proved problematic for several 

reasons, not the least of which, is that policies for dealing with land tenure are still not 

yet defined (Willett 1995; Galli 1992). Problematic land tenure arrangements have 

meant that small-scale agriculture in many areas has not had the capacity itself to 

guarantee the subsistence of the rural family. The problem is further exacerbated by 

land shortages and land mines, as well as the slow recover}' and reconstruction of rural 



shops, markets, and roads (Vines 1995). Many demobilized and dislocated have 

returned to find their lands occupied by others, resulting in large numbers of land 

disputes (Willett 1995; Galli 1992). This is most frequent and problematic in the most 

fertile areas, where elites from Maputo, wealthy South Africans and Zimbabweans, and 

a host of other larger land interests have commandeered land (Willett 1995). As well, it 

became clear later in the war that some career military officers viewed the continuation 

of the war as in their interest. As a result there was a program to give generals and 

some veteran guerrilla fighters, and other officials land to which they could retire 

(Hanlon 1995; Galli 1992). Without access to land or jobs it is likely that many lower 

ranking demobilized combatants will return to the sort of banditry which was 

commonplace during the lead-up to elections (Vines 1995; Willett 1995; Galli 1992). 

Such banditry is already on the increase and the wide availability of weapons adds 

further temptation in a fragile social environment (Vines 1995). As Willett (1995) 

observes; "The situation is acute because a fine line exists between the present 

appearance of peace and stability and the potential for socioeconomic crisis and 



33 Reintegration and Land Access 

3J.1 Overall Land Access Problems 

While many agriculturalists have been able to relocate or return to areas of origin to 

resume farming and livestock raising, significant numbers continue to move from place 

to place, depending on land availability. Large areas of agricultural land remain 

uninhabitable or problematic due to land mines and control by Renamo (Noticias 

1995a; McGregor 1995; Hanlon 1995a; USCR 1993). At the same time rural 

households are expanding areas under cultivation with each successive season as 

farmers bring areas long under fallow due to war back into cultivation (USAID 1996). 

Further complicating land access, are large-scale recovery efforts to rehabilitate whole 

agricultural sectors, such as cashew and livestock production. These efforts involve, in 

this case, free or greatly subsidized saplings and animals which then need to be 

connected to the landscape in some way—and are frequently used to claim land. 

As recover^' progresses and returnees attempt to restart agricultural production, in any 

one area there may be several persons or entities claiming land access, especially in the 

better areas. These include; 

1) descendants of the original population which was expelled during the colonial era; 

2) people who received parcels from the local administration after independence and 

during the war; 



3) dislocated persons who abandoned their lands and are now returning; 

4) people occupying land they found to be abandoned during the war; 

5) former Portuguese or "assimilado" owners; 

6) concessions given by state agencies; 

7) state collectives dating from the early independence Frelimo era; 

8) speculators and others who use the present fluid land tenure situation to acquire 

resources; and, 

9) ex-combatants and current officials of both Frelimo and Renamo as part of the peace 

agreement (officially and unofficially). 

33.2 Weather Related Reversals to Reintegration 

Drought, floods, and hurricanes have played a large role in resettlement and 

reintegration in Mozambique over the past several years causing food shortages and 

forcing recently repatriated war refugees to move back to neighboring countries where 

they resided during the war (Machava 1995; Abrahamsson and Nilsson 1994; Willett 

1995: USAID 1996; FEWS 1996a). Drought is endemic in Mozambique. It is a rare 

year that passes without a drought in one of the provinces. In most cases drought is also 

multi-year and occurs in more than one province (USAJD 1995). At least one major 

donor anticipates having to deal with drought encompassing at least two provinces each 

year with approximately 500,000 to one million people affected, and a major drought or 



other natural disaster (four to six provinces) at least once before the end of the century 

(USAID 1995). Floods, in the southern part of the country in 1996, and two recent 

hurricanes (1994, 1996) have severely impacted agricultural recovery in the central and 

north of the country (USAID 1996). Such weather related setbacks to recovery creates 

mini-recoveries within the larger one, with each influencing the other. These aggravate 

and prolong land access problems, and ultimately increases the size of the food-

vulnerable population as decreased food production follows these weather events. 

3.33 Land Access in Critical Resource Areas 

Reintegration in Mozambique is especially problematic in critical resource areas where 

aggressive land acquisitions of various kinds are underway. In the most agronomically 

endowed areas, overlapping and conflicting claims and concessions to land are being 

granted (legally and extralegally) at different ministries, agencies, and levels of 

government with no coordination, and usually on land already occupied by smallholder 

communities (Carrilho 1994; World Bank 1994: Hanlon 1995b; Myers 1995). 

International development activities are concentrated in the most agronomically 

productive and accessible areas, as these are the locations where results can be quickly 

and most easily realized (Levy 1996; USAID 1995). Likewise donor supported 

recovery of trading, transportation, and marketing of agricultural produce, further 

encourages acquisition of the agronomically valuable and most easily accessible land. 



And an assumption that pending constitutional reform will have Mozambique switch 

from a policy of state, to private ownership of land, has led many national elites and 

government officials to acquire land in the best areas for speculative purposes. At least 

nine million hectares of land, by conservative estimate, have been awarded by the 

government in concessions involving farming, hunting, tourism, and mining activities 

(Moll 1996). Practically all these concessions include settlements of smallholders, who 

presently are not part of government land allocation decisions and do not enjoy rights of 

consultation or veto over allocations (Myers 1995; Moll 1996). These nine million ha 

occupy the highest quality land of the 35 million ha of arable land, including all the 

major river basins and land near infrastructure and towns (Moll 1996). This has 

generated large-scale conflict between smallholders and concession holders, with 

violent confrontation becoming more common (Moll 1996: UNHCR 1996). During the 

recent war, the pro-Renamo sympathies generated by the villagization land policies of 

the government, could manifest itself again if the present land grab also disenfranchises 

large numbers of smallholders from land, with political consequences equally severe 

(Bruce 1996: SAP 1995: World Bank 1994). 

Tanner and Monnerat (1995) and Willett (1995), reviewing a number of recent studies 

on Mozambique, found that there is a direct correlation between the number of land 

conflicts, and locations where fertile soil, perennial water, infrastructure, and market 



access, are present together, and are areas of high population density (secure areas) as a 

result of the war (also USAJD 1995; World Bank 1994; Hanlon 1995). Especially 

problematic in these locations are disputes between smallholders operating within 

reestablishing customary tenure systems, and larger land interests utilizing the national 

tenure system to gain access to land. Several researchers state that conflict between 

participants in customary and the national tenure systems in Mozambique are very 

serious and will likely intensify (Negrao 1996a; McGregor 1995; Myers 1993; 

MOA/MSU 1994b; Bawa 1996; SAF 1995; UNHCR 1996). 

Resource access in critical resource areas will be especially complicated in areas where 

state ownership and control has played a large role, and where land access was part of 

the larger conflict. Renamo exploited dissatisfaction over government policies (Minter 

1994; USCR 1993), and Frelimo purposefully moved agriculturalists into secure areas 

so as to have them grow food for Frelimo only, at the same time depriving Renamo 

(Tanner 1996). As well, both Frelimo and Renamo stationed forces in agriculturally 

favored locations so they could live off the land; and demobilized combatants continue 

to occupy these areas (McGregor 1995; Minter 1994; Bawa 1996). 



33.4 Food Security and Critical Resource Areas 

Land degradation, food security, and land availability are tightly interconnected in 

critical resource areas. Where displaced populations have crowded around secure areas 

due to the war, minimum fallow periods were and usually still are not possible. This 

has led to erosion, greatly reduced soil fertility, and decreased agricultural productivity 

(World Bank 1994; US AID 1995). Coupled with the high population density in these 

areas, this has led many smallholders to end up with very small parcels of land, with 

additional land in these areas largely unavailable. Tschirley and Weber (1994) have 

noted that food security is highly correlated with size of land holding in Mozambique 

(also MOA/MSU 1992). The central role of land holdings is primarily the result of 

serious market failure due to the disruptive effects of the war, causing smallholders to 

adopt a strategy of increased reliance on production from their own fields. Tshirley 

and Weber (1994) further suggest that land holding will continue to be a key 

determinant of food security for the foreseeable future in Mozambique, due to the 

severe damage to marketing systems and rural infrastructure. What results then is a 

situation where crowded critical resource areas experiencing land availabilit\- and land 

access problems, are also areas of very high food insecurity. That food security is so 

dependent on size of landholding means that conflict over land in these areas will be 

especially intense, and will reside more proximate to physical confrontation than the\' 

would otherwise. Galli (1992) states that the question of having enough land to provide 



for food security must be prior to all other considerations. 



3.4 Tenure Dispute Resolution Mechanisms 

Ways to resolve land conflicts in critical resource areas are problematic. Post-war 

customary land use systems in Mozambique have quickly reestablished themselves as a 

complex mix of influences-traditional tribal and ethnic arrangements and variants of 

these, the colonial and post independence Frelimo villagization pxjlicies, the war and 

resulting dislocation, and drought (MOA/MSU 1994a; MO A/MS U/UA 1992b). While 

fraught with a number of problems and constraints, these systems allocate land and 

resolve tenure disputes for smallholders, and are able to quickly reintegrate large 

numbers of dislocatees into communities and smallholder agricultural production at no 

cost to the state (UNHCR 1996; Tanner and Monnerat 1995; Myers 1995). The 

national tenure system on the other hand, presently operates in an extremely debilitated 

form, with a very poorly functioning, and poorly coordinated land titling procedure, a 

lack of a central institution for adjudicating overlapping claims (even within the 

national tenure system), and virtually no capacity for enforcement; with the added 

jurisdictional problem of areas still under Renamo control (Myers 1994; Myers and 

West 1993; Myers etal 1994; Alexander 1994; Zartman 1995; Hanlon 1995a). The 

historical development of land use, together with the war, and the granting of 

concessions on top of customary claims with no real conflict resolution methods 

between customary and formal structures have created an unstable arrangement in a 

ver\' volatile context (UNHCR 1996; US AID 1995). 
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Even if the present national tenure framework operated perfectly and the necessary 

enforcement capacity existed, this would not be able to resolve the complicated land 

conflicts that are emerging in post-war Mozambique. The central issue is less the lack 

of a surveying service and an official agency of coordination and arbitrage, than the 

legitimacy of the existing services with the competence to solve land conflict problems 

given the realities of post-war Mozambique (Tanner and Mormerat 1995; Willett 1995: 

Stewart and Wilson 1994; Hanlon 1991; Economist Intelligence Unit 1993). In the 

present period of recovery, the issue of legitimacy in a weak government lacking 

enforcement capacity is of paramount importance to a continuing peace process 

(UNHCR 1996). While recent national political change in Mozambique recognizes the 

legitimacy of local, customarv* authority structures (MOA 1995a), the existing Land 

Law does not recognize customary tenure systems and therefore denies community 

access rights to land not currently under cultivation. And more importantly the Land 

Law does not recognize as legitimate, customary decisions that resolve conflicts 

between smallholders. Thus land incorporated in fallow systems, forest extraction, 

grazing, or land otherwise held in common, or areas belonging to the community but as 

yet unallocated for cultivation according to customary tenure, emerge as empty, and are 

vulnerable to occupation by larger land interests able to get title (Tanner and Monnerat 

1995). 



Present land dispute resolution mechanisms employed by the Mozambican state favor 

those in possession of some form of documentation—which nearly all returning and 

reintegrating smallholders do not have. A tribunal or judge must make a decision based 

only on the evidence presented. While documents pertaining to land are admissible 

forms of evidence in such a proceeding, oral testimony and corroboration are not. Thus 

based on admissible forms of evidence, a judge or tribunal presently must make a 

decision in favor of documentation (Garvey 1995). Such an inequitable, and from the 

perspective of small holders, illegitimate arrangement of tenure dispute resolution, 

operating in aggregate, carries serious risks toward impoverization, land degradation, 

rural exodus, and instability. Meanwhile the General Peace Accord between Renamo 

and Frelimo states that; "Mozambican refugees and displaced persons shall be 

guaranteed restitution of property owned by them which is still in existence and the 

right to take legal action to secure the return of such property from individuals in 

possession of it" (African-European Institute 1993). The recently revised land policy 

for Mozambique (which lays the groundwork for subsequent revision of the land law) 

makes this explicit for small-scale agriculturalists (MOA 1995a). However in addition 

to there being layers of superimposed claims made at different dates, the dislocation 

problem together with the recent war and the lack of stale authority, creates a situation 

where the backing to such claims v\nll be extremely variable. Strategies to deal with 

this complexity must be derived carefully. In a recent study Hanlon (1995) found no 
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instance where a smallholder with any form of documentation lost land in a conflict. 

Thus legal forms of evidence do appear to work in the favor of smallholders, when they 

have them; allowing local communities to enter into more favorable relationships with 

larger land interests, as opposed to conflict (Bawa 1996). 



3.5 Land Policy Reform in Mozambique 

3.5.1 Historically 

From independence in 1975 until 1983 the Frelimo government pursued an ambitious 

strategy of socialist development. In agriculture this was based on organizing the 

dispersed rural population into communal villages and restructuring their productive 

activities into collective action through cooperatives and state farms (Bowen 1993; 

Kyle 1991). The government gave large scale state farms priority in agricultural 

investment, developing and extending the state farm sector in the hopes that use of high 

technology would increase urban food supply and provide export crops to bring in 

foreign currency (Bowen 1993; Kyle 1991). However the large investments in the state 

farm sector had disappointing results, and were made at the expense of peasant farmer 

production and private capitalist farmers (Bowen 1993). Attempts at organizing the 

rural population into communal villages had considerable disruptive efFects. In the 

early 1980s nearly 20 percent of the agricultural population lived in these villages (Kyle 

1991). Most of these however produced little if anything on a communal basis, with 

the government being unable to provide needed inputs, and reversion to subsistence 

production on private plots was common (Kyle 1991). Peasants were not willing to be 

workers on state farm land that they had originally occupied and from which they had 

been expelled. As a result they resisted the government's collectivization efforts 

(Bowen 1993; Kyle 1991). Rural dissatisfaction over these policies was widespread 



and frequently intense, and contributed to support of the Renamo insurgency (Minter 

1994; aSCR 1993). 

After the realization that not a single state farm was profitable, a new emphasis was 

placed on more decentralized, market oriented, small-scale or "family sector" 

agricultural projects (Bowen 1993). However the Renamo war meant that many of the 

communal villages were now used as secure areas, discouraging the return of the 

villagized population to "home areas." Among the reforms implemented by the 

government, was to channel scarce resources to priority areas. TTiese were areas where 

economic, military, and water situations presented the best opportunity for positive 

results (Bowen 1993), i.e., critical resource areas. The new liberalized state agricultural 

policies however have not benefitted the small-scale producer (the majority of rural 

producers). Instead the main beneficiaries have been middle-scale producers and 

larger-scale private farmers (Bowen 1993). As a result it is very likely that these 

reforms could fuel peasants' dissatisfaction with Frelimo's agricultural policies (Bowen 

1993). 

Even with the more liberalized reforms, all land continues to belong to the state in 

Mozambique. But with limited capacit\' to enforce this, there is considerable ambiguit\ 

over who actually is the "owner" of landholdings. As a result there is a great deal of 



confusion over exactly what rights individuals, communities and the state have. 

Nevertheless this arrangement allows large areas used for fallow, fuelwood collection, 

and grazing, to be declared "vacant and ownerless" national property to be subsequently 

distributed. The redistribution of this land has caused conflict, as local communities 

seek to continue to occupy, use, or reoccupy the same areas, or look to other areas 

(frequently already occupied) to use. At the same time state ownership has given 

license to land grabs and land speculation by civil servants and their informal clients—a 

situation that encourages land disputes, and discredits government legitimacy. The 

inability of the Mozambican state to insert itself in even a small proportion of land 

rights transactions (especially after being weakened by armed conflict) has created a 

situation where most transactions and activity involving land occur outside the domain 

of the state in a black market arrangement, where rules of national tenure do not apply. 

This invites corruption and conflict, further decreasing legitimacy. 

In the conte.\t of state ownership, are titling procedures for "use rights." For 

smallholders however, these can frequently be close to impossible to fulfill. A recent 

effort by a Swiss NGO to demarcate and title a group of300 smallholders, complying 

with all government regulations, has, over the course of several years, and at 

considerable expense, been unable to obtain even a single title (Pereira and Santos 

Alves 1994). However even if titling procedures were easy, cheap and quick for 



smallholders, it is unlikely that these would provide tenure security over time, and 

would very likely be a source of conflict (see chapter two). 
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3.5.2 Currently 

Land tenure remains one of the most fraught national issues in Mozambique (Hanlon 

1995b; Myers 1995; McGregor; Galli 1992; 1995; Negrao 1996b). There is general 

agreement within the government and donor community in Mozambique that a new 

land law is an exceedingly important goal, and that there presently exists a window of 

opportunity to make substantial progress toward significant policy reform (Negrao 

1996; MOA 1995a; LTC 1995; Tanner and Monnerat 1995; USAID 1995; Hanlon 

1995b; Galli 1992). The importance and priority of dealing with land tenure issues was 

raised at the 1995 Consultative Group meeting in Paris at which the donor communit>' 

come to an agreement with the Mozambican government on amounts and purposes of 

foreign assistance. As a result the Minister of Agriculture has made land issues and a 

new land law a priority (Hanlon 1995b). The same issue was raised again with greater 

urgency at the April 1996 Consultative Group meeting with a statement derived from 

this dissertation effort. Additional statements from this effort were adopted by USAID 

in a statement to the government, and a joint "donor's statement" to the Mozambican 

government regarding the land law revisions presently underway; with overall donor 

coordination on the land issue being quite good. Donor coordination on such important 



issues is increasingly recognized as a fundamental ingredient for success in a peace 

process (Crocker and Hampson 1996). Within this context, land tenure conflict 

resolution that is viewed as legitimate by all interests becomes important to the real 

success of a new land law and land policy reform (also Galli 1992). A number of 

donors are waiting to see what kind of land law is passed by Mozambican parliament 

before deciding what kind (if any) agricultural and recoveiy projects and programs to 

fund. 

With support from the donor community, the government of Mozambique is presently 

seeking to revise the current land law to more effectively address problems, and reflect 

the tenure situation emerging in post-war Mozambique. Land conflicts and their 

consequences following war and drought is one of the primary objectives of this land 

policy reform. The Inter-Ministerial Land Commission submitted a revised Land Law 

ready to Mozambican Parliament in October 1996 as part of a National Land Program 

(MOA 1995b: MOA 1995c: MOA 1995d). The Land Commission recognizes the 

importance of the "disconnect" between customary and formal tenure systems and the 

role thai conflict resolution has, as a link (or point of confrontation) between the two 

systems (Cuadros 1996). The preliminary version of the land law produced by the Land 

Commission contains some very positive elements regarding customary tenure systems, 

especially when compared to legislation in other SADC countries (Negrao 1996). In 



order to revise the land law, the Land Commission, with technical support from donors 

that work on land issues identified four topics that required research in order to inform 

the process—one of these being systems of land tenure dispute resolution between small 

and large holders (MOA 1995b). The terms of reference for these studies take into 

account work carried out in separate donor-supported projects in collaboration with the 

Land Commission (MOA 1995b). The research described here is part of the 

Mozambican government's program of tenure dispute resolution between small and 

large holders, as recommended by the Land Tenure Center, with USAID funding. The 

results of this research will serve to inform land law formulation, and will contribute to 

the formation of the subsequent pertinent land law regulations. 
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Chapter 4 

Customary Evidence and Tenure Dispute Resolution: 

Theory, Cultural Ecology, Evidence "Type," Hypothesis 

4.1 Theoretical Considerations 

4.1.1 African Land Tenure Security 

In a recently published book entitled "Searching for Tenure Security in Afnca" edited by 

Bruce and Migot-Adholla (1994) (which includes a chapter coauthored by the present 

author) eight research projects in seven countries together with a comprehensive 

literature review approach the question of land tenure in African agriculture. Given the 

problems associated with attempting to replace customary tenure with formal tenure 

systems the authors come to the conclusion that there must now be movement away from 

the "replacement paradigm" in which customary tenure systems are to be replaced by the 

state tenure system, toward an "adaption paradigm" (Bruce and Migot-Adholla 1994). 

Such an adaption approach requires a supportive legal and administrative environment 

for the evolutionary change in customary practice, and implies a clear acknowledgment 

of the legal applicability and enforceability of customary tenure rules (Bruce et al 1994). 

Bruce et al (1994) highlight that a certain amount is known about the process of 

transformation in customar\' land tenure systems, including the central ity of conflict 

resolution in that process (also Moore 1986, Rose 1992). They also point out that there 

is a need to look at "how and on what terms recognition of indigenous land tenure rules is 



most effective, and how dispute settlement mechamsms can best be framed to facilitate 

the process of legal evolution.*' 

As Sara Berry suggested after reviewing the body of research presented in this book, 

"[rjather than rewrite the laws governing property rights—an effort which will 
serve mainly to introduce another set of arguments into ongoing debates over 
access to land-governments should focus on strengthening institutions for the 
mediation of what, in changing and unstable economies, will continue to be 
conflicting interests of farmers and others with respect to rights in rural land" 

(Bruce and Migot-Adholla 1994). Such an adaption path, although neither simple, nor 

unidirectional, assumes that a market economy will eventually produce a land tenure 

system that, while not identical, will bear a resemblance to the Western concept of 

ownership. Cadastral survey and registration must be done cost effectively, at the most 

efficient point in time, and are perhaps best used as a capstone on an evolutionary 

process of tenure change, rather than as an attempt to compel tenure change (Bruce et al 

1994). Bruce et al's (1994) conclusions further highlight that in situations where some 

land users are given registered title and not others, clear recognition of customary rights 

together with a highly participatory adjudication process will provide the best safeguard 

against extinction of land rights for those not with title. 

Within such adjudication however, the question of who gets to control the "language," 

and the "translations," of realit\' into evidence for use in adjudication, along with the 
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mapping, and demarcations, becomes critically important (Shipton 1994; Murphy 1990). 

This control legitimizes or de-legitimizes units of aggregation, kinds of rights, or ways of 

land use, or they justify appropriations and expropriations (Shipton 1994; Bassett and 

Crummey 1993; Unruh 1995a; Goheen and Shipton 1992; Okoth-Ogendo 1976; Peters 

1994; Murphy 1990). Translation of cultural ecological "responses" into usable forms of 

evidence is therefore fundamental to the legitimization of customary claims in 

adjudication, which in turn contributes to the legitimacy of the adjudication procedure 

(and the formal tenure system) from the point of view of the smallholder. 

A consideration of customary evidence that can be included in dispute resolution 

between those involved in customary versus state tenure systems, will contribute to the 

adaptation of the two tenure systems by; a) having the state system acknowledge and 

utilize important aspects of customary tenure; b) formalize operative customary 

evidence in dispute resolution; c) make the national tenure system more legitimate from 

the point of view of customary systems; and, d) increase the customary communit\''s 

awareness of conflict resolution based on evidence, which can exert pressure on the 

customary system to evolve. Such pressure can also be exerted by smallholder claimants 

threatening to go outside the customary system to pursue dispute resolution. 



4.1.2 Theory Within Geography 

The theories within geography relevant to the present problem are strucuturation theory, 

and structural fiinctionalism. The paradigms noted above can arguably be related to 

both. For structuration, the interaction between human agency and the wider social 

systems and social structures in which human agency participates, fits well with the 

functioning of land tenure in both customary and formal tenure systems. The role of 

rules, norms, authority, communication, sanction, and legitimation, as important to the 

intersection between human agency and structure (Abrams 1980; Giddens 1977; 1979) is 

applicable to much of how land tenure operates generally, and the problem of the 

disconnect between customary land tenure and formal land tenure associated with the 

state. 

As well, the study of cultural ecology which considers the "response" of the landscape to 

human presence and occupation of land, and the "response" of the human presence to 

ecological constraints and opportunities—with these two responses influencing one 

another (e.g.. Eyre and Jones 1966; Sauer 1952; Wagner 1960; Johnston 1986) has 

borrowed heavily from structural functionalism in the explanation of patterns of material 

culture (crop associations, agricultural implements, buildings, etc.) as a way to explain 

adaptations to environmental necessity. However it is the central thrust of this 

dissertation to pursue the specific theory within the large and growing literature on land 

tenure, as described in section 4.1,1. 
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4.U Cultural Ecology and Customary Evidence 

The present research seeks to consider the cultural-ecological "responses," along with the 

"rules" and "norms" of customary land tenure, for utility as forms of evidence in land 

tenure dispute resolution between customary and formal tenure systems. The question 

becomes one of understanding what types of cultural-ecological arrangements will work, 

are seen as legitimate by smallholder communities, and what is accepted as evidence in a 

dispute within the formal system. 

For a dispute resolution procedure within the formal tenure system to engage a customary 

claim, evidence from the customary system needs to be made useful within the formal 

tenure system. But in a post-war, critical resource area, what aspects or elements of a 

customary cultural-ecological system, spatially based, might serve as useful forms of the 

different types of evidence? And do these vary for different groups, and if so how? 

While considerable research has shown a great need to have national tenure systems in 

Africa connect with customary tenure regimes (e.g., Bruce et al 1994; Roth et al 1994a: 

Golan 1994; Migot-Adholla et al 1994; Wade 1988; Bromley and Cemea 1989; Leonard 

1986) e.xploration of customary cultural ecological systems and the geography of these 

for the purpose of considering them as forms of legal evidence (Appendix A) in land 

dispute resolution between customary and formal systems, has not been examined. What 

are the links between the cultural ecology of postwar reintegrating agricultural 

populations, and formal notions of evidence? 
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4.2 Evidence Type 

4.2.1 Legitimacy, Workability, Admissibility 

"Type'" of evidence can be defined as the legitimacy, workability, and admissibility of 

elements of a cultural ecology; with each of these three operating within separate 

continuum. Legitimacy is fundamentally important and has been touched upon earlier. 

Measures of the legitimacy of an "element" from the smallholder point of view, can 

range from very legitimate or valuable, to not legitimate at all. Such legitimacy reflects 

the degree to which an element is commonly respected or valued as evidence within the 

customary system. Workabilit>' refers to the natiire of the element or construct, and its 

suitability for use as evidence. As well workability must serve both the customary and 

national tenure systems. Thus while common and corroborative knowledge as to the 

location of prime hunting areas, or undisclosed tribal rituals, and aspects of local 

historical events and locations as part of local mythology—which constitute a significant 

part of customary law, esjjecially with regard to land (Direto em Mozambique 

1990)—might be workable, or suitable, within the customary system, it would not be 

workable within the formal (state) system. At the same time, while evidence such as 

surveyed boundaries with markers, and documented title are most preferred by the formal 

system in terms of workability, these are in many cases very difficult to come by in most 

smallholder circumstances. Thus different forms of evidence can score differently on a 

continuum of workability, with respect to the intersection of customarv' and formal 

systems. The admissibility of evidence refers to what is legally acceptable or admissible 



as evidence in the formal tenure system. Admissibihty of evidence is usually estabh'shed 

by formal laws and regulations, and frequently "evidence rules" specify such 

admissibility. To be formally "admissible" evidence must be "relevant,'' and to be 

relevant it must tend to establish or contribute to a pertinent argument. Thus while the 

relevancy of different forms of evidence also exists along a continuum of differential 

ability to establish or contribute to a pertinent argument for smallholders in a land 

dispute, evidence rules for establishing this relevance can be narrow and exclusionary, or 

expanded and inclusive (Appendix B). 

With this definition of "type" of evidence, a number of questions become important. In 

critical resource areas where competition and confrontation over land resources are 

especially problematic following armed conflict, is the type of evidence that might be 

utilized, different for smallholders that have experienced different cultural ecologies'^ 

Does the type of evidence differ for returning dislocatees versus long-established 

farmers, or for occupants of Renamo versus Frelimo zones (especially given the 

legitimacy issue), or for different smallholder production systems? Does it vary with 

populations in different situations of food security, wartime history, land quality, 

proximit>- to market, and a host of socioeconomic variables? What types of evidence 

(and what types of people) are more dependent or connectable to physical evidence, 

versus social evidence (i.e., dislocatees)? Will type of evidence change over time as 

different populations recover and become more permanently settled? What is verifiable? 



Is the potential evidence different from that used by customary leaders to resolve 

conflicts within customary systems? Because tenure security is the ultimate point of any 

tenure system, tenure security is fimdamental to all these questions. 

4.2.2 Tenure Security, and Utilization of the Formal Tenure System 

Formal legal ideas about evidence are generally defined as 

"[a]ny species of proof, or probative matter, legally presented at the trial of an 
issue, by the act of the parties and through the medium of witnesses, record, 
documents, exhibits, concrete objects, etc., for the purpose of inducing belief in 
the minds of the court or jury as to their contention" (Black 1991; Bastos 1967). 

As well, one piece of evidence can be used (as an argument) to build on another (Pires 

1996). Thus while customary evidence as to the location of a boundary, and what goes 

on wdthin a boundary, can lead to an initial land demarcation (documented in some way. 

formally or not) such demarcation itself can be used as an additional form of evidence; 

which can then be used to pursue formal registration, or title, with these last elements 

themselves being additional pieces of evidence (Pires 1996). At the same time different 

pieces of evidence, by themselves not substantial, can be used to corroborate each other, 

and together comprise relevant evidence. Thus pieces of evidence can be put together 

horizontally (corroboration) and vertically (one building on another) in order to make a 

substantive argument in pursuing dispute resolution. But what is it that gets one 

legitimate, workable, admissible evidence out of a post-war cultural ecology in a critical 
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resource zone in the first place? 

It is very possible that the type of evidence (within a smallholder community) used or 

favored by the most tenure secure group is the most valuable (i.e., scores highest in 

workability, legitimacy, and admissibility) because tenure security is directly linked to 

both the notion of boundary, together with the ability to effectively pursue a claim 

against "others" in a dispute involving boundary (e.g., Bruce 1986; Bruce et al 1994; 

Carter et al 1994; Migot-Adholla et al 1994; Dickerman 1987; Myers 1994; Myers et al 

1994). In post-war critical resource areas the "others'" would include not only dislocatees 

and other small scale agriculturalists from different groups drawn to or returning to 

critical resource areas, but large land interests that use the formal system in various ways 

to obtain land. Theoretically then, those small farmer households that are most tenure 

secure in such an environment, would also be the households able to understand and use 

the best type(s) of evidence, which work to construct the best argument for a claim 

across different groups of smallholders, as well as largeholders. If such is the case then 

this group (the most tenure secure) should also be the group most willing to step outside 

the customary system to engage the formal system in land dispute resolution due to their 

possession of evidence that works across groups. On the other hand those smallholders 

within critical resource areas most willing (or more willing) to utilize the formal system 

in dispute resolution could comprise; dislocatees who are not otherwise connected to the 

local smallholder community; government (Frelimo) ex-combatants and sympathizers; 



individuals well placed and/or connected personally to the formal system; and those 

otherwise in low standing within a local smallholder community and hence in a 

customary sense, tenure insecure. Thus the question is, are those small-scale farmers 

most willing to step outside the customary system and engage the formal system, the 

same group that is most tenure secure in a critical resource zone, and the same group that 

has the best "typefs)" of evidence (i.e., scoring highest in legitimacy, workability and 

relevancy). If this is the case, then what types of evidence, existing in what 

configurations (horizontally and vertically constructed) are most tightly correlated with 

high measures of tenure security in critical resource zones? 

If the most tenure secure also have the best types of evidence, and are the most willing to 

utilize the formal system, an important secondary question is, how variable are other 

aspects (historical, agricultural, ethnic, political, geographical, economic, etc.) of this 

group? If other aspects express high variability, then conclusions about evidence would 

likely apply across political, ethnic, geographical, etc., groups. This might then be the 

notions of evidence that a post-war reformulating formal tenure system, would want to 

make legally recognized in policy changes, and that the government, donor community, 

and local and international NGOs would want to assist smallholder groups in organizing 

and solidifying as part of reconstruction programs. Formal (state tenure) recognition of 

such evidence types would then increase government (and formal and customary tenure 

system) legitimacy in a post-conflict context, over one of the most problematic aspects of 



a peace process—land access and rural reintegration. 



43 Hypothesis 

The hypothesis here is: a) that small farmer tenure security is strongly correlated with 

high scoring legitimate, workable, relevant evidence from a cultural ecology in post-war, 

critical resource areas; b) that the most tenure secure group is also the small farmer 

group most willing to step outside the customary system and engage the formal (state) 

system in dispute resolution with largeholders and others outside their own smallholder 

group; and, c) that other characteristics of the most tenure secure group (e.g., historical, 

geographical, agricultural, political, etc.) are highly variable, revealing that items "a" and 

"b" might apply over a diverse group of smallholders (i.e., different histories, land uses, 

etc.). 



Chapter 5 

Methods 

5.1 Site Selection 

5.1.1 Selection of Provinces 

Nampula and Cabo Delgado provinces in northern Mozambique (Map 1) are optimal 

locations in which to locate study sites for the present work because they contain areas of 

great importance to national agricultural production (critical resource areas). At the 

same time the state of rural warfare in Nampula and Cabo Delgado along with the early 

Frelimo policy of villagization have greatly disrupted and redrawn population settlement 

patterns (MOA/MSU/UA 1992b). Significant variation in historical, agricultural, 

socioeconomic, food security, and land use and access variables exists between 

smallholders and between villages in these provinces. Land conflicts between 

smallholders and larger land interests are numerous and problematic in a number of 

critical resource locations. 

Nampula and Cabo Delgado exhibit distinct ecological variation from the coast toward 

the interior. The littoral zone (20-30km wide) is characterized by sandy soils with low-

fertility and poor water retention, and agricultural production is concentrated in rice, 

manioc, and peanuts. A transitional zone (150-170 km wide) has more fertile soils and is 

the principal center of cotton production. The interior zone, the largest of the three, has 

good soils but a more irregular topography, and is a major supplier of maize and sorghum 



(MOA/MSU/UA 1992b). 

S.1.2 Nampuia Province 

S.l.2.1 Recent History 

Under early Frelimo policy (following independence in 1975) virtually all of Nampuia 

was reorganized under the communal village structure, v^th the land allocative function 

transferred from traditional authorities to Frelimo political administrators. However as 

the government came to recognize the error in this policy, the communal villages became 

a defense necessity against the rising level of rural violence associated with the Rename 

- Frelimo war (Abrahamson and Nilsson 1994). The customary land tenure system 

suffered severe disruption due to the war, with communities and households dislocated 

from traditional lands over a 16 year period. Following the armed conflict, Nampuia 

now contains one of the largest concentrations of demobilized combatants in the country 

(more than 12,000), second to neighboring Zambezia (13,439); and one of the largest 

number of internally displaced persons (576,000) again second to Zambezia (600,000) 

(UNOHAC 1994). United Nations resettlement activities were still underway as of 

November 1996 and are expected to continue for some time (Lauriciano 1995). The 

longer-term resettlement and reintegration of dislocatees continue to cause land access 

and re-access problems, with the widespread presence of land mines compounding these 

difficulties (Crescencio 1996: Noticias 1996e: UNOHAC 1994). The provincial Chief 

for Geography and Cadastre states that the war is the single greatest cause of land 
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conflicts in Nampula (Amos 1995). And the province has been highlighted as a hotspot 

in the country for land conflict between small and large holders (Gemo 1996). And at 

present there are concession applications for 354,774 ha (5 percent of the province) of 

the most fertile and well watered areas close to roads and other infrastructure (Gemo 

1996), in addition to concessions already in place. 

During the war Nampula had one of the largest total areas in the country under Renamo 

control (30 percent of the province) (Vines 1996). The province presently contains a 

number of Renamo held zones, including the district of Namapa in the northeast of the 

province, parts of Monapo and Meconta districts between Nampula city and the coast, 

parts of Angoche and Mogovolas districts on the south coast, and to a lesser extent in the 

west of the province in Mecuburi and Ribaue (Map 2) (Vines 1996). And Nampula is 

one of five provinces where Renamo won in the general (UN run) elections. 

5.1.2.2 Agriculture 

Nampula is the primary breadbasket of Mozambique, and is a net supplier of essential 

foodstuffs to urban populations, primarily maize and manioc (MOA/MSU 1992a; 

MOA/MSU/UA 1992b). Nampula also has the highest population (2,967,000) and 

population density (35.2,'Tcm'^2) of any province in Mozambique (UNOHAC 1994b; 

Borchmann and Ofstad 1990). Eightv' percent of all cultivated land in the province is 

controlled by smallholders, with the remainder in the hands of largeholders who have 



arrived in the province toward the end of the war and after the war, and who are 

primarily engaged in cotton production for export. Small-scale agriculture is 

characterized by shifting cultivation, with more intensive agriculture taking place along 

rivers and streams (MOA/MSU/UA 1992b). 

5.1.23 Secure Corridor - Critical Resources 

In Nampula there is a rail line and roadway that traverse the province, firom the Nacala 

port on the coast, west to Malawi (Map 3). This corridor was protected by both the 

government and private militias during the war as part of a wider secure corridor, which 

included agricultural areas within its protection. As a result the more fertile, perennially 

watered parts of these agricultural areas became crowded with dislocatees, attempting to 

engage in agricultural production within, or operating from this secure corridor. The 

villages selected for this study in the districts of Monapo and Meconta in Nampula 

(Table 5.1) (Map 4) exist within this corridor, and will serve as the primar>' location of 

the critical resource zone for the study (see "Village Selection" below). Additional 

villages surveyed in the province are located in what were and are: insecure, ecologicalI\ 

marginal, lacking in markets, and otherwise less agriculturally endowed locations, and 

will serve as non-critical resource sites for this study. 

Namialo, a village in Monapo district included in the survey was one of four locations in 

Nampula used as an assembly area for the UN demobilization of government combatants 



following the peace accord; while another location near the villages surveyed in Namapa 

district served as a similar location for the demobilization of Renamo combatants 

(UNOHAC 1994). There is considerable variability within the province as to where 

combatants went after demobilization, with the districts of Monapo, Namapa, and 

Ribuaue among the districts with the highest number of ex-soldiers in Nampula 

(UNOHAC 1994). 

Thus, the critical resource areas selected for survey in Nampula bring together 

characteristics optimal for this study; densely populated, agriculturally endowed areas 

under protection during the war, in a general area that was hotly contested between the 

government and the insurgency, \vith the overall popularity of Renamo high, and where 

there presently exist high concentrations of demobilized combatants, while at the same 

time land disputes between smallholders and largeholders are a growing problem. 



Table 5.1 Village Sets in northern Mozambique 

No. Households 
District Village Sampled Village Population 

'^Agronomically Endowed" Sets 
Monapo, Nampula 

Montepuez. Cabo Delgado 

Dispersed within Nampula 

Mepine 20 163 
Natete 19 83 
Tres de Fevereiro 26 225 
Namacopa 23 251 
Nacololo 19 285 
Picadane 15 136 
Napipine 14 100 

Mararange 44 1200 
Nacuca 46 1081 
Nacuaia 21 208 
N'ropa\Mondjane 32 534 
Nacimoja 23 610 
25 de Setembro 19 420 
Linde 23 908 

Control Set 

Varrua 23 133 
Napita 21 132 
N'ametumula 27 600 
Jakoko 32 437 
Ratane 31 123 
Namma 32 1000 
N'amwali 34 503 



5.U Cabo Delgado Province 

5.1-3.1 Recent History 

Cabo Delgado was less affected by the war than Nampula, and the penetration of 

Renamo came much later than in other provinces (UNOPIAC 1994b). This is one of the 

more lightly populated provinces, and during the war had the lowest number of internally 

displaced people in the country (approximately 1 percent of the province's population) 

(LTNOHAC 1994b). Areas under Renamo control were smaller and more widely 

dispersed than in Nampula With the larger of these in northern Montepuez and southern 

Mueda districts, and the smaller areas scattered in Pemba, Chiure, Namuno, and 

Mocimboa da Praia districts (Map 2) (Vines 1996). 

5.1.3.1.1 Agriculture - Critical Resources 

Some surveyed villages in Cabo Delgado exist in comparatively more critical resource 

areas, while others are not. Large land interests engage in agricultural production 

(primarily cotton) near the garrison town of Montepuez (Map 5), which together with the 

private militias employed by the nearby cotton interest, provided for a relatively secure 

area in which to engage in agriculture during the war. This is also a location of fertile 

soils, and perennial water, and is connected to the port town of Pemba on the coast with 

an all-weather road (Map 5). This area became crowded with dislocatees during the 

war, a situation which continues today, generating a great deal of conflict over land 

between smallholders and Lomaco, the large land interest with the cotton concession for 
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the area. Land mines also continue to be a problem in a number of locations within the 

province. 

The town of Montepuez was also an assembly area for demobilizing government soldiers 

after the signing of the peace accord (UNOHAC 1994). And Montepuez district had the 

second highest number of demobilized soldiers in the province who had elected to move 

to the district subsequent to demobilization. 

Thus Montepuez district also presents characteristics important to this study, with some 

locations in or near what were protected areas which presently contain comparatively 

high concentrations of dislocatees and demobilized combatants. These areas exist within 

the more agriculturally endowed places where land is hotly contested between small and 

large holders. At the same time other nearby locations in Montepuez present non-critical 

resource characteristics, which are valuable for comparison. 

5.1.4 Summary of District Selection 

District selection within the two provinces was based on two criteria; 1) the location of 

critical resource areas, with districts purposefully selected so as to both contain and not 

contain these areas, and 2) proximity to large land interests, which is common in the 

districts selected for their critical resource areas. The districts of Monapo and part of 

Meconta in Nampula, and part of Montepuez in Cabo Delgado (Map 4) were selected for 
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their critical resource areas and for the presence of large land interests, predominantly 

large scale cotton growers. These districts contain a number of villages that: 1) were 

within secure zones during the war (as well as other areas under Renamo control); 2) 

have a number of large scale activities (primarily focused on cotton production); 3) a 

relatively high population density; 4) a high level of land conflicts; 5) exist in 

agriculturally endowed locations; and 6) are located in areas where there are relatively 

high numbers of demobilized combatants. The districts of Namapa, Mecuburi, and 

Ribaue in Nampula were included for their non-involvement (or minor involvement) 

with large scale land interests, and location in non-critical resource areas. Together all 

these districts span the three agro-ecological zones in the two provinces. 

S.1.5 Village and Household Selection 

S.1.5.1 Collaboration 

In the course of selecting the provinces and districts of interest for the study, it was found 

that a food security project conducted by Michigan State University (MSU) and funded 

by USAiD was just concluding four rounds of questionnaire survey on agriculture within 

the areas of interest. Because survey questions on land tenure for the present stud> 

require an accompanying agricultural baseline, and the sample drawn and surveyed 

previously by MSU included areas and villages of interest and was focused on 

agriculture, it was decided to utilize the food security sample of villages and households 

so as to be able to incorporate this agricultural baseline data. This meant that it would be 
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possible to collect less data on strictly agriculture and focus much more on the land 

tenure questions, allowing a much larger total sample to be surveyed than would 

otherwise have been possible. The description of village and household selection below 

therefore details the food security project's strategy for selection, and how this serves the 

interests of the present study. 

5.1.5.2 Village Selection Strategy 

The villages in the districts of Monapo and Meconta in Nampula, and Montepuez district 

in Cabo Delgado (Table 5.1, Map 4) were randomly selected according to a stratification 

based on participation in a relationship with a large land holder (cotton producers in this 

case), and not. Smallholder proximity to and relationship with cotton production is the 

largest source of smallholder vs. largeholder land conflict in Nampula and Cabo Delgado 

(Tanner 1996). Smallholder relationships with cotton growers include growing cotton on 

one's own field (in a "dispersed" manner) for sale to a cotton company, and growing 

cotton in some form of "block" arrangement together with other smallholders in order to 

facilitate the provision of inputs. The lands involved in such arrangements, especially 

the latter, are often of unclear ownership and subject to intense competition. As well 

there are significant numbers of smallholders who grow no cotton but who nonetheless 

compete with the cotton interests (and with other smallholders growing cotton) for land. 

Generally the MSU project was concerned with selection of villages in "areas of 

influence" of cotton companies, and the present land tenure study wanted villages 
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essentially the same. Thus, the village and household selection serves both purposes. 
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Selection of villages was limited to those with at least 20 cotton growing households as 

determined from 1992/1993 information, the most recent available (MAP/MSU 1996). 

This decision was made in order to ensure that each village would have a sufficient 

number of cotton growers to interview and serves the purpose of the present study in that 

it ensured a sample where interaction between small and large holders occurred. These 

villages were then stratified based on whether the village had cotton growers engaged in 

"dispersed" or "block" production. In Monapo and Meconta districts, from a total of 48 

villages with a "dispersed" arrangement together with non-growers (no block growers), 

five villages were ultimately randomly selected. And from 47 villages with a block 

arrangement (and also with dispersed growers and non-growers) four were randomly 

selected. In Montepuez district, Cabo Delgado, from the 30 villages with greater than 20 

cotton growers per village, out of five villages with a block arrangement, three villages 

were randomly selected. And from the remaining 25 villages without a block 

arrangement, four were randomly selected, for a total of seven villages in Montepuez. 

While this selection arrangement was initially made to facilitate the food security study, 

it serves the purposes of this study in that these relationships with cotton companies, as 

large land interests, always involve the question of who has land access and ownership, 

and decisions about growing (or having to grow) export crops vs. food crops—this latter 
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question being at the heart of the food security study. The land involved in smallholder -

largeholder cotton arrangements in the areas selected is frequently severely contested, 

resulting at times in considerable smallholder dislocation and confrontation with large 

holders (Myers 1996; 1994; Myers et al 1994; Myers 1993). 

In the districts of Namapa, Mecuburi, and Ribaue, village selection was accomplished 

via cooperation with a CARE oil seeds project, which was included in the MSU food 

security agricultural surveys. Because villages in these districts were in non-critical 

resource areas, and an agricultural baseline had already been collected, with MSU 

enumerators already familiar to the households involved, this set of villages was included 

in the study as well, to represent non-critical resource areas. From a total of 15 villages 

in these districts that participated in the oil seeds project, five were randomly selected 

(Table 5.1). 

5.1.53 Household Selection Strategy 

Households within villages were selected according to a stratified random sampling, 

whereby all inhabitants of each village were divided according to their relationship with 

a large land interest (cotton production). From a total village census, households were 

divided into three groups: 1) the "block" arrangement, the land belonging either to a 

cotton company, the smallholders, or of unclear ownership; 2) the "dispersed" 

arrangement on smallholder land; and. 3) cotton is not grown by the household. 
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Households were selected from each strata in each village if that strata was available in 

the village. For example, in the districts of Monapo and Meconta the nine villages 

selected included four that had the strata of "block," "dispersed," and "non-growing" (all 

three categories) and five that included only the strata "dispersed" and "non-growers" 

(only two categories). Thus the "block" strata was only available in four of the villages, 

and households within this strata were drawn from these four villages only; whereas the 

strata of "dispersed" cotton cultivation, and non-cultivation of cotton were available in 

each of the nine villages in Monapo and Meconta, and thus households within these 

strata were selected from all villages. From each strata available within each village 12 

households were randomly selected. In some cases some members of these selected 

groups of 12 were not available, hence the total number of households for each available 

strata varied across villages. 

In the district of Montepuez, in Cabo Delgado province, the arrangement was the same 

for the three villages with a block arrangement and four villages with a dispersed 

arrangement. In two villages however (Mararange, Nacuca), an additional strata was 

added, that of cotton cultivated in a dispersed arrangement with inputs provided by a 

cotton company. Again 12 households were randomly selected from this additional 

strata for these two villages only, with some of the households within the selected group 

being unavailable. 
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In the districts of Namapa, Mecuburi, and Ribaue, in Nampula province (containing 

non-critical resource areas), households in the five selected villages were stratified 

according to their participation in the CARE oil seeds project and not. From this 

stratification 26 households in each village that participated in the project were randomly 

selected, and 13 nonparticipants in each village were randomly selected. Again not all 

members of this selection were available so that the total number of households per 

village varied. Participation and not in the oil seeds project in a village was up to the 

household's own choice. While this choice and the subsequent stratification is not 

directly relevant to the present land tenure study, this sub-sample adequately represents 

households in non-critical resource areas. 
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5.2 Organization of Fieldwork 

5.2.1 Pre-Survey Work 

Prior to the initiation of the survey, three months of pre-survey field work was 

undertaken. Key informant interviews were held with field personnel from local and 

international NGO organizations, extensionists, government officials, traditional 

authorities, and others knowledgeable about the issues, areas, locations, people and 

history of the districts and villages under study. Initial visits allowed the oppwrtunity to 

become acquainted with the villages and their leadership, permission to be gained for the 

interviews, and preliminary discussions with the village leaders and others regarding land 

conflict and customary evidence. Several visits to the villages were required in order lo 

arrive at questions for the survey that address forms of customary evidence. Survey 

questions were then reviewed by MSU local and expatriate staff for compatibility with 

enumerator educational levels and local cultural norms. The questionnaire survey was 

then tested in villages not included in the study. The land tenure questionnaire comprises 

Appendix C. 

Survey fieldwork got underway in mid January 1996 and continued until the beginning of 

May. Enumerator selection and training for this work involved using the same set of 

enumerators that had interviewed the same individuals in this same sample up to four 

occasions previously. These enumerators were selected because the topic of land tenure, 

and especially land conflict, is particulariy delicate, and neariy always political, and as a 
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result, familiarity and trust between the enumerator and the interviewee is critically 

important. While the initial intention was to utilize the same sample and enumerators 

involved in earlier work by the MSU food security project, MSU personnel felt that the 

present land tenure survey would provide an opportunity to engage in yet another 

agricultural survey for this sample. Because this would provide additional valuable 

agricultural baseline information to the land tenure study, and reduce the cost of the 

fieldwork by half, this was agreed to. 

5.2.2 Past Enumerator Experience in Survey Work 

Beginning with the first of the food security rounds in 1994, 21 enumerators including 

six women, who were familiar with the local areas, (and known in the local areas), who 

spoke the Macua dialects from the area, and who were knowledgeable about agriculture, 

were selected by the MSU team to begin training as enumerators for the surveys. The 

candidates underwent training in Nampula city and the best were selected to participate 

in the surveys as enumerators. Selections were made from the Nampula provincial 

branch of the Ministry of Agriculture for assistance in supervision. Additional training 

was conducted with this field staff prior to each of the subsequent rounds of surveying 

(rounds 2-4). So that by the time these enumerators were involved in the present survey 

uvo years later in 1996, not only were they fairly well trained in survey work, but they 

were verv well known and well trusted bv the interviewees. Additional training of both 

enumerators and provincial Ministry of Agriculture supervisory' staff was also undertaken 
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prior to the present survey. During the fieldwork these enumerators were resident in the 

villages in which the interviews were conducted. In addition, the same enumerators were 

assigned to visit the same households they had visited in each previous round so as to 

continue with a high level of familiarity. 

Careful review of all the questiormaires took place by the author and supervisory staff, 

together v»dth the enumerators, in the villages within a day or two of the interview itself, 

and any lacking, illogical, confused, or contradictory information was taken care of by 

having the enumerator return to the household in question to clarify the problem. 

5.2.3 Data Entry, and Cleaning 

Once several villages had been interviewed, data entry began on two Pentium PCS and 

two 486 Laptop computers in Nampula city by the author and trained Mozambican and 

expatriate staff supervised by the author. Data was entered into SPSS/PC+ data files. 

Prior to data entry a "pwstcoding" step took place, in which all survey responses that 

were not strictly numeric were coded into categories and these given a numeric code, 

which was then entered into the database. These postcodes are included here as 

Appendix D. 

Once all data for all villages were entered, data cleaning procedures took place whereby 

questions and inconsistencies were solved by both returning to the questionnaire and the 
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enumerator involved in the interview, for clarification. If the problem was not obviously 

and easily correctable, then the data in question was recorded as missing data. 

53 Description of Datasets 

The data generated by the study resides in seven SPSS datafiles. This section outlines 

the structure and level (household, field, etc.) of the datafiles. 

1. NPAP is a datafile covering household level information. The file is 524 cases 

(households) by 81 variables, and covers a variety of topics. 

2. NPI is a file 549 cases by 19 variables and covers the details of land conficts, at the 

sub-household (conflicts) level. For example, if one respondent had three conflicts, then 

the details of each conflict would constitute a sperate case. 

3. NPII is a file 530 cases by 11 variables that describes land lost due to a land conflict. 

The data is at the conflict level. 

4. NPIII is a file 3124 cases by 11 variables that details agricultural investments made by 

the household. The datafile is at the investment level. 

5. NPIV is a file 1697 cases by seven variables at the field level that deals with forms of 
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evidence. 

6. NPV is a file 1033 cases by five variables that deals with evidence for community 

uncut, or forest land. The data in this file is at the evidence level. 

7. MPVI is a file 1513 cases by five variables that deals with evidence used by local 

community leaders for resolving land conflicts. The data in this file is at the evidence 

level. 

Additional datafiles exist for the agricultural baseline carried out my Michigan State 

University. 
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S.4 Study Approach 

The study encompasses three sets of villages in the provinces of Nampula and Cabo 

Delgado. Two sets are situated in more crowded, agronomically endowed locations 

where markets, infrastructure, and transport, are also located. These are also places 

where, as a result of the co-location of the above, are favored most by large landholders. 

Thus, they are potentially locations of^eater land competition and conflict between 

smallholders and the largeholders both seeking to take advantage of optimally located 

good land. The two sets of villages comprising these areas are; seven villages in Monapo 

district in Nampula province, and seven villages in Montepuez district in Cabo Delgado 

province. A third set of seven villages is dispersed within Nampula province in different 

districts, located in areas less favored in the combination of agronomic, market, 

infrastructure, water, and transport factors. This third set acts as a control, with which to 

compare the other two sets. Such comparison is necessary in order to ascertain if what is 

observed in the "agronomically endowed" locations is different from the control, i.e., is 

the frequency and severity of land conflict observed in Monapo and Montepuez high or 

low? Are the land access difficulties observed in these locations more, or less 

problematic than elsewhere? Table 5.1 lists the villages within the agronomically 

endowed sets, and the control set, and the villages" population and study sample size 

within these. 
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Map 4. 
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Chapter 6 

Critical Resource Areas and Land Conflict 

An underlying premise of this research is that in African post-war agricultural situations 

the existence of critical resource areas, as distinct from other areas, is important to 

agricultural recovery, while serving as a potential flashpoint for renewed combat due, in 

large part, to conflict and competition over agronomic resources, and primarily land. 

Section 6.1 here examines some of the more important differences between the critical 

resource areas in this study (Monapo, Montepuez) and the control (made up of seven 

villages scattered around the province of Nampula, see Chapter 5). Section 6.2 then 

looks at land conflict and land conflict resolution in the three study sites. 

6.1 Are Critical Resource Areas DifTerent From Other Areas 

in Post-War Agricultural Situations? 

A series of variables was considered to determine if and how the critical resource areas 

are different from the control. One important land topic (tenure security) is considered in 

greater detail because this is generally viewed as the most important part of land tenure, 

and is a broad indicator of important aspects of the general land tenure situation (e.g.. 

Lane 1991; Bruce 1986; Lawry 1989; Bruce and Migot-Adholla 1994). This is followed 

by a more brief and synthetic consideration of additional variables that outline further 

differences between the control and critical resource areas. Land conflict and the 

legitimacy of land conflict resolution between the three sites is then examined in Section 
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6.1.1 Land Tenure Security 

A tenure security index was derived using 21 variables (Appendix E). This index 

comprised the following categories of variables: 

1) Presence and severity of land conflict, four variables: 

a) conflicts over land a problem for the community, 

b) for conflicts are a problem, how serious are they, 

c) outsiders arriving in the area to procure land, 

d) for outsiders arriving in the area, how big a problem, 

2) Land loss, and possibilities for losing land, including the role of title in land loss, eight 

variables; 

a) smallholders lose land in the area, 

b) for land loss, how frequent, 

c) for people that use land every year, how possible is it to lose land, 

d) for smallholders with title, how possible is it to lose land, 

e) are neighbors to the respondent likely to lose land in the future, 

f) for neighbors losing land, how possible is it, 

g) are smallholders in the area worried about losing their land, 

h) for worried about land loss, are they very, or little worried, 

3) Land lending: its occurrence, lent to whom, plans to lend: three variables; 

a) has the respondent lent out land since the end of the war. 

b) for lending out land, was the land lent to a family member or to someone 



outside the family, 

c) does the respondent plan to lend out land this year. 
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4) Investment in land: six variables. 

a) variables regarding specific agricultural investments. 

These variables are scaled, so that greater values indicate; less presence and severity of 

land conflict, less land loss and preoccupation over land loss, more lending, and more 

investment in land. In other words, fewer problems involving loss and risk of losing 

land, and greater lending and investing in land, results in greater land tenure security. 

These variables are frequently employed by the Land Tenure Center (University of 

Wisconsin—Madison) to gain an understanding of tenure security (e.g.. Roth et al 1994b; 

Place et al 1994; Roth et al 1994a; Bruce et al 1994). The values for the variables were 

added to give a scaled index for overall tenure security (Appendix E). 

The index ranges from 8 to 30 with higher values indicating greater tenure security. The 

figures below present histograms for tenure security for the three areas of the study. 
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Figure 6.1.1 a Tenure Security for the control village set. Frequency refers to households. 
Higher values for the tenure security index indicate greater tenure security for 
households. Derivation of the tenure security index is outlined in section 6.1.1 and 
Appendix IV. Generally the index takes into account the presence and severity of land 
conflict, land loss, land lending activities, and investment in land, v^th the more 
problematic measures for these resulting in lower values for tenure security, (n = 187). 
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Figure 6.1. lb. Tenure security for the Monapo village set. Frequency refers to 
households. Higher values for the tenure security index indicate greater tenure securit>' 
for households. Derivation of the tenure security index is outlined in section 6.1.1 and 
Appendix IV. Generally the index takes into account the presence and severit>' of land 
conflict, land loss, land lending activities, and investment in land, with the more 
problematic measures for these resulting in lower values for tenure security, (n = 133). 
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Figure 6.1.1 c. Tenure security for the Montepuez village set. Frequency refers to 
households. Higher values for the tenure security index indicate greater tenure securitv' 
for households. Derivation of the tenure security index is outlined in section 6.1.1 and 
Appendix IV. Generally the index takes into account the presence and severity of land 
conflict, land loss, land lending activities, and investment in land, with the more 
problematic measures for these resulting in lower values for tenure security , (n = 201). 
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Comparison between histograms reveals that while there is considerable distribution of 

tenure security (low to high) within each village set (control, Monapo, Montepuez), there 

are clear differences between sets. And while all three histograms appear bimodal to 

some extent, revealing expected clumps of more and less tenure secure respondents 

following the socioeconomic segmenting effects of war and recovery (Unruh 1995a for 

tenure security: and Homer-Dixon and Percival 1996; Percival and Homer-Dixon 1995b 

for post-war segmentation in general), in general high values for tenure security are more 

fi-equent in the control, while the critical resource sites have fewer respondents that are 

tenure secure. Means for the tenure security index for the Montepuez (15.8) and Monapo 

(18.2) sets are significantly different from the control (21.4) (and from each other) at the 

0.05 level. 

Table 6.1. la below summarizes the tenure security index for the three sets of villages. In 

this table the tenure security index is divided into thirds: the most tenure insecure (index 

values 8 - 15), mid-range tenure security (16 - 21), and the most tenure secure (22 - 30). 

Table 6.1.1a Tenure Securitj- for each of the three village sets, presented as 
percentage of respondents within each set that fall within low, medium, and high 
measures for the tenure security index. 

Tenure Security 
Index 

Monapo Village 
Set 

Montepuez Village 
Set 

Control Village 
Set 

Low: 8-15 27 50 10 

Medium: 16-21 45 43 34 

High; 22-30 28 7 56 

Comparison between sets indicates that the Montepuez village set is the most insecure 

group, followed by the Monapo set, with the control set being the most tenure secure. 
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Half of the Montepuez sample falls into the most tenure insecure third of index range (8-

15), while the percentage of each set for the upper range (most tenure secure), is lowest 

for Montepuez (7 percent), followed by Monapo (28 percent), and highest for the control 

(56 percent). Table 6.1.2a shows that means for tenure security for the three village sets 

are sigm'ficantly different at the 0.05 level. Thus the control, as a village set, is more 

tenure secure than the critical resource areas, vvith the two critical resource areas being 

different from each other. The premise that critical resource areas are more problematic 

in terms of land tenure than other areas is supported by this data on tenure security. 

Additional variables which further distinguish the critical resource areas from the control 

are considered in the following section. 

6.1.2 Differences Between the Three Areas: Summary of Variables 

Table 6.1.2a summarizes the differences between the three village sets for a number of 

important variables. A one-way ANOVA was used to determine if significant differences 

e.xist between means of variables in the different areas at the 0.05 significance level. 

As Table 6.1.2a illustrates, the critical resource areas are significantly different from the 

control, and from each other in a number of impwrtant ways. Generally those occupying 

the critical resource areas are in a more constrained and problematic land situation in 

spite of the inhabitants being better educated and farming on more fertile land. 

Population concentration is higher, they are generally not native to the area and are 

recent arrivals, total area planted is lower, land access is more difficult, and overall 

tenure security and agricultural investments are lower. There are more land conflicts in 

the critical resource areas, with conflict resolution between smallholders using the 



customary tenure regime being regarded as more "unjust" in these areas, as is land 

conflict resolution between smalholders and largeholders using the formal system. 
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The Montepuez set is particularly problematic, being the most tenure insecure, highest in 

population concentration, lowest scoring in workable and admissible evidence, lowest in 

agricultural investment, and yet highest in education. This latter item can be particularly 

problematic in critical resource areas where little legitimacy is provided by the formal 

tenure system, in a context where recent pxjlitical conflict involved confrontation over 

resources, and where long-term residence as refugees can often bring an enhanced 

political awareness (Ek and Karadawi 1991; Basok 1994). Thus the data for these 

additional variables support the premise that critical resource areas are different from the 

control, and are more problematic in terms of land tenure. 
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Table 6.1.2a Significant differences (0.05 level) for important variables for the 
three study areas. See section 6.1.2.1 for explanations of variables in the table. 

Variable 
Description 

Means for tiie Three Areas Significantly Different at 
the 0.05 level (*) 

Variable 
Description 

Control 
(area 1) 

Monapo 
(area 2) 

Montepuez 
(area 3) 

Significantly Different at 
the 0.05 level (*) 

Variable 
Description 

Control 
(area 1) 

Monapo 
(area 2) 

Montepuez 
(area 3) 1&2 1&3 2&i 

I. Area planted (ha) 161 205 67 m * 

2. Conflicts experienced 4.5 6.1 6.9 « * 

3. Village size 456 190 779 m * * 

4. Education (yrs) 1.4 6.5 7.4 m * 

S. Justness of conflict resoi, 
smallholders, traditional 
(index )(higher values more 
unjust) 

1.19 1 43 1.88 

* * * 

6. Justness of conflict resol, 
smallholder vs. iargeholder, 
formal system (index) 

2.09 2.57 2.4 

* m 0 

7 Ease with which land can be 
obtained in this regulado 
(index) 

1 45 I 71 1.67 m 

8. Tenure security (index) 21.4 18.2 178 * * m 

9 Engage formal system in land 
conflict (index) 

13.7 13.9 14.3 

10. Legitimacy of evidence 
(index) 

83.47 76.64 85.7 • * 

11 Workabilitv' of evidence 
(mdex) 

48.57 43.53 39.72 m 

12. Relevancy of evidence 
(mdex) 

40.19 36.33 32 86 m 

13 Soil fertility (index) 1.8 1.6 2.0 * m * 

14 Number of economic trees 25 39 3 

15 Knowledge of surrounding 
crops and people (index) 

18 17 20 * 

16 Investments (number) 5.5 5.2 2.4 * m 
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17. Utility of mato evidence 
(index) 

26 14 31 * * • 

18. Legitimacy of mato 
evidence (index) 

49 24 55 « * 

19. Legitimacy of evidence 

from local leader (index) 
62 63 57 

20 Workability of evidence 
from local leader (index) 

32 34 

21. Relevancy of evidence from 
local leader (index) 

32 30 • 

22. Best evidence (index)** 172 157 158 * 3te 

23. Importance of history of 
occupation and inheritance in 
land conflict resol. (index) 

5.8 5.9 5.3 • * 

24. Native to this area (yes/no) 0.9 0.77 0.27 * * * 

25. Year arrived in area*** 6.8 13.4 38.1 • * 

26 Proximity to local 
leadership (index) 

8 5 11 * * 

6.1.2.1 Variable/Index Explanation for Table 6.1.2a 

1) Area planted: total area planted by respondent at the time of the survey. 

2) Conflicts experienced; total number of land conflicts experienced by the respondent 

3) Village size; number of inhabitants in the village in which the respondent resided. 

4) Education; summed years of education for the entire household 

5) Justness of land conflict resolution for smallholders using the traditional tenure 

system; ranked responses; I) very just, 2) just, 3) very unjust. 

6) Justness of land conflict resolution between smallholders and largeholders using the 

formal tenure system; ranked responses; 1) very just. 2) just, 3) verv' unjust. 

7) Ease with which land can be obtained in this regulado: regulado is the respondent's 

communit>- area. Ranked responses ranging from 1) very easy, to 4) impossible. 



8) Tenure Security, explained in section 6.1.1. 

9) Engage formal system in land conflict resolution; the willingness of the respondent to 

exit the customary tenure system and engage the formal tenure system in land tenure 

dispute resolution. This index is based on successive instances of "what the respondent 

would do" if s/he had a land conflict with a largeholder, and the various levels of 

customary and formal authority the respondent would pursue (Appendix F). 

10). Legitimacy of evidence: an index based on a frequency ranking of evidence 

presented by the total sample. For example if a respondent selects the four most 

frequently presented forms of evidence this would (additively) score higher than a 

respondent who selected evidence that was infrequently presented by the total sample 

(Appendix G). 

11) Workability of evidence; an index based on a ranking of how specific forms of 

evidence intersect with the Mozambican Land Law, with physical evidence of 

"occupation" scoring the highest (Appendix H). 

12) Relevancy of evidence; an index based on a ranking of how specific forms of 

evidence make a "relevant" argument for a land claim. Relevancy is covered in 

Appendix I along with derivation of this index. Relevancy in this instance generally 

follows occupation but allows additional and different forms of evidence for occupation. 

13) Soil fertility; respondents were asked to rank the soil fertility for their most important 

agricultural field: 1) not very fertile, 2) normal fertility, 3) very fertile. 

14) Number of economic trees: number of fhxit and cashew trees owned by the 

respondent. 

15) Knowledge of surrounding crops and people: a composite of 16 variables that get at 

information regarding the respondent's knowledge of his,^er neighboring fields. The 
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more information the respondent knows about the neighboring fields next to his/her most 

important field, the higher the ranking. 

16) Investments: the number of agricultural investments the respondent has on his/her 

fields. 

17) Utility of mato evidence: "mato" is a local term to describe uncut, uncultivated land 

within the community's overall land area. The index "utility" here is both workability 

and admissibility combined into one index. Mato evidence was ranked along the lines of 

workability and admissibility, with higher scores indicating greater "utility" of evidence. 

All mato evidence is only naturally occurring physical evidence. 

18) Legitimacy of mato evidence: an index based on a fi"equency ranking of mato 

evidence. 

19) Legitimacy of evidence used by local leaders: an index based on a ft'equency ranking 

of evidence that local leaders use in land conflict resolution between smallholders. 

20) Workability of evidence used by local leaders: based on a ranking of how specific 

forms of local leader evidence intersected with the Mozambican Land Law, with 

physical evidence of "occupation" scoring the highest. 

21) Relevancy of evidence used by local leaders: based on a ranking of how specific 

forms of evidence make a "relevant" argument for a land claim. Relevancy is covered in 

Appendix 1 along with derivation of this index. Relevancy in this instance generally 

follows occupation but allows in different forms of evidence for occupation. 

22) Best evidence: derived fi'om summing indices for legitimacy, workability, and 

relevancy for households. 

23) Importance of history of land occupation and land inheritance in land conflict 

resolution: a summed index from the ranked importance of land occupation and land 
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inheritance in land conflict resolution. 

24) Native to this area; a (yes = 1, no = 2) question averaged for the sample of each of 

the three areas. 

25) Year arrived in area: an average of all respondents including those who are native to 

the area have a value of 0 for year arrived. 

26) Proximity to local leadership; an index which takes into account the relationship that 

household members have to local leaders, with higher scores indicating a closer 

relationship to the customary leadership. 
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6.2. Land Conflict: A Problem in Post-War African Agriculture? 

6.2.1 Land Conflict: The Problem 

A fundamental assumption here is that land conflict is a serious problem in post-war 

African agriculture especially in critical resource areas. This section outlines the 

differences between the three village sets with regard to land conflict. Exploring such 

differences between a control and locations like Montepuez and Monapo is important to 

assessing the nature of land conflict, the magnitude of the problem, and repercussions in 

the agronomically endowed areas of Mozambique. Are land conflicts more of a problem 

in critical resource areas? 

6.2.2 Land Conflicts After the War 

Figure 6.2.2a presents data on date of land loss due to land conflict for the entire sample. 

This does not include land still being contested (at the time of the survey) or land 

conflicts resulting in a positive outcome for the respondent—but only land lost. For the 

overall sample 18 percent experienced land loss due to land conflict While there is a 

rise toward the end of the war in land lost due to disputes, after the "officiar" end of the 

war (1992), the rise is significant. This rise coincides with moves back into agriculture 

for dislocatees and largeholders, when it becomes generally acknowledged that the peace 

will hold. The percent of land loss occurring after the end of the war was greatest in 

Montepuez (Figure 6.2.2b), with 78 percent of the occurrences of land loss reported 

occurring after 1991. This was followed by the control village set (Figure 6.2.2c) with 68 

percent occurring after the end of the war, with Monapo (Figure 6.2.2d) having the 

lowest percentage of land loss after the war for the three village sets, 49 percent. 

However there did appear to be some land loss in Monapo going on in 1989 resulting in a 
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spike before the war ended (Figure 6.2.2c). If these 1989 losses are included, then 

Monapo experienced more conflict than the control. These measures of land loss due to 

disputes are conservative, because they only involve people who either lost land and had 

other fields to keep then engaged in agriculture, or who lost land and later gained access 

to other land. Either one of these two conditions had to be true for the respondent to be 

captured in the sample. Thus the sample does not include those who lost land in a 

dispute then had to leave the area or leave agriculture. The point here is that land 

conflict rose as smallholders became convinced that the war was ending, and moved 

from dislocation sites back into agriculture. 

To get another idea of overall land conflict after the war, land losses after 1991 were 

summed with land conflicts currently underway on farmers' fields at the time of the 

survey for each village set. This total set of conflicts was then divided by the sample size 

for the village set, to obtain a general idea of conflicts per household within each set. 

This measure was highest for the Monapo villages with 0.53 conflicts per household, 

followed by the Montepuez set with 0.49 conflicts p)er household, with the control village 

set having much fewer conflicts with 0.21 conflicts per household—the value for the 

control being significantly different (0.05 significance level) from the two critical 

resource village sets. 
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Figure 6.2.2a. Frequency of land conflict resulting in land loss over time for the total 
sample. Frequency refers to households. These instances of land loss do not include a) 
land still being contested at the time of the survey; b) land conflict resulting in a positive 
outcome for the respondent; c) land loss resulting in the farmer leaving the area, or 
leaving farming and thus not being captured in the sample. Thus as a measure of land 
conflict generally the figure here should be seen as extremely conservative. 
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Figure 6.2.2b. Frequency of land loss over time for Montepuez. Frequency refers to 
households. These instances of land loss do not include a) land still being contested at 
the time of the survey; b) land conflict resulting in a positive outcome for the respondent: 
c) land loss resulting in the farmer leaving the area, or leaving fanning and thus not being 
captured in the sample. Thus as a measure of land conflict generally the figure here 
should be seen as extremelv conservative. 
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Figure 6.2.2c. Frequency of land loss over time for the control. Frequency refers to 
households. These instances of land loss do not include a) land still being contested at 
the time of the survey; b) land conflict resulting in a positive outcome for the respondent; 
c) land loss resulting in the fanner leaving the area, or leaving farming and thus not being 
captured in the sample. Thus as a measure of land conflict generally the figure here 
should be seen as extremely conservative. 
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Figure 6.2.2d. Frequency of land loss over time for Monapo. Frequency refers to 
households. These instances of land loss do not include a) land still being contested at 
the time of the survey: b) land conflict resulting in a positive outcome for the respondent: 
c) land loss resulting in the farmer leaving the area, or leaving farming and thus not being 
captured in the sample. Thus as a measure of land conflict generally the figure here 
should be seen as extremelv conservative. 
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6.2 J Land Conflict and Soil Fertility 

That land conflict is concentrated on the fertile soils of the agronomically endowed sites 

is illustrated by 72 percent of conflicts presently underway being on better soils in the 

Montepuez group, and 97 percent of conflicts occurring in Monaopo being on the better 

soils, while 32 percent of conflicts in the control group occurring on the better soils. 

6.2.4 Community Perception of Land Conflict 

Actual land conflict affects more than just those experiencing them, as members of 

smallholder communities interact and farm level and field level decisions are affected by 

a farmer's aggregate sense of the frequency and severity of conflicts in the area and their 

repercussions. To get an idea of the communities" perception of land conflict and the 

effects of conflict, respondents were asked several questions regarding land conflict 

within their community. For purposes of illustration. Tables 6.2.4a - 6.2.4c present the 

results from three of these. 

Table 6.2.4a. Are conflicts over land a problem for the community? 
Data expressed as a percent of a village set's sample. If conflicts were 
a problem the respondent was then asked "how serious?^ 

Village Sets Not a problem Yes a problem Serious to very 
serious 

Montepuez 8 92 57 

Monapo 9 91 68 

Control 36 64 23 
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Table 6.2.4b. Is the arrival of newcomers to obtain land a problem for the 
community? Data expressed as a percent of a village set's sample. If conflicts were a 
problem the respondent was then asked "how serious?" 

Village Sets Not a problem Yes a problem Very serious Serious 

Montepuez 34 66 23 44 

Monapo 61 39 13 26 

Control 83 16 3 13 

Table 6.2.4c Do smallholder farmers lose land in this community? Data expressed as 
a percent of a village set's sample. If conflicts were a problem the respondent was 
then asked "how frequent?'' 

Village Sets No Yes Frequently to very 
frequently 

Not very 
frequently 

Montepuez 12 88 35 53 

Monapo 66 34 17 17 

Control 77 23 8 15 

Compared to the control then, the Montepuez and Monapo sets appear considerably more 

problematic in terms of a community-level perspective of the problem of land conflict, 

with the situation in Montepuez, again being most severe. 

6.2.5 Mechanisms for Conflict Resolution: Legitimacy 

Smallholder perspectives about how "just" is dispute resolution between smallholders, 

and between smallholders and largeholders, are important to the legitimacy of land 

dispute resolution mechanisms and the tenure system in which these reside. Table 6.2.5a 

below presents data on perspectives from smallholders from the different village sets on 

how "just" different dispute resolution mechanisms are. Do smallholder communities in 

the critical resource areas where competition for land is greater, believe that formal and 
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customary mechanisms for land dispute resolution are "just" and legitimate? Note in 

Table 6.2.5a there is no option for smallholder - largeholder dispute resolution using 

local custom. This is because largeholders would not submit to decisions made by local 

customary tenure systems. 

Table 6.2.Sa. Legitimacy of land dispute resolution for smallholders. Data expressed 
as a percentage of each vii age set's sample. 

Mechanism Village Set Very Just Just Unjust 

Resolution between 

smallholders, using local 
custom 

Monapo 59 38 3 Resolution between 

smallholders, using local 
custom Montepuez 29 53 17 

Resolution between 

smallholders, using local 
custom 

Control 85 12 3 

Resolution between 
smallholders, using the formal, 
legal tenure system 

Monapo 50 46 4 Resolution between 
smallholders, using the formal, 
legal tenure system Montepuez 47 47 7 

Resolution between 
smallholders, using the formal, 
legal tenure system 

Control 52 43 4 

Resolution between 

smallholders and largeholders. 
using the formal, legal tenure 
system 

Monapo 14 31 55 Resolution between 

smallholders and largeholders. 
using the formal, legal tenure 
system 

Montepuez 13 17 71 

Resolution between 

smallholders and largeholders. 
using the formal, legal tenure 
system 

Control 24 44 33 

6.2.S.I Land dispute Resolution Between Smallholders 

From Table 6.2.5a differences in smallholder perspectives on land dispute resolution can 

be noted. Customary resolution of land disputes between smallholders is seen as much 

more "just" by the control set than by the other two. The Montepuez village set was the 

only one to express a greater percentage of respondents answering "very just/" for formal 

resolution between smallholders, compared to customary resolution. The control set has 

the greatest confidence in the customar>' system to resolve conflicts: while Monapo and 
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Montepuez have comparatively less confidence in the customary system. This is perhaps 

because the critical resource areas were receiving areas for dislocatees during the war, 

these being secure areas, and hence have a large number of smallholders from different 

communities concentrated into these areas. Non-local smallholders in Monapo and 

Montpuez generally do not adhere to local customary s>'stems nor abide by local 

decisions regarding land disputes with non-local smallholders. Likewise local long-

established smallholder communities inundated with non-local smallholders can come to 

the conclusion that their ovm community structures regarding land tenure have unraveled 

to a degree due to the large number of nonparticipants-decreasing their own confidence 

in their customary resolution of land disputes, especially with regard to non-locals. 

6.2.5.2 Land Dispute Resolution Between Largeholders and Smallholders 

Smallholders residing in critical resource areas, with a much greater exposure to 

largeholders, believe land dispute resolution between large and smallholders is more 

unjust than does the control (bottom third of Table 6.2.5a). Montepuez has the highest 

percentage believing such dispute resolution is "unjust" (71 percent), m'th over half of 

the Monapo sample also believing this form of resolution is "unjust" (55 percent). The 

control sample has the greatest percentage believing the formal system is "very just" or 

"just" in resolving disputes between smallholders and largeholders, although still not 

high. This greater percentage for the control set is most likely due to lack of experience 

That the primarv' problem in land dispute resolution involving the formal system is 

between small and largeholders, and not between smallholders, is supported by the 

differences in the response of unjust between utilization of the formal system to resolve 
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conflicts between smallholders, versus between smallholders and largeholders. For 

Montepuez 64 percent more of the sample believed the formal system was "unjust" when 

the dispute was between small and largeholders, as compared to use of the formal system 

for resolving disputes between smallholders. For Monapo this difference was 51 percent, 

and for the control, 29 percent. For dispute resolution between smallholders using the 

formal system, approximately half of the samples from both critical resource areas 

believed this to be 'very just" which is comparable to the control. 

Thus from the Government of Mozambique/donor/NGO perspective, there exists both an 

opportunity and a problem regarding formal, legal land dispute resolution. The 

opportunity is that smallholders do believe the formal system has legitimacy, and this 

could be built upon. This would increase the legitimacy of the formal system and 

incorporate the much needed ''customs and controls" of smallholder communities in 

enforcement of decisions. The problem of course, is that the same system (formal) is 

problematic when the dispute is between small and largeholders—acting to detract 

significantly from the opportunit}'. 

63 Chapter Conclusioos 

The important findings in this chapter are; 

1) that critical resource areas are significantly different from the control and more 

problematic than the control in terms of land tenure; 

2) the two critical resource areas are different from each other, with the Montepuez area 

more severely aggravated with respect to land tenure problems; 

3) land conflict and the perception of land conflict are more problematic in the critical 
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resource areas, and have increased as the war wound down and the peace process gets 

underway. 

4) confidence in resolving land disputes differs between the control and critical resource 

areas, especially with regard to customary resolution between smallholders, and formal 

resolution between small and largeholders. 

Thus one of the central arguments of this research, that critical resource areas are more 

problematic with respect to land tenure problems following a war (Chapters 2 - 4) is 

supported by the data. 
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Chapter 7 

Tenure Security, Exiting the Customary System in Land Conflict Resolution, 

and "Best Evidence" 

7.1 The Question 

The research question tested here, that there is a relationship between tenure security, 

willingness to engage the formal tenure system in land conflict resolution, and the 

highest scoring legitimate, workable, admissible evidence(which summed equals "best 

evidence"), is explored in this chapter. In other words, the land tenure literature dealt 

with in this dissertation (Chapters 1 - 5) has led to the hypothesis in Chapter 4, that: a) 

small farmer tenure security is strongly correlated with high scoring legitimate, 

workable, relevant evidence from a cultural ecology in post-war, critical resource areas; 

b) that the most tenure secure group is also the small farmer group most willing to step 

outside the customary system and engage the formal (state) system in dispute resolution 

with largeholders and others outside their own smallholder group; and, c) that other 

characteristics of the most tenure secure group (e.g., historical, geographical, 

agricultural, political, etc.) are highly variable, revealing that items "a" and "b" might 

apply over a diverse group of smallholders. The arguments that have led to this 

hypothesis are dealt with in Chapter 4. 
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Again this question was derived using the literature on land tenure, and land tenure in 

African land use systems (chapters 1-5). If the research supports this hypothesis then 

little will be gained by utilizing smallholder evidence (i.e., bringing smallholder evidence 

into the formal system) in dispute resolution between small and largeholders. This is 

because such an arrangement would favor those that are already the most tenure secure 

and the most willing to engage the formal tenure system in dispute resolution. In other 

words, if those that are in the most favorable position—most tenure secure, most willing 

to engage the formal system—are also those that have the best evidence, then formalizing 

this evidence in the state tenure system is unlikely to address the critical issues of land 

competition and conflict in the critical resource areas where these issues are most 

problematic following armed conflict. And further, it would contribute little to a peace 

process, and may instead serve to aggravate it by promoting and formalizing inequities in 

land access and land conflict resolution. 
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7.2 The Parts: Tenure Security, 

the Customary System, and Best Evidence 

7.2.1 Tenure Security 

The tenure security index described in Chapter 6, made up of 21 variables, is used here to 

determine if a relationship exists with, a) willingness to engage the formal tenure system 

in land conflict resolution, and b) best evidence. 

7.2.2 Disengaging the Customary System and Engaging the Formal System in 

Conflict Resolution 

To what degree are smallholders willing to step outside the customary system to pursue a 

land conflict with a largeholder using the formal tenure system? While smallholders 

could engage the formal system in land dispute resolution, this does not mean that the 

customary system is abandoned, but rather, a smallholder will attempt dispute resolution 

when it appears that there might be a chance of obtaining a favorable resolution in a 

specific instance. An index of "willingness to engage the formal tenure system," was 

derived from the questionnaire. This index primarily comprises the variables in question 

L12 in the questionnaire, the responses to which fall into 12 variables. L12a - L121 

(Postcodes, Appendix D for variable L12 in the questionnaire. Appendix C). Derivation 

of "willingness to engage the formal system" is laid out in Appjendix F. Essentially this 

index seeks to describe what a smallholder "would do" if s/he had a land dispute with a 

largeholder. in successive attempts. In other words, what would a smallholder do first. 
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and if that did not work what would s/he do second, then third, etc., up to 12 attempts. 

Of course many respondents did not come up with 12 options, but a good number did. 

The number 12 for the attempts was determined in part by smallholder responses to the 

different number of options available, and the mix of both customary and formal options 

in land dispute resolution, i.e., the different levels of authority in both customary and 

formal tenure systems. The index is derived by combining the rank of the option chosen 

(option meaning what the respondent "would do'') weighted by the order that the option 

was chosen—with those options that entailed engaging the formal system being ranked 

higher than options that dealt with the customary system or doing nothing at all. As 

respondents gave a number of options, the "weighted options" are then summed for each 

respondent. For example, if a respondent first chooses to go to the district land office, 

and then (second) to the provincial land office or Ministry of Agriculture office to pursue 

a land conflict, then as first and second choices that selected the higher ranking options 

of engaging the formal system, the summed option/weightings would result in a higher 

value for this index than someone who, for his/her first and second choices went to the 

lineage elder, and then the local chief. This index ranged from 0 to 20 with 20 being the 

most willing to engage the formal system. 

7.2.3 The Best Evidence: Legitimacy, Workability, and Admissibility 

Data on smallholder land tenure evidence involving use. presence, occupation, and 

"ownership" of land were gathered in a variety of questions in the sur\'ey. Respondents 
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were asked to explain what evidence they would like to use in a conflict with a 

largeholder to prove that land belonged to them, with respondents free to provide as 

many different kinds of evidence as they liked, ranking these from the most valuable to 

the least valuable. This ranking thus reflected the importance or priority of the different 

categories of evidence for the smallholder. In all, 30 different kinds of evidence were 

provided by the total sample, with the different pieces of evidence occupying different 

levels of priority for different respondents. This list of 30 different kinds of evidence 

was ranked three different ways for; 1) legitimacy within the customary tenure system; 2) 

workabilit\' within the formal system; and, 3) admissibility, or an ability to make a 

"relevant argument" generally. Household variables for legitimacy, workability, and 

admissibility were then calculated for each household (see below). The values of these 

three variables were then summed for all households to get a household "best evidence" 

variable. 

7.2.3.1 Legitimate Evidence 

Legitimate evidence is defined here as what is commonly accepted within the customar\-

system, and is based on frequency. The 30 different pieces of evidence were ranked 

according to the frequency of their occurrence for the total sample, with the highest 

ranking being the most frequent. Because each respondent mentioned several pieces of 

evidence, the first being most imponant, and the last being the least important, a weight 

was assigned to each respondent's mention of evidence, with the greatest weight 
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assigned to the first choice and the lowest weight assigned to the last choice. These 

weights were then added to the specific ranking value for the piece of evidence, to get a 

value for that piece of evidence for that respondent. These values were then summed for 

all pieces of evidence mentioned by the respondent to get a value for the legitimacy 

index for that respondent. The complete derivation of the legitimacy index is presented 

in Appendix G. 

1.23.2 Workable Evidence 

7.23.2.1 Definition of Workability 

Workability is defined here as how customary evidence intersects with the formal land 

tenure system, i.e., formal Mozambican Land Law, and evidence rules. In other words 

how well do forms of customary evidence "fit" within the formal tenure system. Some 

pieces of evidence are very workable within the formal system (i.e., physical evidence of 

land occupation) while other forms of customary evidence are not at all workable within 

the formal tenure system (i.e., customary mythology regarding land). The 30 different 

forms of evidence were ranked according to how workable the customary evidence is 

within the formal system, using the Mozambican Land Law (Republica Popular de 

Mocambique 1988), the Mozambican Codigo Civil (encompassing evidence rules) 

(Bastos 1967), the Interministerial Land Commission (Land Commission 1996), and an 

analysis of the land law (Sachs and Welch 1990; Pereira and dos Santos Alves 1994). 
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1.23.2.2 Criteria for Ranking 

While the Mozambican land law, and the Mozambican Codigo civil overwhelmingly 

prefer documents as evidence, they (especially for smallholders) allow elements relating 

to evidence of "occupation" of land. As for oral testimony, while this is expressly 

disallowed in favor of documents, it will be allowed in the new land law, but is still to be 

secondary to evidence of occupation. Strictly naturally occurring physical evidence 

intersects v^th the formal system worst, such that swamps, depressions, fallen trees, 

boulders, etc., have very little meaning within the formal system. This is not always 

straightforward however because features like rivers, together with testimony, can be 

evidence of a boundary, and are often used as such. Thus the 30 pieces of evidence were 

ranked according to how well they indicated '"occupation" of land. In addition, the same 

weighting procedure was followed as with the legitimacy index, where the first 

mentioned piece of evidence for a respondent was weighted higher than the second, etc. 

The weighting and ranking were added to give a value for that piece of evidence for that 

respondent, with these values summed for all evidence provided by each respondent. 

Complete derivation of the workability ranking is provided in Appendix H. 

1.233 Admissible Evidence 

1.233A Definition: Relevancy 

According to Emanuel (1996). Bastos (1967). and Land Commission (1996) a judge or 

tribunal or other entity makes a decision on the admissibility of evidence based on the 
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tendency to make the existence of any fact that is of consequence to the determination of 

the action more probable or less probable than it would be without the evidence" 

(Emanual 1996). Further "all relevant evidence is admissible" (Emanual 1996). 

There are t\vo aspects of relevancy. The first is that there must be a "probative" 

relationship between the piece of evidence and the factual proposition to which the 

evidence is intended to address. That is, "evidence must make the factual proposition 

more (or less) likely than it would be without the evidence" (Emanual 1996). The 

second aspect of relevancy is that the evidence must be "material." In other words, 

"there must be a link between the factual proposition which the evidence tends to 

establish, and the substantive law" (Emanual 1996). 

On making the judgment of probative value a "judge normally does not make his 

assessment of probative value by applying cut-and-dried legal principles. Rather, he 

applies his own experience, his general knowledge, and his understanding of human 

conduct and motivation" (Emanual 1996; also Bastos 1967; and Land Commission 

1996). And certainly legal principles are not followed in the Mozambican Land 

Commission meetings to decide what customary evidence will be allowed, as different 

interests from a vanet\' of ministries, donors, and NGOs, argue over (and condition 

programs upon) what should be relevant based on different points of view, logic, and 
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priorities. 

7.2J3.2 Criteria for Ranking 

The ranking for admissibility was based on the author's judgement as to whether the 

evidence (individually or in combination with other evidence) makes a relevant argument 

(probative) for customary- occupation of land resources. Occupation in the present law 

(as well as the revised) is the key issue for legality (material). While verbal testimony 

alone is of marginal material value under the present land law, it is given greater weight 

in this ranking, because: a) testimony makes a "probative" case for relevancy; b) 

testimony will be of greater material value in the new land law; c) it shows that the 

people in question belong to a community, and therefore corroboration and other 

evidence can show community occupation; and, d) smallholders often have little else. 

Thus, the 30 pieces of evidence were ranked according to the value of the "argument" 

made for a claim to land. While land "occupation" is still favored due to the test for 

"material" evidence, additional evidence (beyond that considered for workability) in this 

ranking is allowed (e.g., testimony). In addition, the same weighting procedure was 

followed as with the legitimacy and workability indices, where the first mentioned piece 

of evidence for a respondent was weighted higher than the second, etc. The weighting 

and ranking were added to give a value for that piece of evidence for that respondent. 

with these values summed for all evidence provided by each respondent. Complete 

derivation of the variable for admissibilit\- is presented in Appendix I. 
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13 Hypothesis: are Tenure Security, Engaging the Formai System, 

and '^Best Evidence" Related? 

73.1 The Relationship 

Scatterplots 7.3. la - c show, for the three village sets, the relationship among the three 

variables: tenure security, engaging the formal system, and best evidence. Again, "best 

evidence" is derived by summing the indices for legitimacy, workability, and 

admissibility. No relationship appears obvious between these three indices for any of the 

village sets. 

Pearson correlation coefficients between pairs of these three variables are given in Table 

7.3. la, revealing no real association between variables. As well, no relationship was 

evident when each of the parts of "best evidence" (legitimacy, workabilitv, admissibility) 

was alternated into scatterplots with tenure securit}' and engaging the formal system, nor 

when each of these were considered pairwise with tenure security and engaging the 

formal system. 
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Formal Syst. 10 

Best Evidence Tenure Security 

Figure 7.3. la. Scatterplot for tenure security, engaging the formal tenure system, and best 
evidence, for households within the control village set. Higher values indicate greater 
willingness to engage the formal system, greater tenure security, and better evidence. 
Derivation of these three indicies are described in section 6.1.2. (n = 187) 
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Figure 7.3. lb Scatterplot for tenure securitv", engaging the formal tenure system, and best 
evidence, for households in the Monapo village set. Higher values indicate greater 
willingness to engage the formal system, greater tenure security, and better evidence. 
Derivation of these three indicies are described in section 6.1.2. (n = 133) 
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Figure 7.3. Ic. Scatterplot for tenure security, engaging the formal tenure system, and best 
evidence, for households in the Montepuez village set. Higher values indicate greater 
willingness to engage the formal system, greater tenure security, and better evidence. 
Derivation of these three indicies are described in section 6.1.2. (n = 201). 
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Table 7J.la Pearson correlation coefficients for pairs of variables (tenure security, 
willingness to engage the formal system, and best evidence). 

Village 
Sets 

Correlation Coefficients 
Village 

Sets Tenure Security 
and 

Engage Formal 
System 

Tenure Security 
and 

Best Evidence 

Engage Formal System 
and 

Best Evidence 

Control 0.128 0.024 -0.038 

Monapo -0.016 0.081 0.003 

Montepuez -0.037 0.104 -0.050 

7.3.2 Hypothesis Not Supported 

The hypothesis that there exists a relationship between tenure security, engaging the 

formal system and best evidence is not supported by the Mozambique data for any of the 

village sets. The sections that follow consider the parts of this hypothesis and the most 

likely reasons for the lack of a relationship between the parts; and then outlines the 

direction taken in Chapter 8. 



7.4 Back to the Parts: Tenure Security, Engaging the Formal System, 

and Evidence in Post-War Mozambique 

7.4.1 Tenure Security and Engaging the Formal System 

If tenure securit>' is not related to the best evidence or willingness to engage the formal 

system in land dispute resolution, why not? More importantly, what is the nature of the 

relationship between customary tenure, evidence, and the formal tenure system in post

war, critical resource conditions. Specifically, what is the nature of this relationship 

given that large holders wall only operate within the formal system, and it will be 

presentation of evidence by smallholders that will facilitate the intersection between 

customary and formal land tenure systems. 

The poor relationship between tenure security and best evidence, and the better 

relationship between tenure security and conflict (Figure 7.4.1a), actually makes sense in 

that, with no legitimate working land conflict resolution mechanism in place in the post

war period, having the best evidence would contribute little to tenure security in terms of 

conflict resolution. In other words, having good evidence would matter only if there 

were a land conflict resolution mechanism in place to utilize such evidence to decide a 

dispute in a legitimate way and hence make a contribution to tenure security. 
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With no such mechanism legitimate from the smallholder point of view, one's 

willingness to engage the formal system remains unrelated to evidence; and unrelated to 

tenure security given that tenure security is most strongly related to conflict, and 

engaging the formal system does not result in legitimate land conflict resolution. It is 

important to note again that smallholder views of the fairness of how land disputes are 

resolved are most negative in the critical resource areas. With tenure security lower in 

the critical resource areas of Monapo and Montepuez compared to the control, and 

conflicts most problematic in these areas (Table 6.1.2a) the impact of not having such a 

mechanism in place is most severe in these valuable agronomic areas where competition 

for land resources is highest. 
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Tenure Security 

Figure 7.4. la Tenure security and land conflicts for households, total sample. Tenure 
security is an index with greater values indicating greater tenure securit\' (see section 
6.1.2 and Appendix IV). Conflict is the number of land conflicts experienced by the 
respondents. (n=I45). 
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7.4.2 Chapter Conclusion 

The major point of this chapter, is that the data do not suppwrt the hypothesis that there is 

a relationship between tenure security, engaging the formal tenure system, and best 

evidence. 

Again, given that largeholders will only operate from within the formal tenure system, 

and that it will be presentation of evidence by smallholders that will constitute the link 

between the customary and formal tenure systems (Chapters 1 - 4) the question becomes 

one of understanding the nature of the relationship between customary evidence and the 

formal tenure system. Of interest is: 

1) is the evidence that is considered legitimate, different for critical resource areas versus 

the control? If so is such evidence more or less easily connectable to the formal system? 

And, given that those vwth the best evidence are not the most tenure secure, nor the most 

willing to engage the formal system in land dispute resolution, who is it that scores the 

highest in legitimate, workable, admissible evidence? 

2) does the legitimate customary evidence make a sufficiently good "argument" in a land 

dispute, and does this vary between the critical resource areas and the control; and. 
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3) is there a particular smallholder group (e.g., those most educated, with the most land, 

etc.) that possess the best evidence, such that they will be favored with the inclusion of 

this evidence in the formal system. 



Chapter 8. 

Evidence and Land Tenure Dispute Resolution 

8.1 Relationship Between Legitimacy, Workability, and Admissibility 

This chapter explores the relationships between the different properties of evidence 

(legitimacy, workablity, admissibility) provided by smallholder respondents in the three 

different study sites. The idea here is to ascertain the nature of the potential link between 

the formal tenure system and customary evidence legitimate to smallholders. 

Quickly reviewing, smallholder evidence was ranked in three different ways, to reflect 

the three most important aspects involved in connecting customary evidence with the 

formal system. The first ranking (legitimacy) reflects the degree to which different 

pieces of evidence are commonly accepted by the customary system itself Derivation of 

this index is described in section 7.2.3.1 and Appendix G. For this index, higher scores 

for a piece of evidence reflect that is it more commonly acknowledged and respected as 

valuable evidence. The second ranking (workability) reflects the degree to which the 

different pieces of smallholder evidence are acceptable within the formal tenure system, 

using legal rules from the Mozambican Land Law, Codigo Civil, and the Interministerial 

Land Commission, and analyses of the Mozambican Land Law. Derivation of this index 

is described in section 7.2.3.2 and Appendix H. Higher scores for workability reflect 

evidence that has greater value within the formal tenure system. The third rankmg 

(admissibilit\') considers the degree to which pieces of customary evidence present a 
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valuable "argument" for a land claim. Derivation for the admissibility index is described 

in section 7.2.3.3 and Appendix I. 

The questions important to the nature of the potential link between customary evidence 

and the formal tenure system are: 

1) does evidence that scores high in terms of its legitimacy within the customary system, 

also score high for its ability to work well within the formal system? 

2) is there a difference in this relationship between the control and the critical resource 

areas? 3) do smallholders in critical resource areas, with greater interaction with the 

formal land tenure system and greater incidence of land conflict, have a better match 

between what is legitimate within the customary system and what will work in the formal 

system? 

Figures 8. la - 8. Ic present scatterplots of legitimate, workable, admissible evidence for 

the three village sets. The degree to which the legitimacy index correlates with 

workabiity, reflects the degree to which the customary system's evidence is compatible 

with and can be incorporated into the formal land tenure system. 
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Figure 8. la. Scatterplot for legitimate and workable evidence indices, for all three village sets. 
Individual points represent households. Greater values indicate more workable and more 
legitimate evidence held by a particular household. The value of having all three villages sets 
represented in one scatterplot is that the difference in the relationship between legitimate and 
workable indices can easily been observed between the control and the Montepuez village sets. 
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Figure 8. lb. Scatterpiot for legitimate and admissible evidence mdices, for all three 
village sets. Points represent households. Greater values indicate more legitimate and 
more admissible evidence held by a particular household. The value of having all three 
villages sets represented in one scatterpiot is that the difference in the relationship 
between legitimate and admissible indices between the control and the Montepuez 
village set can be readilv seen. 
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Figure 8.1 c. Scatterplot for workable and admissible evidence indices, for all village sets. 
Individual points represent households. Greater values indicate more workable and more 
admissible evidence held by a particular household. The value of having all three villages 
sets represented in one scatterplot is that the difference in the relationship between 
workable and admissible indices between the village sets can be readily seen. 



8.1.1 The Three Sites 

For the control village set the relationship between the legitimate and workable indices 

(Figure 8. la) generally reveals that the more legitimate the evidence for the customary 

system, the more workable it is within the formal tenure system (Pearson correlation 

coefficient 0.73 at the 0.01 significance level). A similar relationship appears to exist for 

the control for legitimate and admissible evidence (Figure 8. lb) (Pearson correlation 

coefficient 0.86 at the 0.01 significance level). While not as defined, especially at higher 

values for legitimacy, workability and admissibility, the Monapo critical resource area 

generally follows the control, whereby a general relationship appears to exist between the 

legitimacy, and the workable and admissible indices (Pearson correlation coefficient for 

legitimate and workable evidence 0.79; legitimate and admissible evidence 0.87 at the 

0.01 significance level). The Montepuez critical resource zone however appears quite 

different. The legitimacy index for Montepuez departs fi-om that expressed by the 

control and the Monapo study sites when plotted against both the workable and 

admissible indices. On the other hand the scatterplot for workable versus admissible 

indices for Montepuez (Figure 8. Ic) appears to express generally the same relationship 

for all three sites; that with higher scores for workability of evidence, higher scores for 

admissibility exist—although the two critical resource areas have lower values overall for 

both indices compared to the control. Pearson correlation coefficients for workabiIit\' 

and admissibility are; control 0.9 L Monapo 0.91; Montepuez 0.91 at the 0.01 

significance level. 
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A look at the values for legitimate, workable, and admissible indices in Table 6.1.2a is 

instructive. Average values for legitimacy between the control and Montepuez are not 

significantly different, while values for workability and admissibility are (also observable 

in Figures 8.1a and 8. lb). The control has the highest values for workability and 

admissibility, compared to the two critical resource areas. Thus the control area would 

have the best intersection with the formal system in terms of evidence that the 

conununity feels is legitimate, and the formal tenure system finds are workable and 

admissible; while the two critical resource areas would intersect poorly, with the 

Montepuez site faring the worst. As the Montepuez area scores high in legitimacy yet 

lowest in workability and admissibility, clearly different evidence is considered 

legitimate in this village set where the problematic features of a post-war critical 

resource area are most severe for land tenure and land dispute resolution (Table 6.1.2). 

The relationship between workable and admissible (Figure 8.1c) household evidence is, 

overall, less instructive than the relationships between legitimacy and workability, and 

legitimacy and admissibility. This is due to the role that the "materiar' rule of 

admissible evidence plays in the ranking of admissible evidence. Section 7.2.3.3.1 

specifies that evidence to be material must connect to present law (the present 

Mozambican Land Law in this case). The connection in this case pertains to 

"occupation," which is also the rule for workability of customary evidence. Thus while 

admissibility and workability are different in terms of evidence ranking, the material rule 



of admissibility makes workability and admissibility not completely unrelated. 
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8.2 Differences in Legitimate Evidence for the Three Sites 

Table 8.2a summarizes the different forms of evidence in terms of significant differences 

in their average values, for the three study areas, along with their legitimacy index 

ranking. For the values used, evidence that was mentioned first by a respondent had 

greater weight than if it was mentioned second, or third, etc. This table illustrates what 

evidence is significantly more, or less prevalent in which areas. High average values for 

sp)eciflc evidence, together with a high ranking (far right column), results in a higher 

index value for overall legitimate evidence for an area. Thus a household that favors 

several higher ranking pieces of evidence (and mentions these first, second, and third) 

would then score quite high for the overall legitimate index. On the other hand a 

household that favored several pieces of evidence that ranked low, would have a lower 

overall legitimacy index. And, a household that favors a number of pieces of evidence 

(depending on the evidence) would have a legitimacy index higher than a respondent 

mentioning only one or two pieces of evidence. Figure 8.2a presents the data in Table 

8.2b. 

From Table 8.2b and Figure 8.2a, it can be seen that the three sites favor different 

evidence as legitimate, with the largest difference in the kind of legitimate evidence 

occurring between the control and the Montepuez areas. The Monapo village set 

generally has lower legitimate evidence values, but as can be seen in Figure 8. la and 

8. lb generally follows the control in its relationship between legitimate workable and 



admissible evidence. 
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Table 8.2a Significant differences for legitimate evidence for the three study sites. 
(Values for the "Means for the Three Areas" columns are averages of rankings for the 
particular piece of evidence, i.e., if a respondent mentioned this evidence first the value 
is 6, second 5, and so on, with a 0 indicating that the respondent did not mention the 
evidence. Thus these average values incorporate both the numbers of people in an area's 
sample that mentioned the evidence, and the importance of the evidence to the 

Evidence 

Means for the Three Areas Sigm'ficantly 
Different 

0.05 level (») 

Legitimacy 
Index Ranking 
(2-28) Evidence Control 

(area 1) 
Monapo 
(area 2) 

Montepuez 
(area 3) 

Sigm'ficantly 
Different 

0.05 level (») 

Legitimacy 
Index Ranking 
(2-28) Evidence Control 

(area 1) 
Monapo 
(area 2) 

Montepuez 
(area 3) 

1 
& 
2 

1 
& 
3 

2 
& 
3 

Legitimacy 
Index Ranking 
(2-28) 

Village 
elders 

0.57 0.44 0.00 * • 19 

Location 
bamboo 

0.01 0.00 0.00 2 

Near cotton 
land 

0.00 0.10 0.00 * * 5 

Location 
trails 

0.17 0.08 0.07 22 

Local 
leaders 

1.12 0.38 0.00 * * * 10 

Cemeteries O.Il 0.36 0.05 * * 16 

Location 
buildings 

0.5 0.4 0.3 4 

Local 
terrain diffs 

0.25 0.26 0.17 17 

Location 
roads 

0.17 0.00 0.00 * * 10 

Local 
organizatio 
n 

0.12 0.00 0.00 * * 6 
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Testimony 
family 

0.65 0.47 0.0 * 26 

V. large 
trees 

0.6 0.29 2.23 4c 4e 25 

Inheritance 0.21 0.35 0.00 2 

Field 
boundaries 

0.08 0.53 0.8 « • 20 

Mountains 0.16 0.33 0.19 15 

Termite hill 0.23 0.26 1.25 % 23 

History 
occupation 

0.21 0.05 0.00 *• • 13 

Pres. old 
crops 

0.00 0.00 0.6 3 

Location 
swamp 

0.00 0.00 0.5 2 

Location 
boulders 

0.05 0.17 0.04 12 

Knowledge 
of 
community 
land 

0.12 0.00 0.00 * * 8 

Location 
river as 
boundary 

0.35 0.49 0.69 * 24 

Ruins, old 
village 

0.1 0.00 0.05 7 

Sacred 
areas 

0.43 0.06 0.00 9 

Location 
hills 

0.00 0.03 0.27 • • 14 

Soil type 1.3 1.8 2.9 * 27 



Economic 
trees 

4.9 5.4 5.2 • 28 

Tree history 0.03 0.05 0.06 8 

Tombs 0.74 0.34 0.00 * * * 21 

Testimony 
neighbors 

1.7 0.08 * * * 26 
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Figure 8.2a Evidence category and village sets. See below for evidence key. The figure 
shows the percentages of each village set that notes particular forms of evidence (below) 
within the evidence categories of social, cultural-ecological, and physical evidence. 

Social Evidence 
1= village elders 
2= local leaders 
3= local organization 
4= testimony family members 
5= history of occupation 
6= knowledge of community area 
7= Testimony from neighbors 

8= history of economic trees 

Evidence Key 
Cultural Ecological Evidence 
9= trails 
10= cemetenes 
11 = location roads 
12= sacred areas 
13= rums, old village 
14= economic trees* 
15= tombs 
16= field boundaries 
17= location old crops 

Physical Evidence 
18= local terrain diffs 
19= very large trees 
20= mountains 
21= temrute hills 
22= nver as boundary 
23= soil type 
24= near cotton land 
25= boulders 
26= location hills 

•Values for economic trees are not included here due to their very high values (control=86, Monapo=93.2, 
Montepuez=90). Inclusion of these values in the figure results m a Y- axis scale that does not allow a good 
look at the remainder of the evidence. 
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83 Social, Cultural-EcologicaU and Physical evidence 

From Figure 8.2a it can be seen that the different village sets prefer different forms of 

legitimate evidence. The control village set expresses more of a preference for "social 

evidence", i.e., testimony from village elders, local leaders, neighbors, etc., than the 

other two village sets. The Montepuez set scores lowest in social evidence but highest in 

terms of naturally occurring physical evidence, i.e., distinctive large trees, in-field 

location of termite hills, rivers, soil type, landscape scale and small-scale terrain 

differences. The Monapo set appears to favor neither social nor physical evidence, 

having lower values for evidence overall. 

The difference in type of legitimate evidence for the Montepuez critical resource area 

and the control is important. Social evidence can be used to corroborate physical 

evidence, and is especially useful in corroborating cultural-ecological evidence. 

Cultural-ecological evidence is defined here as the physical pieces of evidence that exist 

due to smallholder activity on the landscape, such as cashew and fruit trees, trails, field 

boundaries, etc., and are different from naturally occurring physical evidence. Thus 

testimony from neighboring relatives and the customary leadership (favored in the 

control) regarding boundaries, land occupation, land and tree tenure, inheritance, use, 

etc.. will be more valuable than simply an individual's knowledge of where pieces of 

physical evidence (rivers, local terrain features, etc.) are located (as in Montepuez). 

Because knowledge of the location of naturally occurring terrain features is readily 
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observable by anyone, does not have the value that other evidence would that lends itself 

to corroboration (social evidence), and hence the building of an "argument" that rests 

upon several pieces of evidence. It is the combination of social evidence with cultural-

ecological evidence that is most valuable in constructing an argument for a claim to land 

in a dispute. This is because social evidence ties individuals to communities, and 

cultural-ecological evidence corroborated by social evidence constitutes the connection 

between the physical signs of land occupation due to human presence (economic trees, 

field boundaries etc.) and the social aspects which have caused and are bound up in 

(inheritance of land, networks of lending land, land transaction, etc.) cultural-ecological 

evidence. 

The critical resource areas have less of this social evidence compared to the control; 

especially the Montepuez village set, which has very low scores for social evidence and 

cultural-ecological evidence, and much higher scores for naturally occurring physical 

evidence. The ability of smallholders in Montepuez to build a good argument as to a 

land claim is thus compromised due to the lack of social evidence that can corroborate 

the existence of physical or cultural-ecological evidence. This is no doubt due to the fact 

that many in the Montepuez area are non-natives and thus do not have the same 

community cohesion as the households within the control or the Monapo village sets. 

For the Montepuez area, 73 percent of the respondents indicated they were not native to 

the area, while 23 f)ercent indicated the same for Monapo, and 10 percent for the control. 
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The Monapo set does not appear to emphasize social, cultural-ecological, or physical 

evidence, having lower values overall for each. However due to the presence of some 

degree of social evidence in the Monapo area, they are better off than the Montepuez set, 

in terms of being able to produce legitimate evidence acceptable to the formal tenure 

system. 

83.1 Evidence "Depth" 

Table 8.3. la presents the evidence data by category (social, physical, cultural-ecological ) 

for the order of importance (A-E) given by the respondents—with the F level of 

importance not included due to low percentages. While it is again interesting to note the 

difference in social evidence between the control and Montepuez, it is also interesting to 

observe, that as respondents continue to provide additional pieces of evidence (A to E), 

there is a tendency toward specific types. For the control and the Monapx) village sets 

this tendency is toward social evidence (more strongly for the control), while for the 

Montepuez village set it is toward physical evidence. What this reveals is that for the 

control and Monapo areas, respondents switch from other categories of evidence to the 

social category as they continue to list pieces of evidence, whereas the Montepuez area 

switches to physical evidence. This difference means that the "depth" of evidence (A to 

E), important for the construction of a good "argument,'' (i.e., corroborating evidence) is 

based on something very different for Montepuez. Such a look at evidence is necessary 

in order to ascertain if there were respondents who presented social evidence, but listed it 



as lower in importance than physical evidence; thus resulting in it being "hidden" by 

look Just at indices. 
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Table 83.1a. Percentage within evidence categories (social, physical, cultural-
ecological) for different evidence levels (A - E) for the three areas considered in the 
study: Monapo, Montepuez, the Control. Values expressed as percentages of the 
sample responding at each level. The different levels (A - E) indicate order and hence 
importance of evidence mentioned by the respondent, i.e., that evidence mentioned first 
(level A) is more important to the responded than that mentioned second (level B) and so 
forth. 

Sites Evidence 
Category 

Evidence Level 
Sites Evidence 

Category A B C D E 

Control Social 20 34 41 68 94 

Physical 15 35 29 18 0 

Cultural-
Ecologicai 

64 31 30 15 6 

Monapo Social 16 36 33 71 IOC 

Physical 8 33 52 5 0 

Cultural-
Ecological 

76 31 15 24 0 

Montepuez Social 0.5 I 2 3 0 

Physical 21 77 85 86 92 

Cultural-
Ecological 

79 22 13 11 8 

8.3.2 Evidence, Land Conflict, and Location 

Table 8.3.2a illustrates the relationship between forms of evidence and land conflict. 

The table divides the samples from the three areas (control, Monapo, and Montepuez) 

into those that believe land conflicts are, and are not a problem for their community; and 

then further divides the evidence favored by the three areas, into social, physical, and 

cultural-ecological evidence. Evidence level (A-E) again, indicates successive responses 
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by respondents. The values in the table represent percentages of samples within the three 

sites that in successive instances (A-

E) provide evidence that is categorized as social, physical, and cultural-ecological. 

While differences in social and physical evidence among the three areas can again be 

noted, what is interesting here is the difference in evidence between those who think 

conflicts are and are not a problem. For the control and Monapo sites, social evidence 

appears to be more important to those that think "conflicts are a problem." While in the 

Montepuez area social evidence is extremely low, and essentially is not different when 

conflicts are a problem. The Montepuez site however expresses a higher percentage of 

physical evidence when "conflicts are a problem." And, for social evidence within the 

control and Monapo areas where conflicts are a problem, the percentage is greater with 

each evidence level, as respondents mention additional social evidence (instead of 

cultural-ecological or physical evidence) with each successive piece of evidence they are 

able to present. A similar increase is evident for the Montepuez site but for physical 

evidence. Conversely, physical evidence for the control and Monapo areas generally are 

less when conflicts are problem compared with when they are not. Cultural-ecological 

evidence also, but more generally, is greater for the control and Monapo areas when 

conflicts are a problem for the community compared with when they are not. At the 

same time cultural-ecological evidence is less for the Montepuez area in the two upper 

levels (A, B) when conflicts are a problem compared with when they are not. One might 
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then speculate in a cause and effect fashion, that for all three areas, households appear 

more sensitive to the need for evidence when conflicts become a problem, and thus more 

households are able to present evidence-greater percentages of site samples respond to 

more levels (C, D, and E). It is also important to note the large difference between the 

control and the critical resource areas in the percentage of samples that indicate land 

conflicts are and are not a problem. 
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Table 8J.2a Evidence, Location, and Conflicts 
(Evidence level indicates the first (A), second (B), third (C), etc., responses of evidence 
mentioned by smallholders.) Values are percentages of site samples that responded at 
that level. The table illustrates the differences in evidence type for the three areas 
(control, Monapo, Montepuez) for those in the samples that believe that conflicts are and 
are not a problem. The idea here is to compare percentages between similar areas, and 
evidence types between the portions of the samples that believe conflicts are and are not 
a problem. As well it is worthwhile to note what kinds of evidence (social, physical, 
cultural-ecological) the three areas tend toward with successive levels (A - E) or 
"mentions" of evidence. 

Evidence Site Evidence Level (percent) 

Conflicts 
Type 

A B C D E 

Not a Social 
Control 16.5 32.9 28.5 — — 

Not a Social 
Monapo 8.0 16.7 14.0 — — 

Problem 
Montepuez 0.0 6.3 — — — 

Physical 
Control 28.4 35.9 34.4 — — 

Physical 
Monapo 17.0 50.3 86.0 — — 

Control 
35% 
Monapo 9% 

Montepuez 18.8 68.9 — — — 
Control 
35% 
Monapo 9% 

Cultural-
Ecological 

Control 55.1 31.2 40.2 — — 

Montepuez 
8% 

Cultural-
Ecological Monapo 75.0 33.0 0.0 — — 

Cultural-
Ecological 

Montepuez 81.3 24.8 — — — 
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Conflicts Social 
Control 23.4 33.4 50.0 75.0 100 

Conflicts Social 
Monapo 16.5 38.4 35.5 75.0 — 

Are a Montepuez 0.5 0.5 0.8 0.0 — 

Problem 
Physical 

Control 9.1 35.0 19.0 11.0 0.0 
Physical 

Monapo 7.4 30.4 48.4 6.3 — 

Control Montepuez 21.5 77.8 84.8 87.9 — 

64% 
Monapo 
91% 
Montepuez 
92% 

Cultural-
Ecological 

Control 67.5 29.9 31.0 14.0 0.0 64% 
Monapo 
91% 
Montepuez 
92% 

Cultural-
Ecological Monapo 76.1 31.4 16.1 18.7 — 

64% 
Monapo 
91% 
Montepuez 
92% Montepuez 78.0 21.7 14.4 12.1 — 

8.3 J The Utility of Social Evidence 

I In Table 8.3.2a it is interesting to note the greater use of social and cultural-ecological 

evidence for the control and Monapo for those who think that conflicts are a problem, 

compared with those that do not think land conflicts are a problem. The difference in 

percentages that use social evidence (between conflicts are and are not a problem) is 

greater for the Monapo area, where conflicts are much more of a problem (91 percent) 

than the control (64 percent). This difference, for these areas, and the much smaller 

percentages for physical evidence when conflicts are a problem, underscores the greater 

utilit\' of the combination of social and cultural-ecological evidence in resolving land 

disputes. That the Montepuez area instead utilizes primarily physical evidence, and has a 

nearly complete lack of social evidence, underscores the more problematic land dispute 
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resolution situation in the most severely affected of the two critical resource areas. For 

locations like Montepuez this is a very problematic situation. With the highest 

percentage of those that believe that conflicts are a problem for the community (92 

percent) the most favored evidence for this group (physical) is of the least value as 

evidence (compared to social and cultural-ecological evidence). 
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8.4 Another Institutional Disconnect? 

In Chapters 2 and 3 the "disconnect" between customary and formal tenure regimes in 

Africa was highlighted as central to the problem considered in this dissertation. The 

results here suggest that in post-war critical resource areas, an additional land tenure 

disconnect op)erates, between the "disrupted" customary tenure of occupants of the more 

severely affected critical resource areas (Montepuez) and the more intact customary 

tenure systems that operate outside of these areas. The lack of social evidence in 

Montepuez that can effectively corroborate physical and cultural-ecological evidence for 

smallholders, in favor of more purely physical evidence, indicates that the disruptions 

that attend populations in the more severely affected critical resource areas significantly 

complicates land tenure dispute resolution with respect to the formal system (and the 

customary system), beyond that which occurs between a more intact customary tenure 

system (the control) and the formal tenure system. 
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8.5 Evidence provided by local customary leaders: also disconnected? 

8.5.1 Legitimacy and Workability 

Further support for a disconnect between customary and "disrupted" post-war tenure 

systems is provided by looking at the difference in evidence used by the local customary 

leaders to resolve land conflicts between smallholders in the three study areas. Figure 

8.5.1a presents a scatterplot for evidence used by local leaders, for legitimate and 

workable evidence. From the scatterplot it can be seen that while there is a general 

relationship for evidence provided by local leaders between legitimate and workable, this 

relationship is much better (tighter) for the control than it is for the critical resource 

areas. This suggests that evidence used by local leaders in the control is more linkable to 

the formal system than that used by local leaders in the critical resource areas, lending 

support to the notion of a disconnect between customary tenure in the control versus the 

critical resources areas. Pearson correlation coefficients for legitimacy, workability, and 

admissibility, are presented in Table 8.5. la. The lower correlation coefficients for the 

two critical resource areas illustrate a weaker relationship compared to the control. 
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Figure 8.5.1a. Legitimate and workable evidence for local leaders, for all village sets. 
Points on the figure represent individual households. The legitimacy and workability 
indicies for local leaders are defined in section 6.1.2. Essentially these are scales that 
indicate a household's thinking regarding what local leaders use for evidence in land 
conflict resolution, together with a ranking of that evidence in terms of legitimacy 
(commonly respected) and workability. 
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Table 8.5.1a Pearson correlation 
coefHcients for the three village sets 
for local leader legitimacy and 

Area Legitimate 
and 

Workable 

Control 0.85 

Monapo 0.76 

Montepuez 0.78 

8.5.2 Local Leader vs. Household Evidence 

Figure 8.5.2a Plots the legitimacy index for local leaders with that of households. If the 

evidence used by local leaders is the same as that used by households in land dispute 

resolution in general, then we would expect a correlation between these two. with 

evidence that scores low for local leaders also scoring low for households, and evidence 

that scores high, scoring high for both. However because local leaders are leaders in the 

community, they are able to draw on evidence not open to households, (historical lineage 

occupation, an aggregate sense of whom in a lineage is farming where and how they 

historically fit into the community, etc). So it is not unexpected that there is not a 

correlation between the legitimacy of the two types (household, and a local leader) in 

Table 8.5.2. However what we would expect, is that scores for local leaders would be 
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clumped because they use similar and specific types of evidence for land dispute 

resolution within cohesive customary land tenure systems. Several things can be noted 

from Figure 8.5.2a regarding the disconnect between disrupted customary land tenure in 

critical resource zones and the customary tenure system existing in the control area. 

First, note on this scatterplot that for the control, values for legitimate evidence used by 

local leaders to resolve conflicts within the customary system, are clumped and tend to 

line up along two axises occupying the range 40 to 55, and 63 to 75. For the control 80 

percent of the responses lined up within these ranges, compared to 54 percent for 

Monapo, and 62 percent for Montepuez. This would mean that for the control, 

respondents indicated that local leaders pretty much use the same evidence in resolving 

local land disputes thus resulting in very similar values. The two critical resource village 

sets express much less cohesion for evidence provided by local leaders, adding support to 

the notion of a disruption of customar>' land tenure within the critical resource areas. 

There also appear to be two additional axes lining up within certain ranges for the 

household legitimacy index. One between 64 and 66, and another between 90 and 95. A 

significant percentage of respondents for the two critical resource areas line up within 

these ranges for the legitimacy index for households (53 and 51 percent for Montepuez 

and Monapo respectively, and 35 percent for the control). 

There are two points here. The first is that evidence used (most commonly) by local 

leaders to resolve disputes between smallholders, is not the evidence most commonly 
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used (not correlated with) by the smallholders themselves when dealing with a conflict 

with a largeholder. The second point is that while the control appears to have specific 

evidence commonly used by local leaders, this is much less the case with the two critical 

resource areas. And conversely the two critical resource areas appear to have significant 

numbers with similar evidence for the household legitimacy index. 
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Figure 8.5.2a Legitimacy indicies for households and local leaders, all village sets. Points 
represent individual households. Derivation of the two indicies are explained in section 
6.1.2. Essentially these two indicies are a combination of frequency rank, where the most 
frequent pieces of evidence are ranked highest, together with the order in which a 
household mentioned that evidence, i.e., a first mention scores higher than a second 
mention, etc. The difference between ''household" and "local leader" is the difference 
between what a household would use to prove land ownership versus what a local leader 
would use to resolve land conflicts within the customar>' system. 
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8.6 Chapter Conclusions 

For the three study areas considered here, two things are now known: I) that a second 

disconnect exists between "disrupted," and customary land tenure systems in addition to 

the disconnect between customary and formal tenure systems; and, 2) those with the 

most developed ideas about evidence are those who believe conflicts to be a problem. 

But do those with the best evidence, disconnected or not, only belong to certain sub

groups of smallholders (e.g., the most educated, closest proximity to the local leadership, 

etc.) or is "best evidence" not related specifically to any one group? Chapter 9 explores 

this question. 
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9.1 Who has the "Best Evidence?" 

While Chapter 7 indicated that the initial hypothesis was not supported by the data, 

and Chapter 8 took a more in-depth examination of evidence, an important aspect of 

the initial question continues to be critically important. If smallholder customary 

evidence is crucial to linking the customary and formal tenure systems, then is there a 

group of smallholders, defined in some way, that has the best evidence, i.e., the most 

legitimate, workable, admissible evidence. 

For a conflict resolution policy to utilize customary evidence in land dispute 

resolution, it must first be ascertained if the best evidence is widely available to many 

different kinds of smallholders, or if it is only held by certain groups. If the latter is 

the case, then use of customary evidence in land conflict resolution will be of limited 

value. This chapter seeks to explore this question. 

9.2 Data Reduction 

Twenty-six household variables were selected (section 6.1.2.1, and Appendix J) as 

important in revealing if the evidence variables were associated with specific 

household characteristics. These did not include the three evidence variables; 

legitimacy, workability, admissibilit>'. Data reduction on the 26 variables was 

accomplished with principal components analysis (PGA) so as to be able to look at 

factor variables that comprise groups of like household varaiables. Principal 

components analysis was performed using a varimax rotation for ease of 
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interpretability. Separate PCAs were carried out on the total sample and on each 

village set (control, Monapo, Montepuez). The number of components chosen for 

this analysis were those that had an eigenvalue of greater than or equal to one. The 

resulting factors were then themselves used as variables in a bivariate correlation with 

the three evidence variables to see which if any of these were correlated with the 

factors, suggesting that evidence might be more likely to be available to particular 

groups of smallholders. Tables 9.2a, 9.2b, 9.2c and 9.2d provide the named factors, 

and the bivariate correlation coefficients for the three evidence variables versus the 

26 factor variables. 
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Table 9.2a Bivariate correlation for evidence variables and principal components 
analysis derived variables, total sample. Factor vanables in the table are the 
principal components factors that comprise the 26 household variables. For variable 
description see section 6.1.2.1 and Appendix J. Factor variables represent 

Factor Variables 
Correlation Coefficients for Evidence Variables 

Factor Variables 
Legitimacy Workability Admissibility 

Local leader evidence 0.158* 0.198* 0.183* 

Uncleared land evidence 0.156* 0.019 0.019 

Tenure security and 
conflict with largeholders 

-0.018 -0.188* -0.138* 

Land access, customary 
boundaries 

-0.060 -0.162* -0.131 

Native to area/year of 
arrival 

-0.006 0.053 0.072 

Land dispute resolution 
smallholders, customary 
& formal systems 

0.056 0.082 0.052 

Customary land & tree 
tenure transactions 

-0.078 0.017 0.024 

Soil fertility/prox. to local 
leaders 

0.155* 0.068 0.068 

Testimony from 
neighbors 

-0.036 -0.129* -0.151* 

Area planted/education -0.048 -0.36 0.035 

Num. economic trees 
owned 

0.008 -0.85 -0.054 

*Significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed) 
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Table 9.2b Bivariate correlation for evidence variables and factor analysis 
derived variables, control village set Factor variables in the table are the principal 
components factors that comprise the 26 household variables. These factors account 
for 74.2 percent of the variance. They represent combinations of variables that load 
lighlv on the same factors. 

Factor Variables 
Correlation Coefficients for Evidence Variables 

Factor Variables 
Legitimacy Workability Admissibility 

Local leader evidence 0.078 0.247* 0.188* 

Land access, customary 
boundaries/tree tenure 
transactions 

-0.147* -0.112 -0.104 

Uncleared land evidence 0.094 0.067 0.069 

Tenure security, conflict, 
dispute resolution with 
largeholders 

0.014 0.030 0.079 

Native to area-'year of arrival -0.018 0.024 -0.019 

Land dispute resolution, 
customary and formal, small 
and largeholders 

-0.056 0.105 0.037 

Educatiorvsoil 
fertility'viliage size 

0.140 0.097 0.086 

Agricultural investments -0.231* -0.206 -0.297* 

Num. economic 
trees/proximity to local 
leaders 

-0.08 -0.102 -0.045 

Education/area planted 0.108 0.104 0.105 

Testimony from 
neighbors/inheritance and 
occupation as evidence 

0.061 0.033 0.076 

*Significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed) 
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Table 9.2c Bivariate correlation for evidence variables and factor analysis 
derived variables, Monapo village set. Factor variables in the table are the principal 
compKjnents factors that comprise the 26 household variables. These factors account 
for 74.4 percent of the variance. They represent combinations of variables that load 

Factor Variables 
Correlation Coefficients for Evidence 

Variables Factor Variables 

Legitimacy Workability Admissibility 

Local leader evidence 0.223* 0.196* 0.225* 

Tenure security, conflict -0.208* -0.115 -0.120 

Uncleared land evidence/area 
planted 

-0.041 0.044 -0.003 

Land dispute resolution 
smallholders, customary & 
formal system/land access in 
community area 

-0.072 -0.107 -0.040 

Native to the area/year arrived -0.076 -0.070 -0.035 

Soil fertility/area planted/engage 
formal system in dispute 
resolution 

0.125 0.227* 0.250* 

Tree tenure transaction/land 
access/land dispute resolution, 
largeholders 

0.112 0.168 0.211* 

Testimony from neighbors -0.291* 1 p
 * -0.395 

Num. economic 
trees/agricultural investments 

0.139 0.068 0.121 

Proximity to local 
leaders/inheritance, occupation 
as evidence 

0.010 -0.052 -0.44 

Education 0.118 0.121 0.168 

^Significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed) 
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Table 9.2d Bivariate correlation for evidence variables and factor analysis 
derived variables, Montepuez village set. Factor variables in the table are the 
principal components factors that comprise the 26 household variables. These factors 
account for 72.1 percent of the variance. They represent combinations of variables 

Factor Variables 
Correlation Coefficients for Evidence 

Variables Factor Variables 

Legitimacy Workability Admissibility 

Local leader evidence 0.204 0.095 0.128 

Land dispute resolution 
smallholders & largeholders -
formal system/land access 

-0.020 -0.166* -0.180* 

Uncleared land evidence 0.369* 0.127 0.24* 

Tenure security/conflict 0.000 0.138 0.055 

Native to the area/year 
arrived/proximitN'to local leaders 

0.072 -0.744 -0.33 

Soil fertility/area planted/engage 
formal system in dispute resolution 

0.081 -0.040 0.012 

Area planted/dispute resolution 
largeholders 

0.301 -0.057 -0.003 

Tree tenure transactions/inheritance 
& occupation as evidence/dispute 
resolution smallholders customary 

0.083 -0.057 -0.024 

Education/dispute resolution 
smallholders formal/inheritance & 
occupation as evidence 

-0.113 0.094 0.098 

Engage formal system in dispute 
resolution 

0.039 -0.173* -0.084 

Testimony from 
neighbors/agricultural investments 

0.067 0.048 0.110 

^Significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed) 
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93 Chapter Conclusions: Evidence Correlation with Other Household Variables 

From the tables it can be observed that there is very little correlation between the 

three evidence variables and the other household variables, either for the entire 

sample, or for the individual village sets. The best correlation coefficients are 0.247 

for the control village set, between evidence workability and local leader evidence; 

and 0.368 for the Montepuez village set, between the legitimacy evidence variable 

and evidence for uncleared land. 

That both the highest correlations, while quite low, are with other types of evidence 

variables and not with other household variables, suggests that evidence that is 

legitimate within the customary system, workable within the formal system, and that 

makes a relevant and hence admissible argument, cannot be tied to other important 

household characteristics. 
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Chapter 10. CoDclusions 

10.1 Background 

The discussion in Chapters 1-4 dealt with the imjwrtance of land tenure issues in 

countries recovering from armed conflict. The primary land tenure problem is that there 

exists a land tenure "disconnect" between indigenous, customary land use systems and 

the formal, state land tenure system. While such a disconnect operates generally in the 

developing world, it becomes extremely problematic in recovery from war because 

access to resources is usually (if not always) fundamental to the causes and continuance 

of armed conflict. Chapters 1- 4 also discuss the interplay between the social and 

biophysical influences that create "critical resource" areas—the areas where the most 

fertile land, perennial water supplies, infrastructure, relief services, and physical securit\' 

are present together. 

Chapter 2 discusses the role of critical resource areas in the post-conflict rehabilitation of 

households, land uses and production systems, as well as regional and national food 

security and economy. These critical resource areas unll be especially important where 

they exist within or in proximity to less usable, accessible, secure, or arable zones. 

Intense resource competition in these areas in the early years of recovery occurs in an 

environment rife with complicated resource tenure disputes, and lacking in functioning 

tenure dispute resolution mechanisms viewed as legitimate and workable by the parties 

involved. This will occur in a context of recent and/or ongoing armed conflict—itself 
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highlighting the issue of legitimacy in government—such that these areas, while crucial to 

beginning a sustained recovery and a nascent peace process, can also become locations 

that spark renewed instability. The land tenure disconnect operating within these critical 

resource areas is therefore extremely volatile, with the evolving situation (local to 

national, formal and informal) unable to produce legitimate mechanisms to resolve 

competition and confrontation over land resources by groups operating within different 

tenure systems (customary and formal). 

This study looks at the opportunities for linking customary and formal tenure systems in 

land dispute resolution by examining the nature of the land tenure "disconnect" in 

critical resource areas, and the nature of customary evidence that can be used land claims 

within the formal land tenure system. 

Chapters 2-4 discuss (from the literature) the most important aspects of land tenure 

involved in the disconnect between tenure systems in critical resource areas. These are: 

1) tenure security, defined as the degree of control over land resources, and the 

predictability of outcomes involving land resource activities; 

2) smallholders willingness to disengage the customary system and engage the formal 

system in land dispute resolution; 

3) smallholder evidence which is legitimate within the customary land tenure system, and 

also workable and admissible within the formal land tenure system in land tenure 
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dispute resolution. 

Chapter 4 concludes with a hypothesis that is arrived at from the land tenure literature 

(Chapters 1 - 4), where; a) small farmer tenure security is strongly correlated with high 

scoring legitimate, workable, relevant evidence from a cultural ecology in post-war, 

critical resource areas; b) that the most tenure secure group is also the small farmer 

group most willing to step outside the customary system and engage the formal (state) 

system in dispute resolution with largeholders and others outside their own smallholder 

group; and, c) that other characteristics of the most tenure secure group (e.g., historical, 

geographical, agricultural, political, etc.) are highly variable, revealing that items "a" and 

"'b'* might apply over a diverse group of smallholders (ie., different histories, land uses, 

etc.). 

This hypothesis was pursued in a questionnaire survey in two northern provinces of post

war Mozambique (Nampula, Cabo Delgado) with 521 households in 22 villages situated 

in two critical resource areas (Monapo and Montepuez), and one control area (Maps 1 

and 4 in Chapter 5). 
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10.2 Findings 

10.2.1 The Hypothesis 

The data do not support the hypothesis. From the Mozambique data there is no clear 

relationship between land tenure security, willingness to engage the formal land tenure 

system by smallholders, and the best evidence (highest scoring legitimate, workable, and 

admissible evidence). Chapter 7 details this finding, the reasons for "no relationship," 

and for turning instead to a focus on customary evidence and its ability to "link" the 

customary and formal land tenure systems in land tenure conflict resolution. 

10.2.2 Types of Critical Resource Areas 

The differences between the two critical resource areas (Table 6.1.2.4) suggest that there 

are different types of such areas in a country recovering from armed conflict. Some of 

these will be worse off than others. And some will be able, for a number of reasons, to 

more effectively adjust to the amalgam of different land tenure understandings and 

motivations to arrive at a point where, in aggregate, the smallholder - largeholder tenure 

problem will be less severe than in other locations (Monapo). Others will contain 

influences that will aggravate competition and confrontation over land from the start of a 

peace process, mitigating against the area's gradual incorporation into a formal tenure 

system, a functioning pustomsry tenure system, or an accomfHQfJat'on of the two. These 

are the areas (e.g., Montepuez) where the land tenure risks to a peace process are 
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greatest, and hence are areas that must be identified and dealt with as a priority. 

Suggested criteria for identification of such areas is dealt with in the section 10.3.3 

below. 

10.23 A Second Disconnect 

The analysis in chapter eight reveals the existence of a second land tenure "disconnect" 

in Mozambique beyond that which occurs between customary and formal tenure systems 

generally. Given the problems that exist due to the first disconnect (between the 

customary and formal. Chapter 2), that yet another disconnect occurs in the most 

agriculturally endowed areas where the most valuable biophysical and socio-economic 

features are located (Chapters 1-3), and where land competition and confrontation is 

greatest, underscores the extremely precarious status of such areas in terms of land tenure 

and recovery' from armed conflict. 

It is worthwhile to note the "position" of this second disconnect with regard to the first 

disconnect (between customary and formal tenure systems). For the control Figure 8. la 

illustrates that increasing legitimacy of evidence (legitimate within the customary 

system), is correlated with increasing workability of evidence (workable within the 

formal system)~indicating that the potential link between customary and formal tenure 

systems is most promising here. That this occurs in the context of the first disconnect 

between customary and formal tenure regimes, indicates that the formal and customary 

systems are more proximate than are the formal and "disrupted" systems-illustrated by 

the relationship between legitimacy and workability in Figure 8. la for Montepuez. Such 
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that in a post-war period of recovery, attempts to bridge the disconnect between the 

formal and customary, would leave the discormect between the "disrupted" and the 

formal (and "disrupted" and customary) unattended, operative, and unpredictable, in the 

very areas most problematic in terms of a potential flashpoint of conflict within a peace 

process (Chapter 3). Such an attempt to bridge the first disconnect would neither address 

the problem of smallholder - smallholder or smallholder - largeholder land dispute 

resolution in critical resource areas due to the second disconnect. 

That this second disconnect influences smallholder - smallholder land dispute resolution 

can be observed from Table 6.2.5a where the control village set views dispute resolution 

between smallholders using customary mechanisms, as much more legitimate compared 

to the two critical resource areas. This difference is greatest for the control versus 

Montepuez. Eighty-five percent of the control sample thought land dispute resolution 

using local custom was "very just" compared with 29 percent for Montepuez. Thus aside 

from the smallholder - largeholder dispute resolution problem there is still the question 

of legitimate dispute resolution between smallholders operating in "disrupted" tenure 

systems. 
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103 Policy Implications 

103.1 Land Tenure in Critical Resource Areas During a Peace Process—the Overall 

Goal 

The reason for addressing land conflict in critical resource areas in post-war situations is 

that, left unattended, the issue can jeopardize a peace process. Thus, the important 

objectives are not the fairness of individual outcomes of land disputes for smallholders. 

Or that all or even a significant percentage of smallholders in such areas have access to 

land. Rather, it is the process itself of moving toward engaging in land conflict 

resolution. In other words, the goal should be the growing aggregate sense among 

smallholders, that in disputes with largeholders, they are able to win or come to an 

acceptable accommodation "some of the time." For this to happen, smallholders (groups 

and individuals) must have the notion that engaging in land dispute resolution will 

provide them an opportunity to potentially win, or come to some accommodation with 

opponents. Such a process focus, as opposed to an outcome focus, acts as a positive 

influence on the overall peace process, and provides the opportunity for pursuing 

attainable goals within this process. This is different from attempting very difficult 

outcomes, such as land for all smallholders, or fair outcomes in all land disputes for 

smallholders. 

Early in a peace process, there will be numerous very contentious issues-many of which 

are unresolved parts of the armed conflict-in which different groups have an interest. To 

pursue a strategy of fair land dispute resolution for all smallholders could easily 

aggravate these issues because largeholders wield political and military power and will 

exercise these-to the detriment to the peace process-if they believe they are losing in the 
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process. Construction, or reconstruction, of land tenure dispute resolution approaches 

that most inhabitants of a critical resource area believe are legitimate or are becoming 

legitimate takes time. In the early stages of a peace process, the goal needs to be an 

aggregate sense of positive progress. 

10J.2 Post-War National Land Policy Revision and the Peace Process 

Peace processes inevitably include a rework of national legislation on a number of topics, 

frequently following recommendations and conditions made by the international donor 

community (e.g., Damrosch 1989; Rothchild 1995; Crocker and Hampson 1996; Colletta 

et. al. 1996; Copson 1994). Revising national land policy to incorporate functional 

aspects of a peace accord involving land, and to promote the peace process, is a critical 

part of revising post-war national legislation (e.g.. The World Bank and The Carter 

Center 1997; Kritz 1996; African-European Institute 1993; Unruh 1995a; Colletta et. al. 

1996; Mupauvose and Chengu 1982; LTC 1982). More generally, the land tenure 

literature has as one of its primary arguments, the issue of the disconnect between 

national and customary land tenure systems in the developing world, and the priority that 

bridging or accommodating this disconnect needs to have (e.g. Bruce and Migot-Adholla 

1994; Bassett and Crummey 1993; Larson and Bromley 1990). However land policy 

reform as part of a peace process that does not address the second disconnect in critical 

resource areas risks aggravating the land situation, and leaving the issue unattended and 

problematic. While incorporating aspects of customary tenure into the formal system as 

part of a peace process (Carrilho 1992) will apply to most of the less contentious 

agricultural areas of the country, it will not apply to the critical resource areas where this 

second disconnect prevails. 
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National land policy reform as part of a peace process must address specifically the land 

tenure situation in critical resource areas, to mitigate this second disconnect and prevent 

it from negatively affecting a peace process. What is needed is a form of assistance in 

"recovery tenure" applicable to identified, problematic critical resource areas that can 

promote the mitigation of the second discoimect, so that at some point revised land 

legislation applicable to customary tenure can apply in critical resource areas as well. 

Such an arrangement should include appropriate land law regulations which give "teeth" 

to the land law, and are more easily established, changed, and deleted as situations 

warrant than the law itself Such regulations would need to specify the admissibility of 

naturally occurring physical evidence in critical resource areas for a certain number of 

years following a peace accord. The following sections consider one approach as to how 

such a recovery tenure arrangement might be established in the field, and what it might 

comprise of 

10.3 J Criteria for Identifying the Most Aggravated Critical Resource Areas 

This section lists some initial criteria for deciding what are the most aggravated critical 

resource areas. These were taken primarily from Table 6.1.3a for those variables that 

expressed a significant difference between the two critical resource areas—with 

Montepuez being the more aggravated case. The questions most important in this regard 

are; 

1) how tenure secure is the smallholder population; 

2 ) are large percentages of the smallholder population not native to the area, and 
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have arrived only recently; 

3) are the number of land conflicts experienced high compared to other areas; 

4) what is the average number of economic trees and other agricultural 

investments held by the smallholders in the area; 

5) how just, on average, do the smallholders in the area believe land conflict 

resolution between smallholders, and between smallholders - and largeholders is; 

6) what is the proportion of physical to social evidence (with respect to land 

claims) expressed by smallholders in the area. 

10.3.4 Opportunities for Land Dispute Resolution in Critical Resource Areas. 

The results presented in chapters 6-9 indicate that there exist some potential 

opportunities for engaging critical resource areas in a process of land tenure dispute 

resolution compatible with the overall goal of land tenure in a peace process. These 

include: 

1) Smallholders operating in "disrupted" tenure systems have greater confidence in the 

formal svstem to resolve smallholder - smallholder land conflicts than thev do in the 

customary land tenure svstem to resolve these. This presents an opportunity (outlined 

below in 10.3.5). A greater percentage of samples in the critical resource areas believe 

that land conflict resolution between smallholders using the formal tenure system is more 

"just" than dispute resolution involving the customary system. This is especially so for 

Montepuez (Table 6.2.5a). While confidence in the customary system to resolve land 

conflicts between smallholders differs significantly between the control and the cntical 
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resource areas, the three areas are approximately the same in their confidence regarding 

the formal system's ability to resolve smallholder - smallholder land conflict justly. As 

well the "willingness to engage the formal system" in land dispute resolution, is not 

significantly different for the control and the critical resource areas (Table 6.1.3a). Thus, 

the formal tenure system presents a potential alternative for those in disrupted tenure 

systems. The trick would then be, how to utilize this potential in smallholder -

largeholder dispute resolution. 

2) Smallholder households are willing and able to be proactive regarding land tenure 

situations (conflict) influenced bv factors external to customary tenure regimes. 

Evidence used by local leaders is different from that provided by households for all three 

areas. This makes sense in that although the respondents themselves are not local 

leaders, and they can potentially elicit testimony fi^om local leaders, they are not in a 

position to derive and use the same evidence as local leaders. Nonetheless households 

do derive "household evidence" themselves, thus demonstrating that they are able to 

derive such evidence independently of local leaders, for use in dispute resolution. 

3) Households with more and better evidence, are those that believe land conflicts are a 

problem (Table 8.3.2a). Experience with land conflict, and a general sense that land 

conflict is a problem in the area, leads smallholders to consider, conceive, and formulate 

evidence potentially useful for defending a claim to land. Of course "better evidence" 

applies much less to the Montepuez area than to the Monapo or control areas, due to the 

preference for almost exclusively naturally occurring physical evidence in Montepuez. 

Nevertheless Montepuez does have more households presenting evidence for the 



category that beh'eves conflicts are a problem (92 percent of the sample) than those who 

do not believe conflicts are a problem. 

4) Smallholders occupying disrupted customary tenure regimes are more knowledgeable 

about their immediate agricultural surroundings (details of adjacent fields, crops, and 

owners of these), providing the fundamentals for social evidence to be derived in these 

areas. The Montepuez area scored significantly higher than the control or Monapo areas 

with regard to "knowledge of surrounding crops, fields, and owners" (Table 6.1.3a). One 

reason for this could be because other aspects of the smallholder community in 

Montepuez are absent or diminished, effectively elevating this characteristic of 

"community." This would make sense in that the location of neighboring fields, what 

crops are planted there, and who the owners are, is perhaps the easiest, most observable 

characteristic of "smallholder community." such that even recent arrivals would quickly 

be able to obtain this information. This sort of information then lays the foundation for 

testimonial evidence by smallholders using this information. 

10.3.5 An Approach 

This section details one approach for attending to land dispute resolution in critical 

resource areas during a peace process. The different players that are active in the peace 

process, and their roles in land tenure issues are discussed, followed by a section on 

critical resource areas as "tools" in a peace process. 
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103.5.1 National Government 

National governments are in a difficult position in a peace process. They must seek to 

gain legitimacy with the national populace (including those whom the government was 

fighting against) while attempting to put a country back together socially, institutionally, 

and physically. These goals exist in a context of crippled government capacity on many 

fronts. On the land tenure firont, national governments must realize that their crippled 

capacity to administer a formal land tenure system (which will last for years) means that 

they will have to rely on smallholder communities to administer lands they occupy, 

resolving disputes, allocating land and utilizing the "customs and controls" within 

smallholder society that makes this administration possible. 

At the same time the government seeks to promote largeholder investment (domestic and 

foreign) in land resources in order to deal with problems of national debt, development, 

and recovery- from war. However the intersection of customary and formal land tenure 

systems (especially in the more problematic areas) needs to be attended to so as to avoid 

contributing to possible flashpoints that result in pockets of renewed armed conflict. 

National governments will need to engage in land policy reform that takes into account 

customar\' evidence (makes it legal in the formal system) in land disputes, and establish 

confidence building measures in the formal land tenure system by encouraging 

presentation of such evidence in disputes with largeholders, and then deciding disputes 
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based on evidence presented. Also, enforcement of steps involved in obtaining title 

(such as verifying if the land in question is occupied), informing provincial and district 

level officials of land policy revision and the importance of enforcing this revision, 

would contribute to smallholder confidence in the formal system. More specifically, the 

land law regulations which are the implementing components of the law, should stipulate 

that physical evidence provided by smallholders in certain areas of the country (i.e., the 

critical resource area that are most problematic) should be made admissible for a period 

of 5 - 8 years following a peace accord. 

103.5.2 Tbe United Nations 

As the primary authority operating a peace process, especially early on, the UN has a 

broad mandate to perform logistical and institutional accomplishments that pertain to a 

wide variety of issues. On the land issue the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) 

of the UN has land tenure specialists that are charged with bringing capacity to 

government entities to engage in important aspects of the land issue. The FAO in this 

regard needs to be sensitive to the problems that land tenure presents in critical resource 

areas of the country, and focus attention on these areas and on approaches that deal with 

these areas, in their capacity building efforts with members of government involved in 

their programs. Urgency is a consideration. Such that while capacity building can take a 

significant amount of time, land tenure issues in critical resource areas can become 

quickly aggravated if not dealt with. FAO representation on national level land boards or 

land commissions should emphasize to their national counterparts the importance and 
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urgency of considering including customary evidence, into reworks of national land 

legislation, and of the differences in customary evidence inside and outside critical 

resource areas. 

IOJ.5.3 Bilateral Donors and Foreign Embassies 

Bilateral donors fund many projects that are important components of a peace process. 

On the land question, this effort needs to focus on national and local needs, and not on 

transplanting what works in more developed countries (e.g., large and expensive land 

titling projects). Bilateral donors (and their contractors), as well as the embassies 

connected to these donors need to be aware of the unique social, institutional, and 

biophysical environment that post-war situations present, and the dangers that may 

surface to a peace process if bilateral agendas are placed above the priorities of a peace 

process. For example, for an embassy or donor to pursue land tenure arrangements that 

favor foreign investment in land resources while dismissing smallholder land issues, will 

result in an aggravation of the land tenure problems in critical resource areas, 

jeopardizing important aspects of the peace process as well as foreign investment 

opportunities. A successful peace process needs to be seen as a condition for secure 

foreign investment opportunities, and more explicitly, tenure security for these 

opportunities. Donors need to fund, and embassies need to support, projects that address 

specific, important components of a peace process, instead of pursuing priorities that are 

the direct outcome of foreign policies applied to regions containing numerous countries. 
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103.5.4 Non-Governmental Organizations 

The scale of the international non-govemmental organization (NGO) presence in 

countries attempting a peace process is quite large. At present in Mozambique there are 

160 foreign aid agencies operating in the country (Economist 1997). In a post-war 

context of debilitated government capacity, and with millions of dollars from bilateral 

donors, private organizations, and the UN, NGO operations frequently divide whole 

countries and provinces between them to take on a wide range of activities (e.g.. Smock 

and Gregorian 1993; Anderson 1996; Hanlon 1991; Brochman and Ofstad; Minter 1994). 

Sectorally and geographically, with programs ranging from agricultural development to 

institution building, to civil society formation and education, international NGOs are in a 

financial, political, and logistical position to pursue certain aspects of a peace process 

that other entities can find extremely problematic. In particular, local populations can 

perceive NGO activity as having greater legitimacy in post-war situations because in 

many areas government activity can be extremely suspect. 

Non-govemmental organizations operating in regions that contain critical resource areas 

can capitalize on the land tenure opportunities that these areas, and a revised national 

land legislation present, to engage in a process of building parts of a land dispute 

resolution framework. National land policy reform in his regard is important. Because 

NGOs are usually obligated to follow the priorities of their funders, especially if they are 

bilateral donors or the UN, both funders and NGOs must have an appropriate legal 

environment in which to pursue those priorities, in order to avoid negative repercussions 

in their own countries and with their own organizations. With the appropriate legal 

framework NGO activities in critical resource areas could include the following: 
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1) NGQs can act to communicate information about revised national land legislation to 

local district and provincial government officials, large land interests and local 

commum'ties. Essentially this can act to disseminate information regarding legal 

legitimacy given to customary forms of evidence. NGOs can then act as an interface, 

between local smallholders, largeholders, a debilitated national land tenure system as 

represented by government personnel in provinces and districts, and the donor 

community. This arrangement has worked well in Mozambique (even under the old land 

law) to use "transparency" as a tool to disseminate information regarding specific 

problematic situations involving smallholder - largeholder interaction back to donors, 

UN agencies, and provincial and district government. This has encouraged 

concessionaires to "cut a deal" with smallholder communities, in order to avoid 

problematic disputes over land that can escalate to involve NGOs, donors, and different 

levels of government response to donor concerns. Such an escalation could jeopardize 

investments and create tenure insecurity for commercial leaseholders (also Bawa 1996). 

2) NGOs can encourage a highly participatory land adfudication process, (with evidence 

as a fundamental aspect) in district and provincial level government, especially when 

such a process is contained in revised land legislation. 

3) NGO programs can assist smallholders in critical resource areas to formulate and 

organize physical evidence for land claims at the household level, much as they presently 

organize smallholder activity for other reasons, e g., schools, health programs, wells, etc. 

At the same time NGOs can work with local groups of spatially proximate smallholders 
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to disseminate details of household level physical evidence amongst themselves, thereby 

allowing the derivation of testimonial evidence which in the case of Mozambique will be 

admissible under a revised land law. Because smallholder - largeholder land conflict 

never occurs with one smallholder household against one largeholder, but instead 

between a number of smallholders versus a largeholder (due to the areas involved in 

largeholder claims), this presents an opportunity for NGOs to encourage individual 

smallholders with little social evidence in critical resource areas to derive testimonial 

evidence regarding occupation of their combined land area. 

Because smallholders in Montepuez have the greatest knowledge regarding their 

neighboring fields, who owns them and the crops on them compared to the other two 

zones, such an endeavor is quite feasible. Smallholder discouragement with customary-

land dispute resolution (Montepuez) and comparatively greater confidence in the formal 

alternative (for smallholder - smallholder disputes), could increase smallholder 

inclination for such an endeavor. And. as the results show, those smallholders who 

believe land conflict to be a problem locally, are already more prone to think about and 

derive evidence than others. 

4 ) NGOs and smallholders can perform simple community level land demarcation 

exercises. Such demarcation can then serve as a form of evidence and contribute to a 

smallholder "argument" for land claims. 
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5^ NGOs can support logistical material, and personnel resources to district and 

provincial level government institutions (e.g., paying salaries, providing supplies and 

logistics, etc.), assisting these to carry out formal dispute resolution procedures between 

largeholders and smallholder groups. 

This set of activities by NGOs would be particularly valuable in insurgent held critical 

resource areas, where government legitimacy is particularly problematic during a peace 

process. 

10.4 Critical Resource Areas as "Tools" in a Peace Process 

Land tenure issues in critical resource areas are fundamentally important to a peace 

process and agricultural recovery. National land policy reform, and international 

donor/NGO efforts in countries recovering from war need to address these issues in these 

areas in order to mitigate what can become very volatile situations. The negative impact 

on government legitimacy from aggravated land tenure situations in a post-war context, 

and the influence this impact has on other important issues, should not be 

underestimated. 

Because the formal land tenure system will continue crippled for a significant period of 

time during a peace process, the role of critical resource areas as "tools" in a peace 

process (Unruh 1995a) has significant potential, and needs to occupy an elevated position 
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within the agencia of the peace process, and with the UN, donors, and NGOs 

participating in the process. 

In the wake of the Somalia debacle, the UN and the international community are 

compelled to examine new operational modalities that specifically address the issues that 

can jeopardize a peace process (e.g., Cohen 1995; Lund 1996; Smock 1995). This 

dissertation makes the argument that land tenure in critical resource areas following 

armed conflict is such a problematic issue, and that attention to this issue needs to 

become an integral part of the peace process in societies where agriculture is 

fundamental to recovery. 
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Appendix A. Formal Notions of Evidence 

Legal ideas about evidence are generally defined as "[a]ny species of proof, or probative 

matter, legally presented at the trial of an issue, by the act of the parties and through the 

medium of witnesses, record, documents, exhibits, concrete objects, etc., for the purpose 

of inducing belief in the minds of the court or jury as to their contention (Black 1991). As 

well, evidence is defined as "[t]he means sanctioned by law of ascertaining in a judicial 

proceeding the truth respecting a question of fact" (Black 1991). So that the type of 

evidence must be sanctioned by law, or defined as "admissible", "proper"," material" or 

"relevant" evidence (Black 1991). Evidence is thus a form of "argument" (Black 1991; 

Pires 1996) and as such there are various legal forms or concepts of argument (frequently 

overlapping) which are generally (although sometimes conditionally) accepted as 

admissible, and of potential use in the present work, these include: 

1. Demonstrative, tangible, or real evidence, or evidence by inspection, is that 

form of evidence addressed directly to the senses. Such evidence is concerned with real 

objects which illustrate some verbal testimony. 

2. Circumstantial evidence is concerned with testimony not based on actual 

personal knowledge or observation of the facts in controversy, but of other facts from 

which deductions are drawn, showing indirectly the facts to be proved. 

3. Corroborating or cumulative evidence is that additional evidence of a different 

character supporting the same point, strengthening or confirming it. 

4. Direct evidence, as opposed to indirect or circumstantial evidence, is that 

which directly, in the form of testimony, proves the existence of a fact at issue without 

inference. 



5. Documentary evidence includes documents of all kinds. 

6. Material evidence is concerned with the quality or how relevant evidence is. 

7. Oral, or "parol" evidence, is that given by word of mouth. 

8. Primary evidence or best evidence, is the particular means of proof which is 

most required, most natural, and which the nature of the case suggests as the proper 

means of ascertaining the truth. This includes the best evidence which is available to a 

party and procurable under the existing situation. 

9. Secondary evidence, is inferior to primary evidence and frequently becomes 

admissible when primary evidence is unavailable. 

10. "Counter evidence" is that evidence presented to counter other evidence. If 

counter evidence is not presented, then the initial evidence holds. So that if a 

concessionaire presents evidence that they "considered the local community" and/'or a 

local administrator said the land was open, and these are presented in a conflict 

proceeding and the other side presents no counter evidence, or worse yet does not show 

up due to a legitimacy problem, then the commercial land holder will win the dispute 

(Pi res 1996). 

11.  As well  there is  the concept of "presumptive evidence". Presumption being 

an assumption of fact that the law requires to be made from other fact(s). Different from 

and stronger from circumstantial evidence, presumption is a legal device which operates 

in the absence of other proof to require that certain inferences be drawn from the 

available evidence in favor of a particular fact. 
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Appendix B. Parol Evidence 

Oral testimony (or "parol" evidence) which verbally illustrates "tangible" or 

"demonstrative" evidence (Black 1991) is the vehicle by which the admissible, workable, 

and legitimate to take on meaning. However oral evidence in land disputes can be 

problematic. The "parol evidence rule" is a frequently encountered legal concept-also 

present in Mozambique via the still used Portuguese Civil Code—and seeks to preserve 

the integrity of written documents (such as land titles, and cadastres) by refusing to admit 

oral declarations in dispute resolution. The reason for such a rule is usually to hold the 

parties involved to a written contract or agreement, "not to be contradicted by oral means 

in the absence of fraud, duress, or mutual mistake" (Black 1991). That oral evidence 

pertaining to land claims will have the effect of damaging the integrity of relevant 

written documents pertaining to land, is sometimes advanced as a reason for disallowing 

oral evidence in tenure dispute resolution (Fourie 1996). However title and other 

relevant documents are themselves only "arguments" for a claim (Pires 1996), and if 

stronger than other arguments, then these will represent a strong claim. Second, m an 

extremely problematic tenure context, such as post-war Mozambique finds itself the 

strengthening of a peace process needs to be a priority objective over attempts at 

preserving the integrity of written titles and cadastres, which very few will end up with 

anyway even in the long term. Such integrity can perhaps become a priority at a later 

date when peace has been solidified, dislocatees have returned home and are farming, 

and tension over land between those able to get documents and the majorit\' who cannot, 

is lessened. 
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Land Conflict Study Questionnaire 

MINISTERIO DE AGRICULTURA DE MOZAMBIQUE 
e 

Universidade de Wisconsin/US AID 

Inquerito ao Sector Familiar 

Fase de Posse de Terra 
Janeiro 1996 

aviso 

O Sit a), tern direito a nao participar nesta entrevista. A sua participagao e 
inteiramente voluntaria. No entanto vale a pena indicar que, caso do Sr(a). 
participar na entrevista, toda a informa^ao recolhida sera completamente 

confidencial - em nenhuma circunstancia o seu nome sera associado a 
nenhuma resposta. 

xvcHEFE A:\ESPOSA 

XV AF 
XV ALP 

LNQ 
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Estas perguntas sao sobre a terra e os agricultores nesta 
zona, o proposito desta fase de posse de terra e para 
investigar os problemas que tem os camponeses com respeto a 
posse de terra, e as maneiras de resolverlos 

LI 0 Sr. acha que os conflitos sobre a posse da terra 
nesta comunidade e um problema? 

0 NAO {—>L3) 
1 SIM 

L2 Se sim, acha que: 

1 estao a tornar-se muito serias 
2 estSo a tornar-se serias 
3 nao sao muito serias 

A chegada de novas pessoas a procura de terra, e 
urr. problema para a comunidade? 

0 NAO (—>L5) 
1 SIM 

Se sim, acha que e: 

1 um problema muito grave 
2 um problema grave 

Os camponeses perdem. terras nesta zona? 

0 MAO (—>L7) 
1 SIM 

Se sirr., estao a perder terras: 

1 corr. muito frequencia 
2 com frequencia 
3 com pouco frequencia 

As pessoas que utilizam a sua terra todos cs ancs 

1 Dodem oerder com certeza 



2 e possivel que as percam 
3 nao as perderao 

0 Sr. alguma vez emprestou terra desde que a 
guerra acabou ate agora? 

0 NAO {—>L10) 
1 SIM 

Se sim, a querti e que a emprestou? 

1 A um membro da familia 
2 A uma pessoa que nao e membro da familia 

0 Sr. vai emprestar terra este ano? 

0 NAO 
1 SIM 

0 Sr. acha que se um campones tiver um titulo 
propriedade sobre a sua terra: 

1 nao sera possivel que alguem Ihe tire 
2 pode ser possivel que alguem Ihe tire 
3 ninguem lha tirara 

Se voce tivesse um conflico de terras com um 
privado, o que faria? 



0 Sr. acha que alguns dos seus vizinhos podem 
perder as suas terras no futuro? 

0 N'AO (—>L15) 
1 SIM 
2 NAO SABE (—>L15) 

Se sim, acha que 

1 e  m u i t o  p o s s i Y e l  

2  e  p o s s i v e l  

3 nao muito possivel 

0 Sr. acha que os camponeses nesta zona estao 
preocupados que possam perder as suas terras? 

0 NAO (—>Pr6xima pagina) 
1 SIM 
2 NAO SABE {—>Pr6xima pagina) 

Se sim, acha que estao: 

1 muito preocupados 
2 um pouco preocupados 



I. ( ONFLITOSDETF.RRA 
NAF2 Eiislr on r«i5liii ronDilo sobrr nleumiis dRS suns mnchiimbiis? 

0 nAo (•> priximn pAgina) 
1 sim 

• Nos Koslnrinmos de Ihe farcr algumns pcrgunlas sobrc cada uma deslas machambas 
INQUIRIDOR: Fa^a i-tfrifnria as Figuras d( Machamba para cscrcvcr na labcia os nOmcros das inachambas ACTUAIS qiic (cm (ou linham) 
ronflito 
Tabcli Nl. Conflilos sobrc machambas ciiUivadas (ou cm pou»<o) do campones 

1 No. da 
1 Machamba 

Eslc connito 
csl4 rrsoh'ido, 
ou conlinua 
ainda? 

1 tsti rcsolvide 
2 conlinua 
aindn 

Tipo dc condilo 

1 sobrc a posse 
2 sobrc OS 
limiles 
3 oniro (csp.) 

Com qutm o Sr. Icm (ou 
linha) csic conDilo? 

1 vizlnho 
2 privado 
3 comp. de alg. 
4 ouiro (csp.) 

0 Sr. acha que esia 
machamba i sua, ou acha que 
pcrtencc (c semprc pertcncia) 
a ouIro dono? 

1 a machamba < minhn 
2 pertcnce a ouira pcssoa 

0 que 0 Sr. fa (ou tsiA a 
Inzer) para moli er eslc 

conlliio? 

MACH Nil Nil NI3 NI4 MS 



NAFJ <) Sr. »n«rs um* muthnmb* qw fol obnBi^do de nbnndonnr ou que fol »rr»nt»d»? 
0 nXo (-> pr6xiniM p^einn) 
1 sim 

• Nos goslnrinmos dr Ihr fiiur alsumiis pcrcuntu sobrr cadii uma desliu marhambu 

No. da 
murha 
mba 

Anifsdr oSr. ABRIR 
tsia mnthamba. qucm 
era 0 dono? 

1 Rreulado 
2 Familiar 
J Privado 
4 Colono 
5 Emprrxa Est. (csp| 
6 Emprrsa Pri\. (csp) 
7 Oiilro(C5p) 

ANTES DO 
CONFLITO.o 
Sr. arhava que 
est* machamba 
era sua, ou que 
pcrtencia a 
oulra pcssoa? 

1 era sua 
Z stmpre 
pcrtencia a 
ouiro dono 

Qucm Icvou 
csta 
machamba? 

1 vizinho 
2 privado 
3 comp. dc alg 
4 oulro(e«p.) 

Que ano 
csta pcssoa 

levoua 
machamba? 

Que tipo dc 
terra tinha a 
machamba? 

1 pesado 
2 normal 
3 arcnoso 

QuantM 
irvorcs 
tinha a 

machamba? 
(tab como 
ci^uciros, 
coquciros, 

mansuciras, 
ctc.) 

0 Sr. fol pa|o 
alfuma 

recompensa 
(dinheiro ou 

icneros) para csta 
machamba? 

0 NAO 
1 SIM 

Como cstA 
sendo usada 
csta 

machamba 
asora? 

0 nAo sabc 
1 algodto 
2 culture 
alim. 
3 pousio 

MACH Mil NII2 NII3 NII4 NII6 NII7 NII8 NII9 

101 

lOZ 

in.i 

104 

lo L.J 
o 



AfytPA TPAT.TgMng gOBRE AS M2^IRAS DE RESOLVER CONFLITOS PEIA 
TERRA 

L17 A resolugao dos conflitos de terra entre 
camponeses a NIVEL TRADICIONAL OU DE COSTUMES 
LOCAIS tern sido justa, ou nao? 

1 si.m, muito justas 
2 Sim, justas 
3 injustas 

L13 A resolugao dos conflitos de terra entre 
ca.mponesss PELA VTA LEGAL tem sido justa, ou nac? 

1 Sim, muito justas 
2 Sim, justas 
3 injustas 

A resolugao dos conflitos de terra ENTRE 
CAMPONESES E PRTVADOS tem sido justa, ou nao? 

1 Sim, muito justas 
2 Sim, justas 
3 injustas 

iraT.ffMn.c; arsoRA SOBRE ACESSO A TERRAS 

.20 t facil ou dificil para c Sr. obter terra nest< 
zona? 

1 e miuito facil 
2 e facil 
3 e dificil 
4 e imoossivel 

^eria racii ou airicix oara o :sr. ooter terra nurr, 
REGULADO VIZINHO? 
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1 e muito facil (—>L23) 

2 e facil (—>L23) 

3 e dificil (—>L23) 
4 e impossivel 

L22 Se for impossivel,porque? 

123 Seria facil ou dificil para o Sr. obter terra num 
HOMO VIZINHO? 

1 e muito facil (—>L25) 

2 e facil (—>L25} 

3 e dificil (—>L25} 
4 e impossivel 

L24 Se for impossivel,porque? 



TiHT.TgMng AGORA DO ODE SE PASSOP COWSIGO E A SPA FAMILIA 
DORANTE A GOERRA 

L25 Voce e sua familia foram deslocados durante a 
guerra? 

1 Sim, uma vez 
2 Sim, mais do que uma vez 
3 Nunca {—>L28) 

L26 Se foram deslocados, cinham. acesso a terra para 
cultivar no sitio para onde foram? 

0 NAO {—>L23) 
1 SIM 

No caso de sim, explique comc obteve o acesso a 
essa terra 

Vamos supor que um grupo ae pesscas rci oes^Gcaaos 
durante a guerra. £ quando voltou a terra de 
a terra delies estava ocupeda per urn PRIYADO. 
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Que provas este grupo poderia usar para provar que as 
terras era delles? (Inqui.ri.dor: agrupa as respostas 
em: arvores de fruta, e em caracteri.s'ticas de berreno) 

L23a 

L28b 

Agora, vamos supor que este raesmo grupo de 
deslocados, teve confiito de terra CC^ ODTROS 
CAMPOMESES quando voitou a suas terras de origerri. 
£ste confiito seria resclvidc: 

1 muito rapidamente 
2 lentamente 
3 p.unca 



FALEMOS AGORA SOBRE OS SIGL'INTES INVESTIMENTOS 

Tipo de 

inveslimenlo 

Tem 

0 Nao(>-* -H) 

1 Sim 

Vamos supor que o Sr. tem um confliio de 

terra com um privado. Serve este 

investimento como prova de que a terra i 

sua' 

1 Sim, serve muito bem 

2 Sim, serve mais ou menos 

3 nSo serve 

(»^>Proxim8 linha) 

Se nao tem, voce pensa 

fazer este inveslimenio 

durante o pr6ximo ano? 

0 Nao 

1 Sim (»pr6xima 

linha) 

1 Se nfio pensa fazer, D 

poique? 1 

II 12 13 14 15 

1 Socalcos 

2 Cajuems 

} Arvoies dc 

frtiia 

4 C'crcos 

Armazem 

ria 

machnmba 
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L31 Os conflitcs de terra nesta zona levam os 
camponeses a nao inves-birem nas suas terras? 

0 NAO 
1 SIM 

gAT.PTMng AGORA DE CAJDEIROS E ARVORES DE FRUTA 

L32 A presenga de arvores num terreno da garantia de 
nao perder aqueie terreno? 

0 NAO (~>L34) 
1 SIM 

L33 Se Sim, acha que da: 

1 uma garantia muito forte 
2 uma garantia mais ou menos forte 

L34 Como funciona a HERANgA DAS ARVORES? 

t normal vender ou comprar 

0 NAO 
'  q 'm  
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L36 E normal oferecer arvores? 

0 NAO 
1 SIM 

L37 E normal alugar arvores? 

0 NAO 
1 SIM 

L38 E normal passar a um familiar o direito de 
recolher os frutos das arvores nas suas 
machambas? 
0 NAO 
1 SIM 

L39 Todos OS vizinhos sabem a quem pertence cada uma 
das arvores de frutas ou cajueircs? 

0 NAO 
1 SIM 

irar.gMng aygORA DA TERRA EM POUSIO 

L4 0 Os terrenos em pousio tem algum use, tal como 
plantas medicinais, lenha, etc.? 

0 NAO (—>L42) 
1 SIM 

L41 Se sim, indique os usos que as terras em pousio tem: 

L41a 

L41b 
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L41c 

L41d 

L41e 

L42 Vamos falar sobre sua machamba mais grande em pousic. 
?or favor indique as quatro caracteristicas fisicas 
mais importantes desta machamba. 
(exeagplo: axvores grandes ou pequenas, per-ko dum rio, 
etc.) 

L42a 

L42b 

L42c 

L42d 
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FALEMOS AGORA DE SX3AS MACHftMBAS EM GERAL 

L4 3 Agora falamos das machambas de outras pessoas qpae 
fleam proximas a sua machamba principal de milho (ou 
mandioca se nao tem milho) 

Machamb 

a 

vizinho 

Sabe quein e o 

dono? 

0  NAO 

1 SIM 

Que culturas estao nesta machamba 

0 Nao sabe 

Ou entrar codigo de cultura 

VI V2 V 3  V4 V5 

1 

3 

4 

L4 4 Acha que o conhecimento da HERANQA DE TERRAS na 
sua familia, e importante como forma de prova 
formal que essas terras pertencem a sua familia? 

1 muito importamie (—>L4 6} 
2 imporrante ',-->L46) 
3 poucc importante (—;>L4 6} 
4 nao tem valor nenhum 

Se nao tem valor nenhum, porque? 
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L4 6 E importante descrever a HISTORIA DE OCUPACAO das 
suas terras como forma de prcva numa resolugao 
dum conflito? 

1 e muito importante (—>L4 8) 
2 e importante (—>L48) 
3 e pouco importante (—>L48) 
4 nao e importante 

L47 Se nao e importante, porque 
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gAT.TgMng pp MATO DO REGOIADO 

L43 Ha terras nao cultivadas na posse do seu 
regulado? 

0 NAO (~>L50) 
1 SIM 

.4 9 No ease de sim, QUE CARACTERISTICAS FISICAS desta 
terra que voce e os seus vizinhos podem descrever pa: 
provar que pertence ao regulado? 

No. 

Caracteristicas 
fisicas 

0 Sr. pode descrever a 
localizavao destas 
caracteristicas? 

0 NAO 
1 SIM 

n' •w X C3 

5 

/I -t 
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L50 0 mato do regulado nesta zona corre um RXSCO 
MAJOR de ser tomada por pessoas de fora do que as 
machambas ou terras em pousio? 

0 nSo, menos risco 
1 Sim, maior risco 

L51 Onde se localizam os tiimulos e outros lugares de cuitc 
nesta aldeia? 

L51a Elm areas individuals? 0 NAO 1 SIM 
L51b Em areas comunitarias? 0 NAO 1 SIM 
L51c Em areas residenciais? 0 NAO 1 SIM 

.52 As cerimcnias para veneracao dcs antepassados, 
pedindo-lhes ccisas como a chuva, ocorrem nest 
aldeia? 

0 MAO (—>L54) 
s TM 

.cda aence conhece esse local (ou esses locals)? 

0 MAC 
1 SIM 



P&T.gMng AGORA SOBRE O PAPEL DO HOMO 
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L54 Agora vamos supor que existe um conflito de terra 
ENTBE DOIS HOMOS, que tipo de infontigoes vao dar ao 
regulo para resolver o conflito? 

Este mesmo informacao tem valor em 

um conflito com um privado? 

No. 

Escreve o Tipo de 
informagao 

(ezeinplo: heran^a, 
titxilo, etc) 

1 muito valiosa 

2 valiosa 

3 pouco valiosa 

4 nao valiosa 

HI H2 H3 

1 

-> 

4 

c 



Para as familias abrangida pelo seu Humo, o S 
pode indicar que cultura se encontra em cada 
dellas? 

0 NAO 
1 SIM 

Para as familias abrangida pelo seu Kumo, o S 
pode indicar a quem pertence cada imia das 
machanbas ? 

0 NAO 
1 SIM 
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Appendix D. Postcodes 

Postcodes are the numeric codings for the answers to the questionnaire. 

SE VOCE TIVESSE UM CONFLITO DE TERRAS COM UM PRIVADO, O QUE 

FARIA 

Variable: L12, N15 

L12A Reconciliacao pessoal 

L12B Capitao 

L12C Cabo 

LI 2D Humo 

L12E Secretario/Presidente 

L12F Regulo 

L12G Tribunals da Local idade 

L12H Posto Administrativo 

LI 21 Tribunais do Distrito 

L12J Tribunais da Provincia ou Cidade 

L12K Deixar machamba 

L12L Nao se/nada 



TIPO DE CONFLITO 

Variable: NI2 

4.Atras das sementes 

COM QUEM O SR. TEM (OU TINHA) ESTE CONFLITO 

Variable: NI3 

5. Pessoa fora de aldea (nao privado) 

6. Amigo 

7. Marido\marida\familiar 

8. Dono 

9. Relief agency'\development agency 

ANTES DE O SR. ABRIR ESTA MACHAMBA, QUEM ERA O DONO 

V^ariable: NIIl 

8. Outro pessoa da aldeia (nao familiar) 

9. Um amigo 



QUEM LEVOU ESTA MACHAMBA 

Variable: NU3 

5. Os sobrinhos do antigo dono 

6. Pessoa da outra aldeia 

7. O sobrinho do seu pai 

8. Familiar 

9. Pessoa do govemo 

10. Amigo 

11. Regulo da outra zona 

12. O dono 

SE FOR IMPOSSIVEL, PORQUE 

Variable: L22 

1. Desacordo entre regulos 

2. Porque causa problemas em siguiente transferencias da terra 

3. Tem que ser autorizado para comprar 

4. Nao e conhecido 

5. Nao sabe 
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NO CASO DE SIM, EXPLIQUE COMO OBTEVE ACESSO A ESSA TERRA 

Variable: L27 

1. Falou com chefe de aldeia/cabos 

2. Emprestou terra duma pessoa conhecida (nao familiar) 

3. Emprestou terra dum familiar 

4. Falou com Secretario 

5. Falou com o Regulo 

6. Falou com nativo da zona (nao humo, regulo, secretario, etc.) 

7. Comprou mato/terra 

8. Obtuvo sozinho 

9. Falou com chefe da empresa de algodao 

10. Falou com um familiar 
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PROVAS 

Variable: L28a, U8b, L28c 

1. Presencia de arvores de fruta e cajueros 

2. Historia de arvores de fruta e cajueros 

3. Montanhas 

4. Vizinhos/testimonios de vizinhos 

5. Caminos 

6. Elevacao/baixas 

7. Cimiterios 

8. Tumulos 

9. Rio 

10. Arvores grandes/ou plantas pequenas ou caidas 

11. Tipo de solo 

12. Conhecimento da historia da heranca 

13. Historia de ocupacao 

14. Membros familiares 

15. Chefes locais 

16. Pessoas antigos da zona 

17. Serras 



18. Machambas vizinhas que faz limite/limites 

19. Conhecimento das zonas sagradas/cerimoniais 

20. Estradas 

21. Edificios publicos 

22. Muro de muche 

23. Pedras 

24. Perto a um bloco, terra, edificio, de algodao 

25. Antigas ruinas 

26. Antigos culturas 

27. Conhecimento do regulado 

28. Pantano 

29. Bambus/materias para construcao 

30. Estructuras locais 



Investimentos 

SE NAO PENSA FAZER, PORQUE? 

Variable: 15 

1. O terreno e piano 

2. Falta de mao da obra 

3. Ladroes 

4. Nao problema com animais 

5. Falto de vivero 

6. Pode quemar 

7. O local e mau 

8. Nao e importante/ Nao tem necesidad/ Nao tem interese 

9. Falta de plantas 

10. Nao tem problemas de erosao 

11. Falta de tempo 

12. Problemas com vizinhos 

13. Problemas com saude 

14. Falta de dinheiro/material 

15. Terra e infertil 

16. Falta de conhecimento 



17. E Mulher 

18. Nao demora 

19. Nao tern terreno suficiente 

20. Nao da producto 

21. Empobrezer terra 

22. Provoca burracos 

23. Problemas de sombra 

24. Nao sirve para impedir animals 

25. Animais vai robar/comer 

26. Tern medo de uma empresa 

27. Por causa de doenca das arvores 

28. Falta de producto 

29. Nao nativo de este aldea 

30. Nao tern confianca na situacao politica actual 

31. Esta emprestando terra 

32. Elefantes vai destruir e comer 

33. Porque nao se quando tendra que mover 



COMO FUNCIONA A HERANCA DAS ARVORES 

Variable: L34 

1. Pasa do dono para os filhos 

2. Pasa do dono para os sobrinos 

3. Pasa do dono para os filhos ou sobrinos 

4. Pasa do dono para os irmaos 

5. Pasa do dono para os irmaos ou sobrinos 

6. Pasa do dono para o marida/marido 

7. Pasa do dono para o Netas 

8. Pasa do dono para o tribus/filhos 

9. Pasa do dono para filho/irmao 

10.Pasa do dono para filho/marida 

SE SIM. IDIQUE OS USOS QUE AS TERRAS EM POSIO TEM 

Variables: L41a, L41b, L41c, L41e 

1. Procura de cogumelos 

2. Pastagem de animais 

3. Caca de ratos e outras animais 



4. Procura de lenha 

5. Piantas medicinais 

6. Fazer cercos para apanhar animais 

7. Recohler culturas sobreviventes dos anos pasados 

8. Apicultura/mel 

9. Deixar lixo 

10. Ritos 

11. Outros produtos de salvagem 

12. Recohler capim 

13. Frutas silvestres 

14. Serve de esconderijo 

15. Materias de construcao 

16. Para ritos y ceremonias 



SUA MACHAMBA MAIS GRANDE EM POUSIO 

Variables: L42a, L42b, L42c, L42d 

1. Perto dum no 

2. Arvores de fruta e cajueros 

3. Outros arvores (grandes, velhos, etc.) 

4. Montanhas (perto) 

5. Pedras grandes/outras pedras 

6. Plantas medicinais/plantas utiles 

7. Elevacao / baixas 

8. Simiterio 

9. Camino comum 

10. Mure de muche 

11. Estrada 

12. Perto dum terreno dum privado 

13. Cor do solo 

14. Antigas residencias 

15. Buracos grandes 

16. Perto duma serra 

17. Tern machamba ao lado \ Bloco ao lado 



18. Limites 

19. Tumulo 

20. Cambas 

21. Sitio de cerimonias tradicionais 

22. Poco 

23. Machamba da compania 

24. Perta da casa 

25. Perto dum pantano 

26. Indicacao de erosao serio 

27. Pantano 

28. Tern mato ao lado 

29. Perto do poco publicao 

30. Troncos de arvores caidos/arvore grande caido 

31. Tern arbustos e capim 

SE NAO TEM VALOR NENHUM, PORQUE 

Variables: L45 

1 .Nao e urn documento do govemo 



SE NAO TEM VALOR NENHUM, PORQUE 

Variables: L47 

l.Nao e/tem titulo/nao e oficial 

CARACTERISTICAS FISICAS 

Variable: L49->C2 

1. Bocos de companhia 

2. Elevacoes 

3. Rios 

4. Montanhas/cerras 

5. Mato vergem 

6. Estrada 

7. Arvores grandes/plantas grandes 

8. Arvores de fruta e cajueros 

9. Baixa 

10. Capim alto/zona de capim 

11. Murro de muche 

12. Local de ceremoniafs 

13. Local historico 



14. Camino 

15. Cor de solo/tipo de solo 

16. Antigas residencias 

17. Pantano 

18. Perto dum outro regulado/limites 

19. Lagoa 

20. Limites 

21. Perto do poco 

22. Zonita de Bambu 



ESCREVE O TIPO DE INFORMACAO 

Variable: L54->H2 

1. Historia das machambas/historia da ocupacao 

2. Presencia de cajueros e arvores de fhita 

3. Historia de cajueros e arvores de fhita 

4. Sinais historicos importantes (exempio; sinais da antiga casa do Humo) 

5. Testumunhas 

6. Heranca 

7. Montanhas/Cerras 

8. Titulo/documentos 

9. Vizinhos 

10. Rios 

11. Cimitarios 

12. Caminos 

13. Local de cerimonias 

14. Pomar 

15. Tumulos 

16. Cambas (tumulos de pessoas importantes) 

17. Muro de muche 



18. Um bloco da companhia perto 

19. Arvores grandes 

20. Eleva^ao/Baixas 

21. Estradas 

22. Cerco 

23. Plantas medicionais/tradicionais 

24. Limites de terra/limites de Humo/Limites de Regulado 

25. Tipo do solo 

26. Investimentos/Construcoes 

27. Antigas residencias 

28. Local de baixa 

29. Testimunhas de rei de tribu 

30. Canavial (places where cana de azucar is planted) 

31. Estructuras local tradicional 

32. Historia da familia 
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Appendix E. Derivation of the 'Tenure Security' index 

An index for household tenure security was derived from the questionnaire with the 

equation below. See Appendix C for the questionnaire. 

M100=M 1 +L2+M3+L4+M5+L6-i-M7+M8+L9+L 10+M11+M13+L14+M15+L16+i2_ 1 

Terms within the equation refer to questions in the questionnaire that deal with different 

aspects of land tenure security. Terms containing an 'M' are recoded variables from the 

original variables "L\ so that greater values for the variable correspond with greater 

measures of tenure security. In other words, if the original question was worded so that 

ranked responses (1-3) meant that a 1 was more tenure secure than a 3, then these needed 

to be recoded so that the most tenure secure option equaled 3 and the most tenure 

insecure option equaled 1. The variable i2_l in the equation is an aggregated variable 

from the investments table (questionnaire). If a person has an investment, then one point 

is given to i2_l. If three investments are possessed by a household then the value of 

three is given to i2_l for that case. This index ranged from a value of 8, very tenure 

insecure, to 30 very tenure secure. 
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Appendix F. Derivation of 'Willingness to Engage the formal System' in dispute 

resolution 

This index was derived using 12 variables within the L12 question on the questionnaire. 

This question dealt with the issue of what the respondent would do if s/he had a land 

conflict with a largeholder, in successive steps, i.e., 'first I would , then 1 

would , then I would , etc. 

Each of the L12 variables (L12a - L121) could have a 1, 2,3 or 4 indicating that the 

respondent would pursue that conflict resolution option in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, or 4th 

choice. Thus each variable could have a maximum of a 4. These variables were recoded 

so as to reverse these values so that when these are added they create a index that is 

ranked according to the value the respondent placed on stepping outside of the customary 

system. 

In addition each of the L12x variable options were assigned a code for willingness to step 

outside of the customary tenure system in conflict resolution. These codes reflected the 

higher value of stepping outside the customary system to resolve a dispute versus staying 

inside the customary' system. L12G - L12J are options outside of the customary system, 

with L12G to L12J being more and more within the formal system (higher up within the 



formal system). Options L12K, L12L, and L12A to L12F exist within the customary 

system, however these are ranked in the code below to reflect the fact that going from 

L12K to L12F (increasing values for the code, see ranking below) is proceeding up the 

customary hierarchy and thus is closer to exiting the customary system. See postcodes. 

Appendix D for the L12x options. The codes used for these options are the following; 

L12KandL12L= 1 

L12a = 2 

L12b = 3 

L12c = 4 

L12d = 5 

L12e = 6 

L12f=7 

L12g= 10 

L12h = 11 

L12i = 12 

L12j = 13 
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The codes for L12g - LI2j are in the teens as these are the options outside the customary 

system (within the formal system). In addition to the L12x variables, responses for 

questions LI 8 and LI 9 (questionnaire) were also used in the derivation of the index. 

These variables were recoded as well so that more value is given to increasingly positive 

answers with regard to how 'just' land tenure dispute resolution mechanisms are. 

The index then is derived using the following; for NLl2x = recoded L12x variables. If 

NL12x > 2, then NL120 = "code' + NLI2x. So that for the first two choices (with values 

of 4 and 3 respectively) the respondents reported what they would do if involved in a 

conflict with a largeholder then the variable NL120 would equal the value of the recoded 

variable (4 or 3) plus the value of the code for the option. This variable NL120, was then 

added together with NL18, and NL19 (how Just' formal conflict resolution is) to get the 

index for willingness to step outside of the customary system to pursue a land conflict 

with a large holder. In the SPSS datafile this index is ML 130, derived by: NLI30 = 

NL120 + NLi8^NL19 
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Appendix G. Derivation of household variable for legitimacy of evidence (Prova_l) 

Evidence variables L28a - L28f (questionnaire were recoded into a legitimacy ranking 

based on frequency, for the entire sample. There were 30 pieces of evidence involved in 

the ranking. 

Thus the most frequent piece of evidence is given a value of 28, the next most frequent a 

value of 27 and so forth. The value of 30 and 29 are not present because there were two 

ties. 

To these recoded variables were added a 6 or 5 or 4 or 3 or 2 or 1 for each case 

depending on whether that piece of evidence was mentioned first (6), second (5) third (4) 

and so on, so as to give greater weight to the evidence that a respondent mentioned first, 

then second, then third, etc. 
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Appendix H. Derivatioa of bousehoid variable for workable evidence (Prova__2) 

Definition of Workability 

Workable evidence is defined as how customary evidence intersects with the formal land 

tenure system. Some pieces of evidence are veiy workable within the formal system (ie.. 

physical evidence of occupation) while other forms of customary evidence are not 

workable within the formal system (local mythology regarding land). This ranking, then 

ranks the evidence on how workable specific customary evidence is within the formal 

system, using the Mozambican Land Law, the Codigo Civil, and analysis done of the land 

law, and the present (1996) situation regarding revision of the Land Law. 

Criteria for Ranking 

While the Mozambican land law. and the Codigo Civil overwhelmingly prefer 

documents as evidence, they (especially for smallholders) allow as evidence, elements 

relating to evidence of "occupation' of the land. As for testimony, while this is expressly 

disallowed in favor of documents, in the new land law this will be allowed, but is still 

secondary- to evidence of occupation. Strictly physical evidence intersects with the 

formal system most poorly, local naturally occurring terrain features do not mean much, 

while things like rivers and hills, together with testimony, can be evidence of boundary-, 

and are often used as such. This criteria for workability is based on the following 
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documents pertaining to Mozambican Land Law (Republica Popular de Mocambique 

1988; Sachs and Welch 1990; Pereira and dos Santos Alves 1994; Bastos 1967; Land 

Commission 1996) and deals with "occupation" of land. Thus the more a piece of 

evidence provides and indication of occupation the higher the ranking for workability. 

Then, to these recoded variables were added a 6 or 5 or 4 or 3 or 2 or 1 for each case 

depending on whether that piece of evidence was mentioned first (6), second (5) third (4) 

and so on, so as to give greater weight to the evidence that a respondent mentioned first, 

then second, then third, etc. 
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Appendix I. Derivation of household variable for admissible evidence (Prova_3) 

On Relevancy 

According to Emanuel (1993) a judge makes a decision on the admissibility of evidence 

based on the evidence's relevancy, and the decision made as to relevancy is made based 

on "any tendency to make the existence of any fact that is of consequence to the 

determination of the action more probable or less probable than it would be without the 

evidence". Further "all relevant evidence is admissible". 

There are two aspects of relevancy. The first (probative relationship) is that 

"there must be a 'probative' relationship between the piece of evidence and the factual 

proposition to which the evidence is addressed. That is, the evidence must make the 

factual proposition more (or less) likely than it would be v^thout the evidence" (Emanual 

1996). The Second aspect of relevancy is that "the evidence must be material. That is, 

there must be a link between the factual proposition which the evidence tends to 

establish, and the substantive law" (Emanual 1996). 

On making the judgment of probative value "the judge normally does not make his 

assessment of probative value by applying cut-and-dried legal principles. Rather, he 

applies his "own experience, his general knowledge, and his understanding of human 



conduct and motivation" (Emanual 1996). 
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The initial recodings are based on a judgement as to wether the evidence makes a 

relevant argument for occupation. Occupation in the present law being the key issue for 

legality. However testimony is given greater weight in this ranking, because: a) 

testimony makes a "probative" case for relevancy; b) testimony will be of greater material 

value in the new land law; c) it shows that the people in question belong to a community', 

and therefore corroboration and other evidence can show community occupation; and, d) 

smallholders often have little else. 

Then, to these recoded variables were added a 6 or 5 or 4 or 3 or 2 or 1 for each case 

depending on whether that piece of evidence was mentioned first (6), second (5) third (4) 

and so on, so as to give greater weight to the evidence that a respondent mentioned first, 

then second, then third, etc. 
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Appendix J. Household Characteristic Variables Used in Principal Components 

Analysis 

Variables: 

Area sem: Total area planted by each smallholder; 

Conflict: Number of land conflicts experienced; 

Edu: Sum of all years of education for all family members; 

L17; Fairness of land conflict resolution between smallholders using the 

customary tenure system; 

L18; Fairness of land conflict resolution between smallholders using the formal 

tenure system; 

LI 9: Fairness of land conflict resolution between small and largeholders using 

the formal tenure system; 

L20: Ease with which additional land can be obtained within the communit> "s 

area; 

L21; Ease with which additional land can be obtained within a neighbooring 

community's area; 

L23; Ease with which additional land can be obtained within a neighboring 

lineage's area (contained within a community area); 

Ml00: Tenure security 
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ML 130: Willingness to step outside the customary tenure system to pursue a land 

conflict with a largeholder, 

Prova_ 1: Legitimate evidence; 

Prova_2: Workable evidence; 

Prova_3 Admissible evidence; 

Soil fer Soil fertility; 

Villsize; Village size; 

Invest: Agricultural investments; 

Mato 1; Utility of mato (uncleared community land) evidence; 

Mato2: Legitimacy of mato evidence; 

Humol: Legitimacy of evidence provided by local customary leaders; 

Humo2: Workability of evidence provided by local customary leaders; 

Humo3: Admissibility of evidence provided by local customary leaders; 

Inher oc; Value of inheritance and occupation of land: 

Native: Native to the local area or not; 

Ano: Year of arrival in local area; 

Leadr: Proximit>' to local customary leadership. 
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